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The Desi of Streets*
PAUL MACKEY, C.P.U.Q., C.1.P.**

ABSTRACT

RESUME

Streets in urban areas can and slwuld play a variety ofroles.
The speed of nwtarized traffic has made this m:u.ll'ifitnctiana.l
use ofspace difficult to maintain In arder to protect other·uses
ofstreetspace, 'it is necessary to red'Uce tra.jj'ic speeds, especially
on resident·ial streets. Current Canadian guidel'ines do not
respond to th-is concern.
A number of innovative measures has been tried, most
notably in Europe, both to reduce speeds a:nd increase pedestrian comfarl The mticle disc'Usses these, concentrating on
those most S'll:ita.ble for Canadian cl'hna.t-ic conditions. It ·is
hoped planners will becom.e active in the field ofstreet design.

En milieu urbain, les rues peuvent et devraient jouer une
multiplicite de roles. La grande vitesse des vehicules en limite
cependant les possibilites d 'utilisation Afin de rendre possible
1.me ut·ilisatian multifonctionnelle, il est necessaire de reduire
la. vitesse de circulation, speC'ialement dans les quartiers residentiels. Les norrnes en vigueu.r au Canada n 'en tiennent
pomtant pas compte.
Pl'llsieurs so/.ul'ions innovatrices ant ete experimentees,
1wtamm.ent en Eu.rope, tant paurreduire la vitesse vehiculaire
que pour accroftre le co11Jmt du pieton. L'a.uteur s'interesse a
nos conditions clim.atiques. fl est a esperer que les urba.nistes
s'interesseront dava.ntage au design des rues.

Neglected land Use
Streets typically occupy more than 30%
of urban land area. Yet planners focus
little attention on the layout of the street.
In practice, this topic is generally left to
engineers, "who best know how to handle traffic." This attitude neglects the fact
that streets serve a number of important
functions, only one of which is moving
automobiles. Planners have a definite
role to play in highlighting the other aspects. During the April 22, 1988 broadcast of the Radio-Quebec television
programme "Droit de parole," dealing
with traffic safety, Dr. Claire LabergeNadeau, a leading medical researcher in
the field, urged land use planners to get
involved in street design. The participants agreed that planning is needed to
reconcile the interests of the different
users of streetspace.
While little has been done in Canada
to systematically rethink the design of
streets, experiments have been carried
out in Europe and incorporated into daily
practice. These originated in the Netherlands, 1 where the poor soil conditions
require relaying the brick pavements
every 10 years or so, thus providing the
opportunity for short-term experiments.
The work was done primarily on lowvolume residential streets. From there,
the "revolution" in street design has
spread, most notably to West Germany
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and Denmark, but also to France, Switzerland, Australia and the U.K. The focus
has also shifted from the local street to
main roads.

The Opportunity for
Reassessment
A great deal of street construction was
undertaken in the 1950s and 1960s to
accommodate the development of suburban areas and increased automobile
ownership. Upkeep and repair of the network was curtailed in the high inflation
1970s and limited budget 1980s. As the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities
estimates the life span of streets and
bridges to be twenty years, there is growing concern about the state of the infrastructure, and greater willingness to invest in major road reconstruction. A
survey of Canadian municipalities2 places
streets and bridges as the prime infrastructure concern.
The discussion to date assumes that
we will rebuild the streets according to
existing standards, which are relatively
PAUL MACKEY, C.P.U.Q., C.I.P.**

'Direction de la. recherche,
Ministere des Transports du Quebec
• 'The views e.ccpressed here are the author's
and do not necessarily rf!flect the Depmtm.ent's policies.

unchanged from those 20-30 years ago.
Is this really advisable? The context today is very different. For example, cars
are narrower now, opening the way to
narrower local street widths, even if truck
widths have increased.
Still more important are the demographic changes. For example, there
has been and will be a sharp rise in the
number of elderly people .. Their visual
perception and physical agility decrease,
making walking more difficult. Yet studies
show that the elderly walk more in their
neighbourhoods than younger adults,
who drive more. How is the street to
respond to these changes? The increase
in the 25 to 54 age group is likely to
signal an increase in automobile traffic
and a decrease in transit ridership.3 How
is the street to cope?
Many standards are open to question.
Up to 1977, Quebec law4 prescribed a
minimum right-of-way of 66 feet, which
was also conventional practice in Ontario.5 The width was adopted in 1890,6
when it was arbitrarily chosen? as an
effective firebreak. It probably endured
for so long because it was a convenient
measure for land surveyors: it was exactly one chain. Such a standard pushed up
land costs for housing and encouraged
the construction of wide streets. Since
1977, Quebec municipalities have tended to use 50 feet or 15 metres (which is
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49.2 feet). Pavement widths have likewise tended to decrease when the developer has been given the option of building a private street. Some guidelines are
presented in Table 1. There are fairly
wide variations. In Urban Development
Standards, we read "if there is one area
meriting further detailed examination, it is
the subject of road ... width requirements."8
Since homeowners, and not motorists,
pay for street expenditures, it is reasonable to plan the street to respond to the
multiple needs of residents, especially in
residential areas. As this article demonstrates, there are many options in street
design available. Street design could
easily become an area where citizen
participation might be encouraged.
The street is very much a part of the
quality of life for residents. It can act as a
meeting place, or, on the contrary, a barrier to social interaction.9 It can provide
play space for children, even when alternative areas are available. Children will
always play in the street, even if adults
tell them not to, because street play is an
essential part of growing up. The street
has always been a learning area where
children discover space and the community around them.10 The street is irreplaceable.
Around the ages of 4 or 5 ... the child
begins to distanc8 himself [sic] from
home. But he does not go far. f-le
plans it so that he can always see the
house, so that he is sure that he can
return there ... f-le needs to be sure of
finding his way back to the warmth he
will find there.11

Reinserting the Streets into the
Life of the City
In West Germany, planners got involved
in the overhaul of the planning guidelines
for street construction and design. In response to criticism about the neglect of
the needs of cyclists and pedestrians,
the rigidity and the high cost of standards,
new guidelines were published in 1985
based on a radically different and more
interesting philosophy:
Street planning and road design must
correspond to the urban environment,
to land use and to architecture. A
nationwide monotony of urban streets

•

and their design is not acceptable at
all ...
Urban streets have to be planned as a
part of urban life. Their function is not
only for car traffic but also for all other
modes of transportation, for green
open areas, for markets, for children's
play, etc ....
The chances for compromises in
planning and design are dependent
on the speed level. Only reduced
speeds will allow effective compromises. It follows from this that street
speeds have to be reduced efficiently
on most urban streets through planning and design measures as well as
through legislation.12
In comparison, the new edition of the
Geometric Design Standards (GDS) of
the Roads and Transportation Association of Canada (RTAC), the reference
book most widely used in Canada, states,
without distinguishing the type of road,
"that every effort should be made to use
as high a design speed as practicable to
attain a desired degree of safety, mobility
and efficiency ... " 13 If this is an acceptable practice when considering rural
highways, it is totally inappropriate in the
urban setting. In cities, there are a number of types of street users that all travel
at slower speeds than cars: pedestrians
(children, adults, the elderly, the blind ... ),
people in wheelchairs, cyclists, transit
patrons, etc. In cities, the design speed
must take into account these differences.

•

•

Safety, Speed and Street
Widths
The speed of traffic is governed by the
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presence of other vehicles, traffic control
devices and the physical characteristics
of the street. In residential areas, on local
streets or even on arterials at off-peak
hours, traffic volumes are low, and traffic
control devices are rare or ignored,14
which leaves physical characteristics as
the primary design tool for controlling
speeds. Unfortunately, the Canadian Design Standards (CDS) only consider the
safety of motorists; the safety needs of
other street users are neglected.
Yet there exist major problems in this
area. A recent doctoral thesis has examined the 1,300 accidents involving children as pedestrians or cyclists which
occurred over an 18 month period on the
island of Montreal.15 The elderly also
comprise an over-represented group in
traffic accident statistics. Both the young
and the elderly have special safety requirements. For example, the young are
easily distracted, and do not easily understand instructions, especially if they are
abstract.1617 Canada, in fact, has one of
the worst records for children's pedestrian safety. 1B The elderly fear the possibility of falling, and may be more preoccupied with stepping off the curb than
watching oncoming traffic.
The most efficient method of improving street safety is to reduce speeds of
motorized traffic. On the one hand, there
is a special need to discourage travel
above the speed limit; on the other hand,
even the normal speed limits need to be
re-examined. Under unfavourable conditions ( as when children dart unexpectedly across the street), it takes more than
twice the distance for a car travelling at
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50 km/h to stop (up to 61 m)than it does
for a car at 30 km/h.19 Safe street design
should encourage vehicles to travel at
low speeds and especially constrain
speeders. Safety should be a prime ob-

jective over and above the present concern with vehicle operation, simplicity
and convenience.
According to the Quebec highway
safety code,20 the speed limit in cities,

towns and villages is 50 km/h unless
signs are placed along the road indicating otherwise. Municipalities have the
right to set a different speed limit, but can
be overruled by the Minister of Transport.

TABLE 1

Street Widths
Description

Pavement width

R.O.W.

Lane width

Parking Lane
(width)

Sidewalk

Local street
A) cul-de-sac
two-way

12.75 m #(42')
(50')
15.25 m
17.25 m
(56'7")

6m (19'8")
8.5m (28')
11.0 m (36')

3m (9'10")
3m (9'10")
3m (9'10")

B)

1 X 2.5 m (8'2")
2 X 2.25 m (7'5")

1 side
1 side

2.4 m (7'10")

C) two-way
two-way
one-way
D) conventional
proposed local
proposed crescent
proposed short
cul-de-sac

8.5m (28')
12.2 m (40')
6.1 m (20')
(20.1 m) 66'
(17.2 m) 56'
(15.25 m) 50'

(8.5m) 28'
(8.5m) 28'
(7.9m) 26'

(15.25 m) 50'

(7.3m) 24'

E) minimum residential
desirable residential
maximum residential

2.4* m (7'10")
2.4m (7'10")
2.4 m (7'10")

1 x3.7* m (12'2")
2 X 3.7 m (12'2")
1 X 3.7 m (12'2")

(2.7 m) 9'
(3.0m) 10'
(3.4 m) 11'

F) 40 km/h
40 km/h

2.5 m (8'2")
3.0m (10')

G) two way with little
traffic-minimum value
more traffic-minimum
value

(4.9m)
(5.2-7.3 m)
(7.9m)
(8.2-9.4 m)

H) one way residential
one way mixed
two-way, (with
periodic widenings)

no parking
one side
one side
two sides

16'
17-24'
26'
27-31'

2.8m (9'2")
3.2m (10'6")
2.8 m-3.5 m (9'2" -11 '6")

Collector street
A)

20.75 m

B) proposed 80 km/h
proposed 60-70 km/h
proposed 50 km/h
D) proposed minor
proposed
neighbourhood
proposed main

(68')

13.0 m

21.3 m (70')
20.9m (68'7")
20.5m (67'3")

(42'8")

3.75 m (12'4")

13.0 m (42'8")
12.6 m (41'4")
12.2 m (40')

(20.1 m) 66'

(8.5m) 28'

(21.3 m) 70'
(24.4 m) 80'

(9.8 m) 32'
(12.8 m) 42'

F) 50 km/h undivided
AADT 1000-3000
60-70 km/h undivided

3.7 m (12'2")
3.5m (11'6")
3.3m (10'10")

1 side
2.8m (9'2")
2.8 m (9'2")
2.8 m (9'2")

3.0m (10')
3.25m-3.5m ( 10'8"-11 '6")

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

RTAC - Geometric Design Standards, Ottawa, 1976.
RTAC - Geometric Design Standards for Canadian Roads, Ottawa, 1986.
CMHC - Les terrains de stationnement - Document consultatif, Ottawa.
Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Urban Development Standards, 2nd ed., Toronto, 1983, p. 11.
Department of Highways, Geometric Design Standards for Ontario Highways and Streets, Downsview, 1965, p. 146.
Min. Transportation and Communications, Geometric Design Standards for Ontario Highways, Downsview, 1984.
Highway Research Board, Parking Principles, Special Report 125, Washington, 1971, p. 175.
CETUR - ... En rue fibre ... cours urbaines, rues priorite pietonne, Paris, 1979, p. 59.

#

The original value is given and the computed equivalent is presented in parentheses.

*

Algebraic calculation.
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1 side
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Since 1984, municipalities in the Netherlands have had the power to fix a speed
limit of 30 km/h over a whole zone (rather
than street by street), but only if they
have taken measures to ensure that
motorists do in fact travel at this speed.
It has been proposed that the Quebec
highway safety code establish different
speed limits - 30 km on local streets, 50
km on collector and arterial streets.2 1
This move would accomplish little on
existing streets if their design were not
modified. Many municipalities have set
up speed limit signs that are incompatible with the layout of the street; the main
result is to encourage disrespect of the
law. Compliance levels are low unless
costly police surveillance is undertaken.
The same can be said for stop signs that
multiply and simply irritate motorists.
The most widely applicable way of
limiting speeds is to narrow street lane
widths. The Canadian standards (CDS)
specify a width of 3.0 m for a local street
lane with 2.4 km for the parking lane and
larger widths for collectors and arterials
where truck traffic is more important.
Small cars are 1.5 m wide, while large
cars can reach 1.90 m. A study examined
the relationship of speed and the space
between crossing vehicles.22
Walking speed
30-45 km/h
60 km/h
90 km/h
120-140 km/h

0.2-0.3
0.5-0.6
0.8-1.0
1.2
1.6-1.8

m

m
m
m
m

The local street lane width (3 m) could
thus easily allow small cars to travel at 90
km/h.
Reductions in street widths are becoming more frequent in Europe as
greater concern is shown about speeding by automobiles. Such a measure has
been used often in residential streets,
where it represents one of the techniques
available among many. It is now being
implemented on arterial roads, including
sections of highways crossing an urban
area in Switzerland,23 in Germany,24 in
Denmark25 and in France,26 where the
lane width of a divided highway has been
reduced as far as 3 m.27
As an example of a limiting case, the
Highway Research Board2S admits the
possibility of a street width of 17 feet with

two-way traffic and parking on one side.
In this case, it is normally impossible for
two cars to meet opposite a parked car.
This arrangement is clearly not feasible
for collectors or arterials, but can still
serve for local streets. In such cases,
when traffic is low and houses have offstreet parking spaces, reduced widths
also represent substantial savings in
space and costs of construction, maintenance and snow removal. They may,
at times, impose a slight delay to the
motorist. Narrow streets such as these
function already in a number of older
Canadian neighbourhoods without causing problems.
In deciding on street widths, two other
aspects must be considered. The first is
bicycle traffic. On local streets with no
traffic, it is possible to mix bicycles and
motor vehicles. Planning for bicycle
routes should be done early in subdivision design, and extra width allowed only
on those collectors or arterials selected
for bike lanes. For existing streets, the
narrowing of motor traffic lanes may
create sufficient room to establish a bike
lane. The standards that exist29 are unfortunately not incorporated into the Geometric Design Standards (GOS).
1
The other aspect, equally absent from
the GOS, is the requirements of public
transit. The use of collector streets for
transit may favour wider lanes than
would otherwise have been suitable,
even at low design speeds. Even with
wide traffic lanes, it is still possible to
restrict overall street width by cutting
back on parking lane width, since buses
generally travel more slowly. On major
bus routes, bus bays should be considered, even on low volume roads, as an
alternative to adding street lanes, which
contribute to overall width and thus to
increased speeds.

Street Layout
When planners talk about street layout, it
is more often than not in connection with
subdivision design; there is a choice
made between grid streets, for example,
and loop roads, crescents and culs-desac. The latter, besides their usual short
length, which precludes long vehicle accelerations, also generally block the long
distance view of the driver, thus contributing to control of traffic speeds. However,
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these types of streets often cause major
inconveniences with respect to access
to transit; service is often poor, since
buses have to make many turns and
stops along local streets,3o unless provision for adequate transit service has
been planned beforehand on close-by
collectors.
There is however, another meaning
that can be given to the term "street
layout," that is "the layout of the street"
itself. There is a wide range of measures
available, both to reduce motor traffic
speeds and to contribute directly to the
enjoyment of the street.
The Transport and Road Research
Laboratory in the U.K. has done extensive testing of one type of road hump or
"sleeping policeman" (not to be confused
with road bumps), which consists of a
circular arc rising four inches (10 cm)
over a chord distance of 12 feet (3.65 m).
Retesting in the U.S. has shown these
humps to be effective in reducing speeds
to the 20-25 m.p.h. range.31 32 No problems were encountered with snow removal. The French have adopted this
design and a trapezoidal shape33 while
the Dutch, in addition, have accepted a
sinusoidal shape (figure 1). 34 The circular shape, with a rise greater than four
inches, has been used on "rue du Campanile" in Sainte-Foy (figure 2), near
Quebec City. Based on the Dutch idea,
the measure was introduced to allow
shoppers to cross the street easily to get
to the stores on both sides.
The humps are appropriate for local
streets and collectors without public transit service. For effective speed reduction,
the humps should be less than 100
metres apart. The humps need to be
clearly marked, and well-lit at night. The
level part at the top of the hump may be
extended different lengths to prevent
habituation and to increase the drivers'
alertness, although if it is too wide, the
speed reduction effect will be lost. In
some cases, where the topography allows, it is possible to juxtapose a series
of steps, such as was done in Eindhoven
(Netherlands) (figure 4).
It is important to keep the driver aware
of his/her surroundings; the visual aspects of the street are a key element in
alerting the driver that (s)he must take
care. One technique available is to shift
PLAN CANADA. 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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the axis of the street, to offset the street,
to create a jog, more or less pronounced.
This restricts the sightline of drivers and
keeps them vigilant. Rue St. Charles in
Longueuil, Quebec, has a very slight
change in its axis, which creates a mostly optical effect. As the change in axis
becomes greater, the driver must pay
more attention to negotiating the turns
involved. Rue du Campanile in SainteFoy goes as far as to incorporate an
elbow design, which creates a major discontinuity (figure 2). The same principle
is at work when roundabouts are installed (these are especially popular in
Australia35 ).
Long, straight streets with long perspectives should be avoided,36 since
they encourage speeding. On existing
streets, it is sometimes possible to create
an island in the centre and to plant trees
on it. Where the overall width of the street
is insufficient, it may be possible to widen
boulevards (between the sidewalk and
the pavement) on one side of the street,
alternatively block by block (taking into
account drainage problems), and use
the extra space to plant trees. Deciduous
trees are an excellent way of blocking
long distance vision while permitting a
view at ground level. Another possible
measure is a series of chokers, a narrow
section along a wider street: this creates
a "ragged" arrangement. Care must be
taken in this case, however, not to force
cyclists to turn into the vehicle stream;

this can be accomplished by cutting a
passage for cyclists, allowing them to
continue straight through.
A completely different method of attracting the driver's attention is to vary
the materials and colours of the street.
The use of paving blocks in crosswalk
construction is increasing in Quebec; in
most cases red blocks are used, which
seems to improve the respect of the
pedestrian's priority by motorists. Many
materials can be used: asphalt, brick,
concrete paving blocks, poured concrete,
stone panels. Problems involving maintenance of these materials and the borders
between them are being resolved. Colour
can also be obtained by incorporation
into asphalt (red asphalt bike lanes are
common in the Netherlands) or concrete
(yellow was used on a crosswalk in
Quebec City where many amblyopic
people cross), by the use of polymer
street striping or by painting. Besides improving safety, these measures also
make the street more interesting to look
at.
Another aspect of street layout that
should be investigated is cross-sectional
design. Our streets all have a convex
shape, where drainage is to the side of
the pavement; two problems easily come
to mind. First, snow is plowed to the side
of the road, and what remains, even after
snow removal operations, can clog the
gutters. Secondly, rain runoff and winter
slush accumulate there, creating the

risk of cars splashing passers-by. Bylaws which prescribe reduced speeds
for motorists in order to avoid this phenomenon are less than completely effective.
One alternative that could be implemented when sewer lines are being relaid or when building new streets, and
that has been used in a few areas, is a
concave shape, where drainage is accomplished in the middle of the street.
This eliminates the problems already
mentioned. This arrangement is probably most suitable on streets where salt is
applied in winter in a spreader and where
traffic flow prevents ice buildup. Duluth
Street in Montreal (figure 3) and "Place
de la Riviere" in Quebec City are examples of concave shapes. However, more
research is needed to test this type of
street in winter conditions.
Another element of cross-sectional
design is the access to the driveway.
The GOS allows a transverse slope of 5%
for the sidewalk at this point. However,
above a 2% slope, it is nearly impossible
to maintain traction on the two wheels of
a wheelchair, causing instability.37 The
cross-slope also constitutes a danger
for the elderly, especially in winter. When
a boulevard is provided, the sidewalk
should remain level. If there is no boulevard, semi-mountable curbs should be
used for residential driveways. On busy
streets, to allow faster entry and exit, the
rise of the curb can be smoothed with a
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little asphalt on the street surface. It would
also be in order to study the appropriate
height of the sidewalk with respect to the
pavement.

Intersection Design
The classic design for intersections involves carriageways that connect on a

level and sidewalks that stop abruptly at
the curb. This arrangement causes problems in winter because the snow on the
side on the street is usually less well
cleared away. So it often happens that
pedestrians pass from a clean sidewalk
to a slush zone before getting to the wet
pavement.
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Two developments have modified this
traditional structure. First. many safecrosses have been built, especially on
commercial streets. Quebec's Downtown Revitalization Program has subsidized this improvement in many cities.
They physically eliminate the possibility
of illegal parking too close to intersections (Quebec's Highway Safety Code
prohibits parking within 5 m of an intersection, or even within 5 m of a stop
sign), and they improve the reciprocal
visibility of pedestrians and motorists.
They provide space for beautifying the
streetscape. They should, however, not
be placed at street corners that serve as
bus stops, because they force the bus to
swing out more sharply into traffic.
Secondly, sidewalks are now often
ramped at intersections to allow wheelchairs to cross the street. Two problems
arise: the blind no longer have a way to
determine where the safe zone ends
and the street begins; and the inclined
plane increases the risk of slipping, especially in winter ice conditions, making
the sidewalks less practical, especially
for the elderly. As such, intersection
ramps do not meet the standards for
walkways set by CMHC3a which require
surfaces which are free of level changes
and are non-slip under all weather conditions.
Intersections usually have stop signs
to avoid uncertainty as to which driver
has the right-of-way. Signs can have the
aim of improving traffic flow or the safety
of drivers; they can also try to reduce the
speed of traffic, to insure safety at pedestrian crosswalks and to reduce or divert
traffic from one zone to the other. The
Ontario Ministry of Transportation and
Communications disapproves of the installation of signs for the first three reasons because they irritate drivers, can
increase accidents (because drivers do
not comply), increase energy consumption, and generate additional air and
noise pollution. The publication does not,
however, provide alternative solutions.
In addressing the objectives of speed
reduction, pedestrian crosswalk safety
and traffic control while improving pedestrian comfort, "raised" crosswalks offer
undeniable benefits.39 In fact, the crosswalk is "raised" only in relation to the
PLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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pavement, but remains level with the
sidewalk. It thus resembles the sleeping
policemen described earlier, but with a
level section where pedestrians pass. It
is possible to place this crosswalk across
one branch of the side street (as at the
intersection of Greene Avenue and Sherbrooke Street in Westmount) or both, as
in the case of Duluth Street where it
meets St. Denis in Montreal, or across
one branch of the side street and one
branch of the more important street or
again at all four crossing points, as in
Malmo, Sweden4o depending on the
degree of speed control desired (fiQure
5). This type of crosswalk allows optimal
snow clearing of the walkway system,
which, in conjunction with the level surface, decrease the risk of sliding. Also,
walking is made easier and barrier-free,
and slush is directed away from pedestrians. Since this crosswalk also slows
traffic, it may help replace stop signs by
yield signs where visibility is sufficient
and traffic is light. An alternative of comparable efficiency is the intersection plateau or platform, implemented on Greene
Avenue in Westmount and Decarie Boulevard in Ville St. Laurent, where the car
rises on one side of the intersection and
descends on the other.
Another alternative which is attractive
to pedestrians, but which does not incorporate the speed control features, is
the intersection where the sidewalk and
pavement "melt" into each other. Granville Street and Gastown in Vancouver
and Duluth Street in Montreal (figure 3)
are examples of this type.
The Ontario Traffic Conference recommends41 the use of textured concrete
to indicate crossing areas to the visually
handicapped. Snow accumulation could
mask this type of signal, but it is clear that
special attention must be paid to the
transition zone between the sidewalk
and the crosswalk.

case, the greatest safety benefits accrued
to children under 15 years old and adults;
the elderly do not seem to have improved
their safety record. Accidents involving
only material damage have increased,
since the Dutch place a number of obstacles in the street to protect pedestrians,
especially in the "woonerven" (besides
their safety problems, these obstacles
are unsuited to Canadian climatic conditions). However, an economic evaluation
that includes health costs still shows that
benefits far outweigh the costs. The subjective feeling of safety was also enhanced, although this was not the case
in all cities.43

Conclusions
Planners have an interest in the multiple

use of facilities and urban space. But
they have neglected streets, allowing
them to be seen as mere conduits for
motor vehicles. A broader perspective is
necessary, which sees the streets as
vital places for urban life. Streets constitute the major part of public urban space.
Pressure for change exists, as many
residents request street closures or the
installation of stop signs or traffic lights,
especially when the fear for their children's safety, a major concern.44 Residents are expressing a need, but do not
have the resources to explore more appropriate solutions. This confers a professional responsibility on planners to
rethink the design of the street. It is hoped
this article will help planners to feel empowered to question existing practices
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and to innovate. As can be seen, street
design is not as staid a subject as some
would think. There is room for more creative thinking.
(The author wishes to thank Aline Boivin,
Michele Gourdeau, Diane Dubuc and
Huguette Jalbert for their assistance in
preparing this article).
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Urban Planning in Canada:
A~opsis and Some
Ftitnre Directions
MATTHEW J. KIERNAN

ABSTRACT
This article adopts the premise that urban planning could
and slwuld be at the core ofthe entire strategic and corporate
planningjunctionfor Canadian local governments. It goes on
to argue, howeve1; that ·in the absence of dramatic and proactive changes, public sector urban planning is doomed to an
increasingly marginalized rather than a mare central role.
Following a synoptic review of the intellectual and organizational history of the urban planning junction in Canada,
the wticle attempts to sketch the contours ofthe future environment with which it must conten~ and concludes that urban
planning'sjuture prospects are inextricably linked to those of
urban governance itself. To the extent that Canadian· local
governments can become mare politically coherent and strategic, the prospectsfor a revitalization and even an expansion
of the role of urban planning will improve accordingly.

Introduction
Of all of the functional concerns of Canadian local government, none is potentially
as comprehensive or as all-embracing
as urban planning. Indeed, viewed in its
broadest terms, the planning function
could (and in my view, should) be regarded as virtually coterminous with the
mandate of local government itself. It
can and should have as its central focus
nothing less than the maximization of the
city's economic, social and physical potential. Interpreted this broadly, the urban
planning function would essentially constitute the local government's central
strategic planning capability, and would
subsume and integrate most it not all of
its narrower, more functionally specialized
concerns.
In practice, however, Canadian cities
rarely it ever accord urban planning a
role which is either this broad or this
pivotal. Indeed, the tendency has been
precisely the opposite. Local politicians

RESUME
Get anicle postule que l 'urbanisme peut et doit etre a la base de
la planifi,cation strategique et inst-itutionnelle des gau.vernernents locaux canadiens. Tau.tefois, en l 'absence de traniifarmations radicales et planijiees, l 'urbanisme ne pmmu jouer un
role central et sera progressivement marginalise.
A panir d'une rapide analyse de l'histoire intellectuelle et
institutionnelle de l 'urbanisme au Canada, l 'auteur tente une
esquisse de l 'environnernent difficile dans lequel l 'urbanisme
doit s'inscrire et conclut que l 'avenir de la planijicatian W'
baine est etroitement lie a celui du gauvemement local. Dans
la mesure mt les municipalites canadiennes saurant adopter
une attitude a la fois strategique et coherente sur le plan
politique, l'urbanisme ne pmtrra que -voir son role s'affermir,
voire s'etendre.

and senior administrators have tended to
define their cities' urban planning mandates much more narrowly, confining
them tor the most part to the control of
physical land use and the regulation of
the height and densities of buildings.
Clearly, both the nature and the status of
the urban planning function are themselves strongly derivative of its situation
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within the broader context of Canadian
municipal government itself, a context
which generally militates against an activist, comprehensive, and interventionist
role tor city governments (Plunkett, 1971,
1985). Their urban planning function,
'then, simply inherits in a more specific
way these more general and pervasive
limitations.
Before examining these propositions
in more detail, I shall review briefly the
origins and history of urban planning in
Canada. I shall then examine the ideological and organizational contexts in
which contemporary urban planning
takes place, and explore the major substantive and procedural issues with which
Canadian local government planners
and politicians are currently grappling.
Finally, I shall conclude by sketching the
outlines of some of the more compelling
new trends which can be expected to
shape the future direction of urban planning in Canada.
Pl AN r.ANAnA ~0•1/
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The Historical Evolution of
Urban Planning in Canada
Urban planning Canada has evolved
through a number of relatively distinct
"epochs," each one characterized by different ideological influences, institutional
frameworks, and substantive preoccupations.
The earliest real antecedent of formalized urban planning was the Commission
of Conservation of Natural Resources
(Hodge, 1986). Created by an Act of the
federal Parliament in 1909, the Commission was comprised of federal and provincial cabinet ministers as well as leading academics from each province. Its
mandate was sufficiently broad to embrace any question related to the improved utilization of Canada's natural
resources. The Commission could and
did engage permanent staff, who carried
out studies on topics ranging from the
effects of railways on forests to problems
related to public health and housing in
urban centres. The Commission and its
two principal staff, Dr. Charles Hodgetts
and Thomas Adams, synthesized a number of ideological influences from both
Britain and the United States, and created the intellectual foundations which
continue to influence Canadian urban
planning nearly eight decades later. Their
work was strongly influenced by the
countryside conservation movements in
Britain and the United States, as well as
by the American urban reform movement. which sought both to improve the
quality of municipal services and to reduce the influence of local politicians
over the delivery of those services - in
short, to depoliticize local government.
The American influence was also evident
in the Commission's functional approach
to urban planning - its strong emphasis
on zoning and the orderly arrangement
and separation of land uses, streets, and
utilities. In addition, the Commission and
its staff were heavily influenced by the
British public health and housing reform
movements, which emphasized governmental responsibility for the amelioration
of the social conditions of the urban poor.
Adams and the Commission synthesized
these divergent influences into a distinctive (and, predictably, somewhat schizo"
phrenic) Canadian planning ideology,
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elements of which continue to be strongly evident today. For Adams, planning
ought properly to concern itself with a
broad spectrum of both social and physical problems, although in his view both
could be rectified through the proper
planning and arrangement of the physical components of towns and cities.
Moreover, planning was seen as an inherently rational, technical, and professional enterprise: urban problems were
essentially technical in origin and therefore amenable to solution by technically
trained, professional planners. Most important of all, Adams felt that government
had both the right and the obligation to
intervene and to take a lead role in devising and implementing solutions to
urban problems.
In addition to providing the ideological
underpinnings for Canadian urban planning, the work of Adams and the Commission also provided its original statutory
and organizational context by spawning
both the drafting of the Town Planning Act
and the formation of the Town Planning
Institute of Canada. The former served
as the model for most of the early provincial planning statutes in Canada, and the
latter marked the official debut of urban
planning as a profession in 1919.
This dynamic and formative period of
Canadian planning was then followed by
nearly two decades of relative quiescence. During the Depression, there really existed no Canadian equivalent of the
American New Deal, through which the
federal government had become active
in attacking housing and other povertyrelated problems in American cities. Only
one Canadian city (Toronto) even had a
planning department, and those few
cities and towns which did have plans
and zoning bylaws at all (Vancouver, Edmonton, and Windsor, for example) had
grossly outdated ones.
By contrast, however, the post-World
War II era witnessed a marked re-invigoration of planning in Canada. The federal government's Advisory Committee on
Reconstruction dealt specifically with
the issues of housing and community
and social planning. The Committee's
1944 report (the Curtis Report) proposed
a wide-ranging and interventionist agenda, including aggressive federal programs to promote land assembly and

slum clearance. While the government's
ultimate response to the Curtis Report
was considerably narrower, it did establish the Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation in 1945, with a mandate to
stimulate the flow of mortgage capital
and to provide low-cost housing.
The pursuit of the first of these two
objectives was to have a profound if
somewhat indirect effect on urban planning in Canada. By increasing both the
amount and the availability of residential
mortgage money, CMHC, not inadvertently, fuelled, and indeed accelerated,
the explosive development and growth
of the suburban areas on the periphery
of Canada's major urban centres. This
led in turn to a dramatically increased
need to plan and accommodate the new
suburban growth, with a concomitant increase in provincial and municipal government planning activity and legislation.
At the same time, in the older city
centres, the new legislation also ushered
in a new focus on slum clearance and
urban renewal activity which was to last
from the late 1940s until the mid-1960s.
During this period, the federal government invested over $125 million in nearly
50 separate urban renewal projects
across the country, projects whose twin
aims were to demolish deteriorated housing and to replace it with new, modern
accommodation for low-income people.
By the late '60s, however, increasingly
well-organized protests against the insensitivity and dislocations of the "bulldozer approach" had effectively ground
the federal urban renewal program to a
halt. It was later replaced by the Neighbourhood Improvement Program, which
was predicated on radically different physical and social planning assumptions,
and stressed a more physically sensitive
and participatory approach.
Meanwhile, the 1960s had also marked
the real beginnings of the institutionalization of urban planning within the local
government system. Prior to this period,
most city governments had relied on
arm's-length, advisory planning commissions. These planning commissions, normally comprised of lay people, would
generally prepare city plans with the assistance of outside consultants, and submit them to city councils for approval. By
the early to mid-1960s, however, most
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Canadian cities had abolished these external commissions in favour of in-house
planning departments, staffed with professionals.
This situation of the urban planning
function within the local government apparatus was to have major consequences
for the substantive focus of planning itself. From this time forward, the concerns
of planning came increasingly and understandably to be dominated by those
of the broader local government system
itself. Most local governments tended to
view themselves as primarily apolitical
and technocratic, and to conceive of
their principal mandate as being the prudent and orderly administration of physical services to support growth and development (Plunkett, 1971 ). This being the
case, it was only logical that urban planners would interpret their roles within
these same narrow parameters. The
same profession which in Adams' time
had had a catholic range of social and
environmental as well as physical concerns, found itself increasingly confined
to a much narrower focus on physical
land use, subdivision design and zoning
approvals (Qadeer, 1977 and Page and
Lange, 1977).
Until the late '60s, then, local government planners generally played the role
of relatively uncritical servant to suburban growth and high-rise redevelopment
in Canada's downtowns and inner cities.
The next decade, however, found planners squarely in the middle of the new
urban politics of citizen protest. Citizen
opposition to urban renewal, high-rise
redevelopment, and urban expressways
frequently placed planners directly at the
axis of a three-cornered fight among
their municipal government employers,
private developers, and a concerned citizenry. It was a period of great intellectual
turbulence for planners, as many of the
cherished notions which had sustained
their profession since Adams' time came
under severe strain and critical re-examination. While the principal focus of urban
planning during this period remained
very physical - on buildings and land
use - a much greater stress was placed
on concerns about the social and environmental impacts of development, and
on more participatory styles of planning,
involving citizens as well as professional

"experts." For planners who had come
to believe that growth and development
were unquestionably positive, and that
planning was an inherently rational, technocratic, and professional science, the
decade beginning in the late '60s was a
difficult one indeed.
I would argue that yet another epoch
in the evolution and development of
Canadian urban planning began sometime in the late 1970s, and that it has
continued to the present time. It is an era
whose intellectual parameters have been
overwhelmingly defined by the economic,
social, and even physical consequences
for Canadian cities of the global recession of the late ?Os. The balance of this
chapter will examine this contemporary
era in greater detail - the ideological
and organizational context in which planning currently takes place, the major issues with which it is grappling, and the
emerging new trends which will shape
its direction in future.

The Contemporary Context for
Urban Planning in Canada
The Ideological Context
As we have seen, Canadian urban planning has from its inception been bombarded by a variety of frequently conflicting ideological influences. Of those
currently determining its nature and
scope, four intellectual influences are
particularly important:
fundamentally ambivalent Canadian
attitudes concerning the legitimacy of
public sector intervention in the urban
land market;
the depoliticizing consequences of
the situation of the urban planning
function within the broader local government system;
the persistence of the notion that planning is essentially a rational, technical,
professional enterprise; and
D the consequences of the macro-economic context - that is, the recession
and its aftermath - for both public
and professional attitudes towards
growth and development.
The very existence of urban planning
as a local government activity would
seem to indicate a certain measure of
acceptance of the proposition that the
state has the right to intervene in the
urban land market, notwithstanding that

•
•
•
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property is overwhelmingly privately
owned. Yet provincial legislators, local
politicians, and the general public have
all exhibited considerable ambivalence
about even this basic planning precept.
As usual, we Canadians seem to have to
come down squarely in the middle between the British and American views on
the matter, and, given the intellectual ancestry of Canadian planning, this is
scarcely surprising (Gerecke, 1977 and
Hodge and Spragge, 1978). In British
planning circles, it has long been taken
for granted that land is a scarce public
birthright, and that its use and development are matters over which the state
has extensive and legitimate control (McAuslan, 1980). The American attitude,
however, is quite different. In the United
States, the ownership of private property
is generally seen to confer virtually inviolable right. Government incursions
upon those private rights are viewed with
a jaundiced eye by legislators, courts,
and the general public alike. Both the
Canadian planning profession itself and
its local government masters retain strong
ethical reservations about the legitimacy
of strong public controls over the use of
private property. Put more bluntly, most
Canadian planners are extremely ambivalent about the very legitimacy of
public sector planning itself! (Page and
Lange, 1977, Baum, 1980, and Kiernan,
1982A and 1982B). At the very least, this
creates a rather schizophrenic set of
ideological underpinnings for Canadian
urban planning, and it robs its public sector practitioners of much of both their
resolve and their political support. In the
absence of a strong political and professional consensus supporting forceful
public interventions in the urban land
market, planning will be doomed to a
chronically reactive and marginal role.
The second major set of ideological
influences on contemporary Canadian
urban planning flows from its being situated firmly within both the structure and
the intellectual traditions of Canadian
local government. A constellation of legal,
financial, and ideological constraints have
combined to create a powerful ethos of
apolitical, anti-interventionist minimalism
in municipal government (Plunkett, 1971,
1984; Kiernan, 1983). The dominant notion has been that local government exPLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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ists primarily for the prudent, businesslike provision of a limited number of
"hard" services (sewer, water, fire protection, etc.), and that its role is fundamentally a narrow, passive, and apolitical
one. With one or two exceptions, Canadian local governments have by and
large resisted a more aggressive, proactive involvement in such politically contentious but critical issues as low-income
housing, day care and social service delivery. Questions relating to poverty and
distributional equity are almost universally
dismissed as the responsibility of other,
better-funded and more powerful senior
levels of government. Even those limited
responsibilities which are readily acknowledged as legitimately municipal
(bridge and road-building, for example)
are normally interpreted as fundamentally technical exercises, devoid of political
or distributional implications. In short, the
overwhelming tendency of Canadian
local government has been to assume
as few responsibilities as possible, and
then to interpret those few it will accept
as narrowly as possible. Under these
circumstances, it is scarcely surprising
that most local government planning
departments have had little incentive to
move beyond a narrow preoccupation
with physical land use and zoning.
The third important ideological influence acting on contemporary urban
planning in Canada is the persistent belief that, at best, planning remains a fundamentally rational and technical endeavour, undertaken by trained professionals in pursuit of incontrovertible and
generally shared public goals. This comforting if naive view has sustained Canadian planners from the time of Thomas
Adams until the present (Page and Lang,
1977 and Kiernan, 1972A). Its chief and
regrettable practical consequence has
been to obscure from both planners and
politicians the fact that their work almost
invariably does involve debatable value
judgments, and that their costs and benefits are rarely uniformly or equally distributed. Clearly, then, these professional
ideologies tend to reinforce similar predispositions growing out of the constraints
imposed by the planning function's situation within the local government framework. The net result is a planning system
which tends on the whole to be reactive,
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overwhelmingly focused on physical
land-use and zoning issues, and without
the mandate, expertise, inclination, or
political support to concern itself with
broader social and economic issues.
These three preceding ideological influences on planning thought and practice have tended to be relatively constant
over time and independent of fluctuations
in external, macro-economic circumstances. The fourth, however, is not. One
of the greatest determinants of contemporary planning behaviour is the intellectual aftermath of the global recession of
the late 1970s. As we have seen, for the
decade prior to the recession, Canadian
planners and polticians frequently found
themselves taking extremely critical and
often negative perspectives on proposed
new developments. Citizen activism, "reform" politicians, and the rise of new
planning tools such as environmental
and social impact assessment all tended
to place the planner in an adversarial
posture vis a vis the private developer. In
an overall context of relative affluence
and strong economic growth, cities could
afford to be and frequently were quite
choosy about both the quantity and quality of new development which they were
willing to accept. Having spent the previous decade encouraging and accommodating both suburban and downtown
growth, many Canadian planners spent
the period from the late '60s to the late
'70s doing precisely the opposite. The
recession, however, has changed all
that. Global macro-economic difficulties
and collapsing world markets for Canadian resource commodities have had a
devastating effect on the economies of a
number of Canadian cities, particularly in
the West. The result has been a remarkable transformation in both public and
professional attitudes towards urban
growth and development. Almost imperceptibly, new development once again
became something to be embraced and
encouraged as a welcome sign of economic regeneration and vitality. In the
current, post-recession era, planners in
most Canadian cities find themselves
not only more receptive to new development than was the case during the previous decade, but increasingly in the
business of actually trying to catalyze it.
This represents a quantum attitudinal

shift for planners, and it is qualitatively
different even from the halcyon, progrowth days of the early 1960s. In those
days as today, growth and development
were generally and rather uncritically
viewed as beneficial. The difference,
however, is that today they require a
good deal more intervention and encouragement. This requires planners to
switch from their traditional passive, reactive, and regulatory mode to a much
more proactive and developmental role.
It is a transition which urban planning
departments, and indeed local governments generally, have found extraordinarily difficult to accomplish. Indeed, on
the whole they have been unable to accomplish it at all, and as we shall see, the
major urban development projects of the
1980s have not only taken place beyond
the aegis of the local planning departments, but outside the framework of
local government altogether.

The Organizational Context for
Canadian Urban Planning
Of equal importance to its ideological
context is the organizational context within which urban planning takes place.
That organizational context is comprised
of two principal dimensions: the enabling
legislation creating the arsenal of powers
which planners and politicians may potentially use, and the organizational structures through which those powers are
actually exercised. The enabling legislation is generally the prerogative of the
various provincial governments, while
the actual organization of the planning
bureaucracy is usually left to the discretion of the local government.
Under the British North America Act,
all planning powers exercised by local
authorities must first be delegated to
them by acts of the provincial legislatures to which local governments are
legally subordinate. In Canada, "local
planning authorities" may be anything
from regional planning commissions and
planning districts, through metropolitan
or regional governments, to single-tier
city governments such as Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, or Winnipeg. In
cases such as Toronto and Montreal,
where both lower and upper-tier municipal governments coexist, planning legislation attempts to divide responsibility
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between what are deemed to be regional
issues on the one hand and "local" ones
on the other. In practice, however, these
divisions tend to be considerably less
neat and precise than they sometimes
appear on paper!
Notwithstanding a certain degree of
variation among provincial jurisdictions,
the planning powers which each confers
are broadly similar (Rodgers, 1976). Virtually all local governments can pass
zoning and planning bylaws, which control land use, height, lot coverage and
density. Many jurisdictions also have
development control powers, which are
usually comparable in substance to zoning bylaws but which have the important
distinction of allowing municipalities to
control development on a case-by-case
basis at the time of development, rather
than setting out detailed ground rules,
often years in advance, through zoning
by-laws. A number of cities (Victoria, Edmonton, Regina, Toronto) have a hybrid
of the two systems known as design
control, which gives the local authority
the opportunity to scrutinize the detailed
design features of a project even if it
conforms to the general height and bulk
requirements of the existing zoning regulations. Finally, most local governments
have the authority to regulate the subdivision of land (usually though not always
suburban), and thereby control the timing, servicing, use, and density of development. In addition, most municipalities
also have powers which enable them to
transcend a purely passive, regulatory
role and become more aggressively involved in stimulating development. While
the actual use of such powers varies
widely, most cities have at least the legal
capacity to assemble and lease land for
development, to create and operate local housing corporations, and to recycle
the monies raised through development
levies to help generate further development.
There is, however, one critically important restriction on the urban planning
powers of Canadian local governments.
Not only do provincial statutes normally
prescribe which planning powers a municipality may use, but they also generally
reserve for the provincial government a
substantial voice in how these powers
are actually exercised. This is generally

accomplished by requiring that major
municipal planning decisions be provincially approved, either by appointed
boards such as the Ontario Municipal
Board, or more directly by provincial
cabinet ministers. Needless to say, this
situation creates an endlessly fertile
source of municipal-provincial political
conflict, as the ethos of local autonomy
collides head-on with the often compelling necessity for provincial governments
to protect their own interests on major
planning issues. And regardless of the
relative merits of the municipal and provincial arguments, at the end of the day
the bald legal and political reality remains
that the provincial government has the
final say. This municipal-provincial tension is one of the most powerful underlying motifs of contemporary Canadian
urban planning, and it is virtually ubiquitous.
While provincial governments normally
set the overall legislative framework for
planning and frequently intervene in particular cases, city governments are almost invariably free to organize their own
planning departments as they see fit,
and there is a remarkable similarity in
how they have chosen to do so. Most
cities of sufficient size divide their planning departments into at least two distinct
divisions - one concerned with forward
planning, the other with the day-to-day
administration of current development
- permits, rezonings, inspections, zoning and development agreements, and
so forth. The forward planning function is
itself frequently divided into separate
branches, one concerning itself with

long-range, city-wide strategic planning,
and the other focusing on small area and
neighbourhood planning. Larger, more
sophisticated planning departments such
as those in Vancouver and Toronto also
have specialized branches dealing with
their downtown and waterfront areas.
In recent years, several Canadian cities have also become more actively
involved in planning and administering
incentives for economic development,
although it is significant that for the most
part this function does not take place
within traditional city planning departments. The City of Toronto's planning
department, arguably the largest and
most sophisticated in the country, is one
of the few exceptions. It includes a small
economic development branch, as well
as a unit within its policy and research
section which explicitly concerns itself
with social planning issues.
Despite such occasional exceptions,
however, the overall pattern which
emerges is one of a local government
planning system which is overwhelmingly preoccupied with physical land-use
and development issues. As we have
seen, many of the reasons for that preoccupation are derivative of the legal,
financial, and ideological limitations of
Canadian local government itself. Others
are related to the training and ideological
predispositions of the planners. Having
reviewed the ideological and organizational context within which most Canadian urban planning takes place, I shall
now turn to an examination of the major
substantive issues which currently dominate the planning and development
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agendas of most major Canadian cities.
What is particularly striking if somewhat
disconcerting about this examination is
its revelation that these issues, while absolutely central to the planning and development of our cities, in most cases
involve local government planning departments only peripherally.

Current Issues in Canadian
Urban Planning
While every city is physically, socially,
and politically unique, there exists a number of contemporary planning issues
which tend to cut across these distinctions and are common to most if not all
Canadian cities. By far the most dominant of these issues in the mid- and late
1980s is the revitalization of Canada's
downtown and inner city areas.

Downtown and Inner-City
Revitalization
A number of contemporary factors have
combined to create the impetus for the
major downtown redevelopment efforts
which are currently underway in nearly
every Canadian city. For most cities, the
postwar years were a period of rapid
suburban growth and expansion. Low
density suburban housing was built, and
massive public investments were made
in the infrastructure required to support
the new growth - roads, sewers and
water lines, schools, parks and recreation facilities, and so on. Suburban shopping centres proliferated to serve the
new communities, and thousands of industrial jobs were moved to suburban
locations where cheap, abundant and
accessible land could accommodate
the new production technologies. In short,
for nearly three decades following World
War II, the focus of both governmental
and private sector capital and attention
was squarely on suburbia. None of this
took place, however, without significant
and deleterious consequences for the
downtowns and inner neighbourhoods
at whose expense much of this growth
was occurring. Downtowns lost substantial portions of their retail market shares
and became a less active and attractive
places for workers, residents and visitors.
Inner neighbourhoods became physically run-down, and came to house evergreater concentrations of the poor, the
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elderly, single-parent families, and ethnic
and other special-needs groups.
By the late '70s, however, there began
to emerge a fortuitous convergence between the problems of downtown decline
on the one hand and some significant
opportunities for downtown revitalization
on the other. For many local governments, downtown and inner city deterioration were fast becoming a major issue.
The downtown tax base was eroding,
while the costs of maintaining and servicing a downtown used by fewer and fewer
people were increasing. There were
growing questions about both the economic and environmental viability of continued suburban development. The
downtown, the one part of the city which
really defined its character and quality
for all its citizens and for tourists, was in
trouble. For middle and upper-income
consumers, meanwhile, a combination
of demographic changes (two-income
families, fewer and later children, marital
breakups), mounting concern about
energy costs, and increasing dissatisfaction with commuting time began to make
downtown living a serious option for the
first time. Yet the neighbourhood preservation battles from the mid-'60s to the
mid-'70s had effectively placed many
inner-city neighbourhoods off-limits for
any redevelopment more intensive (or
affordable) than the "whitepainting" of a
single-family or row house.
So how could this growing market
demand be satisfied while still revitalizing
(and not destroying) downtown? The
answer in many Canadian cities was to
reclaim derelict downtown industrial land
for new development and thereby kill at
least two birds with one stone
removing an unsightly liability while at the same
time creating a positive new urban element. The first generation of these major
downtown redevelopment projects has
tended to take place on obsolescent industrial land, much of it on formerly neglected urban waterfronts. The second
generation of the major projects, still in its
infancy in the late 1980s, will unquestionably take place on the strategic but increasingly underutilized urban landholdings of the major railways.
By the mid-1980s, one could discover
examples of massive downtown redevelopment projects in virtually every major

Canadian city. While the scale and scope
of the projects differ substantially in recognition of local circumstances, all share
several critical distinguishing features.
By far the most important of those features is that in nearly every case, the
project was spearheaded by a publicly
established, publicly funded development corporation. The emergence of the
public corporation as a dominant player
in the urban redevelopment game is one
of the defining characteristics of the
Canadian planning scene in the 1980s.
In nearly every major city, arm's-length,
special-purpose corporations were established by one or more levels of government to undertake prescribed development mandates. Their establishment
rested on two propositions. The first was
that the resources of government alone
would not be adequate to address the
magnitude of the urban redevelopment
challenge; a way also had to be found to
attract substantial private capital. Secondly, if one of the principal tasks of the
new public corporations was to be the
catalysis of private sector investment,
the corporations would need to be able
to deal with private developers on a reasonably equal footing. They would require
at a minimum the ability to move with the
same confidentiality and speed which
normally give private developers an enormous advantage in their dealings with
government. In short, the new corporations would need to pursue public sector
objectives, but with many of the capabilities of a private corporation. This necessitated the creation of public development
corporations with some degree of arm'slength operational independence from
their governmental creators.
And while the track records of these
new corporations in radically reshaping
and regenerating Canadian urban centres have been truly impressive, the price
which this has exacted has been the
evisceration of much of the urban planning capability of local government. The
real planning in Canadian cities today
tends not be done by city planning departments at all, but the new public corporations have three critical resources
historically denied to traditional planning
departments: enormous capital budgets,
a mandate to actually develop land rather
than simply to plan and regulate it, and
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broad public and political and political
support.
In Vancouver, for example, the two
most dramatic waterfront redevelopment
projects have both been driven by public
sector corporations. The mixed-use Granville Island revitalization project was
spearheaded by the federal government
through its Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. It transformed forty acres
of derelict industrial land into a vibrant
area which includes a major market, theatres, restaurants, and shops, and which
has become a major tourist attraction in
its own right. Even more ambitious is the
redevelopment of the north shore of False
Creek in Vancouver by B.C. Place Ltd., a
provincial Crown Corporation. Among
other things, the Corporation has assembled fully 224 acres of strategic urban
land, including the site of EXPO '86 as
well as the $125 million B.C. Place Stadium. The full development program,
which will be undertaken in conjunction
with private developers and will require
at least another six years to complete,
contemplates 2,300 units of housing and
over one million square feet of commercial and office space. In total, the project
is expected to generate over two billion
dollars worth of public and private sector
investment.
In Toronto, the redevelopment of 92
acres of formerly derelict industrial waterfront land is being undertaken by the
Harbourfront Corporation, in this case a
federal Crown Corporation. The Harbourfront project began moving in earnest
around 1976, and today represents well
over $300 million in combined public
and private sector investment in housing,
shops, theatres, and office space.
In Saint John, New Brunswick, the
$100 million Market Square project was
another mixed-use waterfront redevelopment project, this time involving financial
participation by all three levels of government as well as by the private sector. In
Charlottetown, the Harbourside project
involved the purchase and redevelopment of a full city block on the waterfront
by a municipal-provincial development
corporation.
In Halifax, the provincial government
created the Halifax Waterfront Development Corporation, which has undertaken
a $185 million, mixed-use development

on twenty acres of waterfront land. In
Montreal and Quebec City, the cities' old
port areas are being revitalized by federal
development corporations, although their
work is still in its embryonic stages.
Thus the reclamation and rejuvenation of the urban waterfront has proven to
be one critical vehicle for downtown revitalization across the country. It has not,
however, been the only one. Unquestionably the most conceptually ambitious of
the recent Canadian urban revitalization
efforts has been Winnipeg's Core Area
Initiative (Kiernan, 1986 and 1987). The
Core Area Initiative (CAI) is a tri-governmental partnership which, over its first
five-year term, used its $96 million core
budget to generate nearly three-quarters
of a billion dollars worth of public and
private sector investment in the physical,
economic, and social revitalization of
Winnipeg's downtown and 10 squaremile inner city. The breadth and scope of
the CAi's activities is without precedent
in either North America or Europe: over
1,000 projects have been implemented,
in policy areas including health, education, social services, employment and
training, housing, neighbourhood improvement, small business, industrial development, heritage preservation and jointventure commercial development. One
relatively minor dimension of the CAI has
been the creation of a spinoff public corporation which is currently constructing
a $200 million, mixed-use development
on 10 acres of prime, publicly assembled
downtown land.
Over the next several decades, the
next generation of major Canadian downtown revitalization challenges will likely
occur on hundreds of acres of strategically located but obsolescent railway
lands. Technological and economic factors are currently encouraging the national railway companies to relocate substantial portions of their operations to the
urban periphery, thereby creating tremendous development opportunities on
their former downtown sites. In Toronto,
for example, the redevelopment of 190
acres of prime downtown railway lands
is deservedly the major planning issue in
town. The eventual development of the
full, $2 billion plan would essentially recreate another downtown Toronto, and
would rival Vancouver's B.C. Place as

the largest downtown redevelopment
project in North America. Similar although
more modestly scaled opportunities for
downtown rail relocation and redevelopment are under active discussion in
Regina, Edmonton, Windsor and Winnipeg. All of them will require excruciatingly
difficult and complex negotiations among
the railways, several levels of government, and, subsequently, other private
development interests. But whether its
particular focus is on the urban waterfront, obsolete rail land, or elsewhere, the
importance of downtown development
as an urban planning issue can only
increase in the foreseeable future. There
is at present an inexorable shift in the
centre of gravity of Canadian urban development away from suburbia and towards downtown. The causes of this
phenomenon are many and complex,
but they include structural economic
and demographic changes, shifting consumer preferences, and a growing inclination on the part of various levels of
government to take the lead in redeveloping their increasingly strategic downtown
land positions. Moreover, this shift from
suburbia to downtown is likely, if anything,
to intensify as we continue our societal
"mega-shift" from an economy predicated on natural resources and manufacturing to one based on knowledge,
information and services (Shannon and
Cohen, 1985). These commercial activities tend to concentrate in the central
city rather than in the suburbs, and they
also tend to have a parallel and magnetic
effect which draws housing demand
along in their wake.
All of this suggests that not only has
downtown development been the number one planning issue in Canada for the
1980s, but it is likely to remain so into the
1990s and perhaps even beyond.

Citizen Participation and
Neighbourhood Renewal
While downtown redevelopment is unquestionably the number one contemporary issue in Canadian urban planning,
it is by no means the only one. Of the
others, perhaps the most important and
pervasive are the interrelated issues of
neighbourhood revitalization and citizen
participation. While neither of these issues remains as prominent today as
PLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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they both were in the mid-1970s, both
have established themselves as virtually
permanent items on the contemporary
planning agenda.
The two issues emerged in tandem in
the late 1960s. As we have seen, a substantial public backlash arose at that
time in response to the "bulldozer approach" to urban renewal which had previously prevailed. Public objections centred on both the substantive issue of the
physical insensitivity and dislocation inherent in the new projects, and the procedural issue of the general lack of consultation with the residents directly affected by the schemes. As a result of both
the cogency and the vociferousness of
the public criticisms, the federal government completely rethought its approach,
essentially abandoning the old-style urban renewal, and replacing it with a
series of programs designed to rehabilitate rather than demolish existing neighbourhoods wherever possible, and to
empower residents to have a significant
role in the planning of projects affecting
them. A number of seminal "citizen victories," such as those in Toronto halting
an urban renewal scheme in Trefann
Court in the late '60s and the Spadina
Expressway in the early '70s, helped
create a virtual revolution in both the
substance and the procedures of planning. Planning efforts became increasingly small in scale, neighbourhood preservationist in substance, and participatory in style.
The zenith of the intertwined neighbourhood preservation and citizen participation movements in Canada was probably reached somewhere around 1978,
when the federal government ended its
nationwide Neighbourhood Improvement
Program. Since then, both issues have
declined in relative importance. The absence of an adequately funded national
program has hampered neighbourhood
revitalization efforts in most cities.1 The
increasingly pro-development climate
engendered by the recession has also,
somewhat unnecessarily, robbed the citizen participation movement of much of
its coherence and power. Nonetheless,
both movements deserve mention here
because they have permanently altered
the way in which planning is done in this
country, in matters of both substantive
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concern and procedural style. If they are
not today the dominant issues they once
were, neighbourhood revitalization and
citizen participation have nonetheless
firmly established themselves as fundamental factors which must at least be
reckoned with in nearly every Canadian
city. And from the standpoint of the local
planning systems, they have the further
redeeming feature that at least they do
tend to involve the city planning departments in a very central way.

Future Directions for Canadian
Urban Planning
As we have seen, the present contours
of the Canadian urban planning system
have been largely defined by historical,
ideological, economic and structural imperatives, the net effect of which has
been to narrow and circumscribe its
purview. Indeed, one could go further
and argue that this has been occurring
at a time when Canadian local governments and their planning departments
ought to be moving in precisely the opposite direction, and becoming more comprehensive and more aggressively involved in centrally co-ordinated strategic
planning and implementation. And, while
it is difficult to predict the future of Canadian urban planning with much certitude,
what is clear is that there are a number of
emerging but compelling trends which
will powerfully affect it. To the extent that
planning departments can anticipate and
adapt to those trends, they could finally
play the central and pivotally powerful
role in local government which has heretofore escaped virtually all of them. If
they do not, however, their current drift
towards a reactive and peripheral role
will only accelerate. In short, the new
trends have the capacity to either invigorate contemporary Canadian planning or
to marginalize it entirely. In my view, the
most critical of these emerging new
trends are the following:

•
•
•

an increase in the importance of the
quasi-autonomous development corporation as a dominant instrument of
urban public policy;
an increased reliance on public/private sector partnerships to undertake
major urban development projects;
the dramatically increased importance

of intergovernmental affairs in urban
planning and development; and
a growing public and political acceptance of more aggressive and comprehensive approaches to urban
problem-solving.
As we have already seen, public development corporations have played a dominant role in Canadian cities such as
Toronto and Vancouver for much of the
past decade, and their importance will
undoubtedly continue to grow across
the country. Indeed, over the past few
years alone, new public development
corporations have been established in
downtown areas in Montreal, Quebec
City, Edmonton, and Winnipeg. In most
cases, these corporations have been
equipped with a substantial and strategic
land base, a multi-million dollar capital
budget, or both. They have already
wrought dramatic and for the most part,
positive physical and economic changes
in the fabric of our cities. The corporations' implications for local governments'
urban planning function, however, are
much more ominous, as we have seen.
Perhaps ironically, the one hope for revitalizing the planning departments may
rest with what is at present only an incipient phenomenon a backlash against
the new development corporations. In
cities such as Toronto, for example, the
Harbourfront Corporation is coming under increasing criticism as something of
a public sector Frankenstein, not perceptibly more sensitive to public policy
concerns than the ogrish private developers which it was designed to supersede. Similar rumblings can be heard in
criticism of Winnipeg's $76 million North
Portage Development Corporation.
Should these types of concerns grow
strong enough, local councils and even
senior governments may decide that the
"arm's-length" corporations are not the
answer after all, and begin searching for
yet another vehicle, one more directly
amenable to local government control.
Should this happen, the day may finally
dawn when local planning departments
find themselves functionally integrated
with the city's development capability
(and budgets) in a new "mega-department" at the centre of the city's strategic
planning function. At present, however,
this prospect admittedly seems remote.
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The second major urban development
trend is a corollary of the first: the increased use of public-private sector development partnerships. Invariably, the
new arm's-length corporations reply on
private developers to finance and build
many components of the new complexes,
usually through some form of joint venture
with the public corporation. Each side
brings some unique gifts to the marriage.
Government brings: a large chequebook;
the unique legal capacity to undertake
large land assemblies, against landowners' wishes if necessary; the ability to supply subsidized financing, tax incentives,
training programs, and other financial inducements; the capacity to contribute
major public facilities such as subway
links, schools, office space, or museums
to the project; and the ability to set an authoritative overall planning context and
thereby reassure each private investor
that her/ his project will be fitted into an
overall pattern which makes sense and
which protects her/ his investment. For
her/ his part, the private developer contributes substantial additional capital (and
financial expertise) and a capacity to
construct, market, and manage the project which is on the whole superior to that
of a public agency. The question for planners is again: where do they fit into this
litany of contributions? As we have seen,
the "public" half of these new public/ private partnerships is almost invariably
handled by the development corporation;
indeed, that was precisely their raison
d'etre from the beginning. The training
and experience of most planners, however, simply does not equip them with
the knowledge, contacts, or credibility to
contribute meaningfully to the sophisticated financial negotiations which are
the essence of the new partnerships.
Planners unquestionably do have a role
to play here, but once again it tends to be
a rather reactive, circumscribed and marginal one. Rarely do local councils accord
much weight to the views of their own
planning departments when considering
major downtown redevelopment projects
- the truly crucial calculus is invariably
an economic one, and planners are generally seen to have little if anything to
contribute on that score. Thus, the rise of
public-private sector development partnerships has the distinct potential of driv-
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ing a second nail into the coffin of
Canada's traditional planning departments. Once again, the only way out is
for local governments consciously to invigorate their planning departments by
connecting them more closely to the
city's actual development and expenditure function, rather than condemning
them to the periphery.
The third major trend is the dramatically increased emphasis which will be
placed in future on the intergovernmental
dimension of urban planning and development. The scope, complexity, and
above all the costs of the new urban
mega-projects will increasingly be beyond the capacity of any single level of
government acting unilaterally. While in
the past individual governments were
able to finance major projects such as
Harbourfront (federally) and B.C. Place
(provincially), those initiatives were
launched in the heady and bygone days
of balanced budgets. Since that time,
however, the financial circumstances of
each level of government have deteriorated exponentially. In 197 4, for example,
the three levels of government had a
combined surplus of $2.8 billion. By
1984, this surplus had been transformed
into a combined annual deficit of $26.7
billion. Expressed as a percentage of
GNP, the combined deficits of all levels
of government have nearly tripled in only
nine years, from 2.4% of GNP in 1975 to
6.3% in 1984.2 This evidence strongly
suggests that the capacity of any single
level of government to finance and undertake any further major urban redevelopment project by itself is severely
constrained. Instead, in future we can
anticipate more and more creative intergovernmental partnerships, whereby
governments pool their efforts to maximize the impact and effectiveness of
their increasingly scarce resources
through centrally planned and co-ordinated interventions.
Perhaps the most dramatic and ambitious recent illustration of the potential of
such intergovernmental urban partnerships has been provided by Winnipeg's
Core Area Initiative which was renewed
in late 1986 for a second five year, $100
million term. The Core Area Initiative is a
particularly instructive example from the
standpoint of Canadian local govern-

ments. Through the skilful exploitation of
the initial CAI and its sister agreements,
the City of Winnipeg was able to parlay a
municipal investment of some $54 million into more than three-quarters of a
billion dollars worth of public and private
sector investment in the economic, physical, and social rejuvenation of Winnipeg's disadvantaged inner city (Kiernan,
1987). As other financially-strained Canadian cities contemplate Winnipeg's
success in multiplying its investment by
a factor of nearly fourteen times, and in
expanding its sphere of policy and program influence drastically, pressure for
other, similar intergovernmental agreements is inevitable.
Another factor militating in the direction of further intergovernmental urban
interventions is an embryonic but discernible renaissance of interest in urban
policy and development on the part of
the federal government. Following the
demise of the Ministry of State for Urban
Affairs in the late '70s, federal involvement in urban Canada was dramatically
reduced, and confined itself either to isolated "mega-projects" such as Harbourfront or else to the "normal" but largely
unco-ordinated activities of those federal
departments which happen almost inadvertently to be spending billions of dollars
in Canadian cities. Today, however, there
are indications that all this may be about
to change as the federal government
begins to reconceptualize its approach
to regional development in a way which
gives greater emphasis to the role of
urban areas as key engines of economic
development. Buoyed by the political
and programmatic success of the Winnipeg Core Area Initiative, federal officials
are beginning to view intergovernmental
urban partnerships as a new and promising way of reconciling their regional economic development objectives with the
need to streamline expenditures by improving the co-ordination and focusing
of federal program activity.
Once again, however, this trend towards greater intergovernmental cooperation could represent either a problem or an opportunity for the urban planning function. Local governments must
first themselves adapt to the new intergovernmental reality, consciously restructuring themselves to enhance their
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capability to negotiate with senior governments. For most cities, this will demand a
significant upgrading in their capacity to
plan and act strategically - to co-ordinate better horizontally among specialized line departments, and to interact
vertically with senior governments in a
more coherent and sophisticated way.
To the extent that urban planning departments are able (and allowed) to contribute to this new local government capability, they will prosper and become reinvigorated. To the extent that they are not,
they are likely to be marginalized even
further.
The fourth and last of the new trends
is at present less pronounced than the
other three, but in some ways it has even
greater potential in the long run to affect
the way urban planning is done in Canada. We have argued earlier that. for a
variety of historical, ideological and organizational reasons, Canadian urban
planning has tended on the whole to be
both reactive and narrowly preoccupied
with physical and land-use issues. The
functional and political success of projects like Winnipeg's Core Area Initiative
may just begin to change all that, and to
restore the lost nexus between urban
planning and the broader concerns about
poverty and social justice which sustained the Canadian profession at its inception seventy years ago. Nearly 40%
of the CAi's budget is devoted in one
way or another to disparity alleviation,
through support for health, education,
employment and training, housing and
social service opportunities for the disadvantaged. The surprisingly broadlybased public and political support for the
CAI suggests that it may in future be not
only desirable but actually possible to
attack urban problems in a comprehensive, multi-faceted, and co-ordinated
fashion (Kiernan, 1987). This possibility
also holds both promise and challenge
for the Canadian and urban planning
system. Should it prove able not only to
accept but to promote this more holistic
approach, the planning system might yet
fulfil its potential and become the most
central and strategically important of all
local government functions. If, however,
it cannot meet the challenges which this
and the other emerging trends will surely
pose, Canadian and urban planning will

be doomed to a perpetual place at the
periphery.
We have argued throughout this paper
that many of the limitations of contemporary urban planning in Canada are
derivative of its situations within the
broader local government system. It follows, therefore, that for the most part the
capacity to cure those deficiencies will
also be external to the planning system
itself. Canadian city governments generally shape their planning departments in
their own image; in that sense they get
the sort of urban planning they deserve.
If the planning system is to transcend its
current limitations and meet the challenges which a changing environment
will surely set for it, it will clearly not be
able to do so purely on its own. This will
require fundamental changes, not only
within the professional departments, but,
far more importantly, within local government itself. It will require a determination
by both local and provincial politicians,
and ultimately by their electorates, that
the time has come for city governments
to become participants in urban policy
rather than spectators. Until and unless
that determination is made on a widespread and sustained basis, however,
the future of the urban planning function
in Canadian local government will remain
anything but bright.
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Notes
1. Three notable exceptions are Montreal,
Quebec, City and Winnipeg which have each
rehabilitated over 5,000 housing units since
the demise of the Neighbourhood Improvements Program by creating alternative intergovernmental programs tailored to local
needs.
2. Source: Statistics Canada, National Income and Expenditure Accounts, cited in
Department of Finance, The Fiscal Plan, February 1986, pp. 131-132.
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Les jeunes meni)ges et le
logement au Canada
RICHARD MORIN

ABSTRACT

RESUME

Young lwuselwlds have strongly increased during years 1960
and 1970 in Canada. This pherwmenon is not only due to the
baby-boom but also to an increase in the rate of young adult
heads oflwuselwlds which was favoured by the economic and
residential context ofthese decades. With the ec01wmic crisis of
the beginning ofthe 1980s, this rate has slightly decreased The
increase of young lwuselwlds is mainly characterized by
small size lwuselwlds'increase, in particular people living by
themselves, monoparental houselwlds withfemale heads and
couples without children As a resul~ lwusing demand is more
diverse. In 1986, the traditional young lwuselwld, biparental
and with children, owning a simglefamily house, is no longer
the standard young lwusehold Nevertheless, there are great
variations among Canadian provinces,jor e:i:ample, the traditional model is still much the case in Eastern provinces. These
variations must be related to the dijferences in economic structure and in characteristics ofthe lwusing stock across Canada.

Lesjeunes menages au Canada ant connu un accroissement
numerique fort important au cours des annees 1960 et 197Q
Ce phe?Wmene n 'est pas I'unique consequence du baby-boom,
mais aussi l 'ejfet d 'une hausse du taux de chefs de menages
chez lesjeunes adultes,favorise par le conte:tte economique et
residentiel de l 'epoque. Avec la crise ec01wmique du debut des
annees 198Q ce taux accuse une legere baisse. L'augmentation
du n01nbre de jeunes menages se manifeste particulierement
par la multiplication des jeunes menages de petite taille,
notamment desjeunes vivant seuls, desjeunes menages monoparentaux a cheffem inin et des jeunes couples sans enfanl
La demande de logements s'en trouve ainsi diversifiee. En
1986, le Jeune menage traditionnel biparental avec enfant(s)
qui occupe une maison unifamiliale a titre de proprietaire ne
represente plus le jeune menage standard 1butefois, 01i observe des variations interprovinciales marquees, le modele
traditionnel etant par exemple encore tres present dans les
provinces de l'Atlantique. Ces variations sont a mettre en
relation avec les differences observees a travers le Canada sur
le plan de la structure econ01nique et de la c01nposition du
pare de logements.

Le processus de vieillissement de la
population a amene de nombreux chercheurs et intervenants dans le domaine
du logement
s'interesser aux problemes particuliers des personnes a.gees.
Mais ii y a un segment de la population
dont le nombre et le poids relatif reste
encore tres important et qu'on a ete
porte negliger dans les eludes sur le
logement. II s'agit des jeunes adultes de
15 34 ans. Les menages qu'ils torment,
fac;:onnent une grande partie de la demande actuelle de logements en participant notamment
sa diversification
(Morin, 1987). De plus, les jeunes menages de demain representeront encore,
malgre le vieillissement de la population,
une fraction importante de la demande
de nouveaux logements (Miron, 1983).
Statistique Canada (1984a) souligne
qu'«une grande partie de la demande
future en logements occupes par leur
proprietaire dependra probablement des

a

a

a

a

jeunes families locataires et de leur capacite d'acheter leur propre logement».
Pour evaluer adequatement la demande de logements des jeunes me-

RICHARD MORIN

L'auteur est professeur au departement
d'etudes urbaines a l'Universite du Quebec
a Montreal et professeur invite a l 'INRSUrbanisation Detenteur d'un doctoral en
urbanisme, membre de la Corporation
professionnelle des urbanistes du Quebec
(CPUQ) et de l'Institut canadien des
urbanistes (ICU), il se specialise dans le
domaine de la sociologie urbaine et
s'interesse plus particulierement aux
questions relatives aux menages et aux
logements, a I'habitation sociale, a la
reanimation urbaine et au developpement
local Il a publie un livre intitule
Reanimation urbaine et pouvoir local ainsi
que divers articles et rapports de recherche
dont La formation de menages chez !es
jeunes sur lequel s'appuie le present article.

nages, ii importe d'etudier leur rythme
d'accroissement, les types de menages
qu'ils torment, les caracteristiques des
logements dans lesquels ils vivent et leur
mode d'occupation.II est egalement necessaire de faire des distinctions a l'interieur du Canada, les differences interprovinciales se manifestant aussi en
termes de formation de menages chez
les jeunes. II convient enfin d'analyser la
genese de cette demande, la multiplication des menages chez les jeunes etant
mettre en relation avec certains facteurs socio-demographiques et socioeconomiques de meme qu'avec certaines caracteristiques du stock residentiel.
Ce sera done le triple objet de cet
article 1 qui s'appuie sur les donnees
publiees des recensements de 1961,
1971, 1981 et 1986, de meme que sur les
microdonnees de l'Enquete sur /'equipe-

a

ment menager selon le revenu et d'autres
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caracteristiques (mieux connue sous le
sigle anglais HIFE) pour les annees
197 4, 1980 et 19862 . L'ensemble de ces
donnees a ete analyse dans le cadre
d'une recherche (Morin, Rose, Mongeau,
1988) financee par Sante et Bien-etre
social Canada, qui s'inscrit dans le vaste
projet d'«Etude de !'evolution demographique et son incidence sur la politique economique et sociale».
Nous avons determine la categorie
«jeunes adultes» comme regroupant les
personnes agees de 15 a 34 ans, en
nous inspirant de la definition que Statistique Canada (1984a) donne des jeunes

families. Ce decoupage nous permet de
tenir compte des enfants du baby-boom,
dont une important proportion se retrouve,
au milieu des annees 1980, chez les
20-34 ans. II nous permet egalement de
tenir compte du fait que, de nos jours,
l'entree dans la vie adulte est une phase
du cycle de vie don! les different es etapes
(insertion professionnelle, depart du logement des parents et, en general, formation d'un couple) presentent souvent des
decalages dans le temps et se prolongent pour un grand nombre au-dela
de l'age de trente ans, d'une fac;on qui
n'est pas necessairement lineaire. En

effet, c'est un processus de plus en plus
marque de discontinuites et de ruptures.
Certes, nous ne considerons pas les 1 534 ans comme un groupe homogene. II
convient d'y faire des distinctions en
fonction notamment du sexe, de l'age et
du revenu.

La proliferation des jeunes
menages
De 1961 a 1981 , on observe au Canada,
com me dans d'autres pays occidentaux,
une forte augmentation du nombre de
menages dont le chef ou soutien 3 est
age de 15 a 34 ans. Le taux de crois-

FIGURE 1

Taux de croissance de la population et
des menages. Canada. 1961-1971 et 1971-1981
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sance numerique de ces menages est
nettement plus eleve que celui des
menages dont le chef a 35 ans et plus.
De 1961 a 1971, cet accroissement est
particulierement marque chez les jeunes
menages dont le chef a moins de 25
ans. Toutefois, de 1971 a 1981, le taux
de croissance de ces derniers diminue
de pres de moitie, mais celui des menages dont le chef a de 25 a 34 ans
connait une hausse d'environ 75%, consequence, entre autres, du vieillissement
des menages dont le chef etait age de
15 a 24 ans entre 1961 et 1971 (figure 1 ).
Cette augmentation est certes a mettre en relation avec le baby-boom. Cependant, d'autres facteurs sont en cause
puisque, de 1961 a 1981, les taux d'accroissement du nombre de menages
dont le chef est age de 15 a 24 et de 25 a
34 ans sont superieurs aux taux de croissance du nombre de jeunes correspondant aux memes groupes d'age. D'ailleurs, le taux de chefs de menages chez
les jeunes, que l'on calcule en rapportant
le nombre de jeunes menages aux effectifs de la population jeune, passe, entre
1961 et 1981, de 6,9% a 14,4% pour les
15-24 ans et de 37,8% a 48,3% pour les
25-34 ans (compilation sur la base des
donnees de recensement).
La hausse du nombre de jeunes quittant le logement de leurs parents sans
attendre de se marier, l'ajournement du

mariage, !'augmentation du nombre de
ceux et celles qui demeurent celibataires
ainsi que le nombre croissant de separations et de divorces contribuent a cette
croissance du taux de chefs de menages
chez les jeunes (Burke, 1986). La recherche d'autonomie, l'independance
financiere et une offre adequate de logements seraient les principaux facteurs
favorisant le depart du foyer parental
pour vivre seul (Gokalp, 1981; Kausar et
Burch, 1985; Miron, 1980). Le nombre
de jeunes vivant seuls s'est d'ailleurs
particulierement accru au cours des annees 1970, lesquelles ont ete caracterisees par une conjoncture economique
propice et un pare residentiel accessible,
et ce tant au Canada (Statistique Canada, 1984b), aux Etats-Unis (Waite,
Goldscheider et Witsberger, 1986), en
France (Courson et De Saboulin, 1985)
qu'en Grande-Bretagne (Ash, 1985).
Et si le contexte economico-residentiel favorable des annees 1970 est a
mettre en relation avec une augmentation du nombre de departs du foyer parental, celui moins clement du debut des
annees 1980 ne serait pas etranger a la
hausse de la proportion des jeunes «non
partant». Au Canada, la proportion des
15-24 ans vivant chez leurs parents se
situait a 64,1 % en 1971, baissait a 62,8%
en 1981 et remontait au-dela de 64% en
1986, soit a 66,3% (compilation sur la

TABLEAU 1

p,04r

dfftf:,~!:

Tame de chefs(soutienlde menages
legroupe
15 a 24 ans. Canada et provinces.1961,
- . 1971 et- 19
.

Province

1961

1971

.

1981

Terre-Neuve

3,99%

6,31%

7,30%

lie-du-Prince-Edouard

5,18%

7,72%

9,78%

Nouvelle-Ecosse

6,27%

8,90%

11,98%

Nouveau-Brunswick

5,83%

8,03%

11,17%

Quebec

5,55%

8,68%

13,22%

Ontario

7,46%

10,75%

13,02%

Manitoba

7,01%

11,94%

16,67%

Saskatchewan

7,81%

10,94%

18,66%

Alberta

9,71%

13,58%

20,72%

Colombie-Britannique

8,44%

12,55%

16,99%

Canada

6,87%

10,32%

14,42%

Source: Statistique Canada, cat. 92-542 et 93-512 (1961 ), cat. 92-715 et 93-708 (1971 ), cat. 92-901
et 92-933 (1981 ).
Tire de Morin, Rose et Mongeau, 1988: 131.
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base des donnees des recensements).
Le taux de chefs de menages chez les
jeunes accusait alors un flechissement
sensible, particulierement chez les 2024 ans ou ii avail affiche l'accroissement
le plus important de 1971 a 1981. Ce
phenomene est egalement signale aux
Etats-Unis (Glick et Lin, 1986; Farnsworth-Riche, 1987), en France (Bloss,
1987; Bonvalet, 1985) et en GrandeBretagne (Allat, 1988). Le desir d'autonomie serait toujours aussi present, mais
ses conditions de realisation moins propices. Godard et Bloss (1988:39) signalent qu'en France le difficile acces
au marche du travail et la precarisation de
l'emploi ont engendre, dans la premiere
moitie des annees 1980, un dualisme de
la decohabitation chez les jeunes: certains peuvent stabiliser leur position sur
le marche du travail et accedent alors a
un logement autonome; d'autres n'arrivent pas a se sortir de leur instabilite
professionnelle et restent dependants
de leurs parents. C'est certes un constat
que l'on peut aussi faire en ce qui concerne le Canada (voir Ross, 1984, de
meme que Myles, Picot et Wannell, 1988,
pour la situation economique des jeunes
et Clayton Research Associates, 1987,
pour leur acces au logement).
Le processus de formation de menages chez les jeunes n'est pas uniforme
pour !'ensemble du Canada. En effet, le
taux de chefs de menages chez les
jeunes varie d'une region a l'autre. Par
exemple, chez les 15-24 ans, ii est nettement moins eleve en 1961, 1971 et 1981
dans les provinces de l'Atlantique que
dans les provinces de l'Ouest (tableau
1). Ces variations ne sont pas sans liens
avec les differences interprovinciales
observees sur le plan a la fois de la
structure economique et de la structure
du pare residentiel.
Les differences d'ordre economique
ont deja fait l'objet de plusieurs etudes
(voir entre autres Coffey et Polese, 1987,
et Dugas, 1988). Elles sont a la source
d'une accession differenciee a l'autonomie financiere des jeunes et expliquent
egalement les variations observees en
matiere de migration des jeunes, !'emigration vers l'Ouest au cours des annees
1970 etant bien s0r le fruit de !'expansion
economique de cette region.
Quant aux differences d'ordre residenPLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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tiel, elles sont s0rement a mettre en relation avec les variations interprovinciales
du taux de chefs de menages chez les
jeunes. En effet, on sail qu'a un menage
correspond un logement occupe. De
plus, on associe generalement un type
de menage a un type de logement. Par
exemple, les jeunes menages d'une
seule personne et monoparentaux a
chef feminin, qui presentent les taux de
croissance les plus importants au cours
des dernieres annees, habitent, pour la
grande majorite, des batiments a logements multiples plutot que des maisons
unifamiliales (nous y reviendrons plus
loin). Miron (1988) signale d'ailleurs que
la construction des tours a appartements
au cours des annees 1960 et 1970 a

contribue a la formation de jeunes menages de petite taille. Et ces tours n'ont
pas ete erigees au meme rythme partout
au Canada. Ainsi, Terre-Neuve et l'lledu-Prince-Edouard dont le pare residentiel reste domine par la maison unifamiliale affichent des taux de chefs de
menages chez les jeunes inferieurs a
ceux des autres provinces. II n'est pas
surprenant de constater que c'est dans
ces deux provinces que les jeunes menages, et notamment ceux dont le chef a
de 15 a 24 ans, vivent dans les logements les plus grands au Canada (moyennes respectives de 5,0 et 4,9 pieces
par logement contre 4,4 en 1981 ) et que
la taille de ces menages y est la plus
elevee au pays (moyennes respectives

de 2,7 et 2,4 personnes par menage
contre 2,1 en 1981 ). II appara1t done que
la proliferation des jeunes menages de
petite taille, qui contribue a l'accroissement du nombre de jeunes menages,
est favorisee, entre autres, par une offre
de logements plus diversifiee, laquelle
se retrouve dans certaines provinces et
moins dans d'autres.

La multiplication des menages
«non traditionnels» chez les
jeunes
L'analyse des microdonnees de l'Enquete sur l'equipement menager se/on
le revenu et d'autres caracteristiques
(HIFE) nous revele que, de 1974 a 1986,
les taux de croissance numerique des

FIGURE2

Repartition des types d.e menages selon le group.e
d'age du chc~t,Canada. 1986
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jeunes vivant seuls (108%) et des jeunes
menages monoparentaux a chef feminin
(142%) sont de beaucoup superieurs au
taux d'accroissement du nombre de
jeunes menages en general (43% ), alors
que le taux d'augmentation du nombre
de jeunes menages traditionnels, c'esta-dire de type epoux-epouse avec enfant(s),4 lui est inferjeur. De plus, de 1980
a 1986, periode au cours de laquelle le
taux de croissance du nombre de jeunes
menages montre un net ralentissement,
ayant chute a 8% comparativement a
33% de 197 4 a 1980, les jeunes menages d'une seule personne et les jeunes

menages monoparentaux a chef feminin
connaissent des taux d'accroissement
numeriques respectifs de 30,2% et de
54,4%, alors que le nombre de jeunes
menages epoux-epouse avec enfant(s)
decroit de 8%. L'importance de ces
jeunes menages traditionnels diminue
done, leur proportion de !'ensemble des
jeunes menages passant de 49,4% en
1974, a 46% en 1980 et a 39,2% en 1986.
En 1986, comme on peut s'y attendre,
c'est chez les menages dont le chef a de
15 a 19 ans que la proportion des menages non traditionnels (personnes
seules, families monoparentales, me-

nages multiples 5 ) est la plus elevee, a
!'exception pour les personnes seules,
des menages dont le chef est age de 65
ans et plus (figure 2). Les menages dont
le chef est age de 20 a 29 ans presentent
la plus forte proportion de menages de
type epoux-epouse sans enfant, a !'exception, encore une fois, des menages
dont le chef a 65 ans et plus. Entin, ce
sont les menages dont le chef a de 30 a
34 ans qui comprennent la plus forte
proprotion des menages de type epouxepouse avec enfant(s), mais cette proportion n'atteint tout de meme qu'un peu
plus de 50%.

FIGURE 3
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Les variations interprovinciales mentionnees precedemment concernant la
taille des jeunes menages son! un reflet
des variations observees quant aux types
de menages formes par les jeunes.
Ainsi, on remarque que la proportion des
jeunes vivant seuls decro1t d'ouest en
est, alors que la proportion des jeunes
formant des menages traditionnels suit
la tendance inverse (figure 3). Signalons
de nouveau que ces variations sont
sans aucun doute a mettre en relation
avec des differences sur le plan de la
structure economique et sur celui de la
structure du pare residentiel.

La situation residentielle des
jeunes menages
II n'est pas surprenant de constater que
la proportion des jeunes menages occupant une maison unifamiliale est plus
faible que celle des menages don! le
chef est age de 35 a 64 ans et cela est
vrai pour les personnes seules et les
menages monoparentaux comme pour
les menages epoux-epouse avec ou
sans enfant(s) (tableau 2). L'acces ace
type de logement est generalement plus
couteux puisqu'il implique, dans la majorite des cas, l'achat. Or, le revenu total
moyen des menages dont le chef est age
de 15 a 34 ans est nettement inferieur a
celui des menages dont le chef a de 35 a

64 ans: 30,681 $ contre 40,090$ en 1985
(compilation sur la base des microdonnees de l'enquete HIFE). De plus, la proportion des jeunes menages habitant
une maison unifamiliale accuse une legere baisse de 1980 a 19866 , alors que
celle des menages plus ages se maintient a peu pres au meme niveau. Ceci
n'est sans doute pas etranger au fail que
durant cette periode, le revenu reel
moyen des jeunes menages a chute de
7% alors que celui des menages dont le
chef a de 35 a 64 ans est reste relativement stable7.
Chez les jeunes menages, ce son!
bien sur les menages epoux-epouse
avec enfant(s) qui presentent la plus
forte proportion d'occupants de maisons
unifamiliales, suivis des menages epouxepouse sans enfant. Par ailleurs, en ce
qui concerne les jeunes vivant seuls qui
occupent une maison unifamiliale, on
constate un ecart important suivant le
sexe, la proportion des hommes seuls
habitant ce genre de logement etant
deux fois plus elevee que celle des
femmes seules, ce qui est sans aucun
doute a mettre en relation avec le sentiment de mains grande securite relie a
la maison unifamiliale chez les femmes,
avec les travaux d'entretien, notamment
exterieurs, qu'implique la maison unifamiliale, et avec l'ecart observe au niveau

des revenus: 21,177$ pour les jeunes
hommes seuls comparativement a
17,355$ pour les jeunes femmes seules,
en 1985 (compilation sur la base des
microdonnees de l'enquete HIFE). II importe aussi de souligner que la proportion des jeunes hommes et des jeunes
femmes vivant seuls et occupant une
maison unifamiliale a sensiblement augmente de 1980 a 1986. Ce phenomene
s'explique probablement par le fail que
vivre seul n'est plus considere, pour un
grand nombre de jeunes et plus particulierement pour ceux ages de plus de
trente ans, comme une phase transitoire,
mais constitue une choix de mode de
vie a plus ou mains long terme, lequel
permet une plus grande autonomie (Duchesne, 1987; Harrison, 1981 ), et par le
fail que la maison unifamiliale represente,
pour les jeunes qui peuvent y acceder,
plus d'espace, plus d'intimite et un meilleur contr61e sur son logement (L 'immobilier canadien, 1986). Entin, on remarque que les jeunes menages monoparentaux a chef feminin ont plus tendance
a lager dans des maisons unifamiliales
que les jeunes femmes vivant seules, ce
qui s'explique sans doute par le fait que
ces menages sont, pour un grand nombre, le resultat d'une rupture d'un menage
epoux-epouse avec enfant(s) habitant
dans ce genre de logement. Le taux

TABLEAU2

Repartition des menages selon l'age du chef le type de menages* et le genre de logements**.
Canada. 1980 et 1986
15

a34 ans

35

a 64 ans

Appartement

Unifamilial*

1980
%

1986
%

1980
%

1986
%

1980
%

1986
%

1980
%

1986
%

Personnes seules
hommes
femmes

22,2
10,4

26,4
13,7

67,5
82,9

66,1
78,7

38,4
33,1

39,3
34,9

54,9
60,1

53,3
59,2

Menages epoux-epouse
sans enfant
avec enfant(s)

49,5
75,2

47,3
76,0

39,3
16,5

43,1
15,4

74,7
85,7

77,5
86,4

19,1
10,1

17,4
9,8

a chef feminin

38,8

38,8

50,1

51,4

58,2

55,3

35,2

38,2

Ensemble des menages

53,9

51,6

36,9

39,9

74,7

74,3

20,2

20,9

Genre de logements
Type de menages

Unifamilial

Appartement

Menages monoparentaux

Source: Statistique Canada, bandes de microdonnees «Revenu des menages (1979, 1985) et equipement manager (1980, 1986)». Ca/cuts effectues par
/'IN RS-Urbanisation.
* Seuls /es chefs de menages unifamiliaux (c'est-a-dire /es menages d'une seule famille economique) son/ pris en compte dans ce tableau.

** Seuls Jes maisons unifamiliales (isolees, jumelees et en rangee) de meme que /es appartements sont ici consideres. La categorie «appartements»

comprend /es logements situes dans un triplex, un double-duplex ou dans toute autre combinaison de trois Jogements ou plus sous un meme toil
(sauf Jes maisons en rangee), et tout /ogement se trouvant au-dessus ou l'interieur d'une construction non residentiel/e.

a
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tant des maisons unifamiliales est la plus
faible.
Le portrait de !'evolution de !'occupation des maisons unifamiliales chez les
jeunes menages brosse precedemment
pour !'ensemble du Canada est a peu
pres le meme pour chacune des grandes
regions, a !'exception des menages
monoparentaux a chef feminin dans les
provinces de l'Atlantique : la proportion
de ces menages qui habitent une maison
unifamiliale accuse une diminution marquee de 1980 a 1986. Ceci s'explique
probablement par le fait que ces me-

d'occupation de maisons unifamiliales
chez ce type de menages se maintient
au meme point de 1981 a 1986.
Le genre de logements occupes par
les jeunes menages montre aussi des
variations a l'interieur du Canada. Ainsi,
c'est dans la region de l'Atlantique, la ou
les jeunes menages sont les plus traditionnels, que l'on retrouve la plus forte
proportion de jeunes menages occupant
une maison unifamiliale (tableau 3). Et
c'est au Quebec ou le stock de duplex,
triplex et multiplex est fort important, que
la proportion des jeunes menages habi-

A DES ARBITRES

nages ont subi la plus forte perte de
revenu au Canada au cours de cette
periode et a !'importance grandissante
du logement social pour cette clientele
(Atlantic Women and Housing Conference, 1987; Klodawsky et autres, 1985).
Ence qui concerne le taux de propriete residentielle chez les jeunes menages, on a observe, de 1971 a 1981,
une tendance a la hausse (Morin, 1987;
Statistique Canada 1984a). Toutefois,
cette tendance ne s'est pas maintenue
au cours de la premiere moitie des annees 1980 (tableau 4 ). Les taux d'interet

TABLEAU 3
:·:,, :

. <

. ·\'·.:,·:•,"' ·~. · . ,:· ·,

,>·./.,..

>·: ..:' .·:•~ .. :·, , .. .'•.:>,::.•:.:>• .. ,',."·JY\·,,,:.,:::.>··.,:5.i;?":-·::•,:·,~' ..' .. · .

.,:-' :·.,.· . ····., ..

>.:·".

P~u.-ce!)t~g~ de certains types.demfnii9esvivant'daij~7~~mat~oos\,inifarniliales**
di>nt le chef est age de ~4 ans OU moips. Canad~ et.:regions; t9~P et 1986
Canada

1980

Atlantique

1986

1980

Quebec

1986

1980

1986

Ontario

1980

1986

1986

i',

•;

'•

:,,,"

Man.-Sask.

1980

.,•,:. ~?\{
Alta-C-B.

1980

1986

Ensemble des menages
dont le chef
a moins de 35 ans

53,9

51,6

63,0

63,6

39,8

35,5

55,8

55,6

67,2

62,3

59,8

56,3

Personnes seules
hommes
femmes

16,7
22,2
10,4

20,7
26,4
13,7

19,9
31,6
5,2

31,9
43,0
18,5

9,9
15,7
4,1

10,0
11,9
6,8

14,2
18,2
9,8

21,7
28,3
13,3

29,2
37,4
20,3

30,4
37,3
21,7

21,8
26,2
15,5

24,2
30,9
16,4

Menages epoux-epouse*
sans enfant
avec enfant(s)

49,5
75,2

47,3
76,0

46,3
76,1

57,9
79,5

32,0
59,2

33,5
59,5

55,2
79,0

51,5
82,3

63,3
86,7

62,7
84,6

64,4
84,3

54,2
80,6

Menages monoparentaux*
chef feminin

38,8

38,8

50,4

40,7

12,0

14,5

36,1

46,9

59,7

58,5

54,7

58,1

a

Source: Statistique Canada, bandes de microdonnees«Revenu des menages (1979, 1985) etequipement menager(1980, 1986)». Ca/cuts effectues par
/'IN RS-Urbanisation.
* Seuts /es chefs de menages unifami/iaux (c.-a-d. /es menages d'une seule famille economique) sont pris en compte dans ce tableau.
** Comprend /es maison isolees, jumelees et en rangee. Les duplex isoles et /es appartements de taus types sont exclus.

Tire de Morin, Rose et Mongeau, 1988: 53.

TABLEAU 4

Pourcentage.<te certains types de menagesdortt le .chef est age de 34 ans et moins
qui sont proprietaires de leur logement\ Canada et regions. 1980 et 1986
Canada

1980
Ensemble des menages
dont le chef
a moins de 35 ans

Atlantique

1986

1980

Quebec

1986

1980

Ontario

1986

1980

1986

Man.-Sask.

1980

1986

Alta-C-B.

1980

1986

47,0

41,7

61,9

58,2

43,3

37,2

44,6

41,1

54,8

48,8

46,7

39,6

Personnes seules
hommes
femmes

12,0
16,8
6,4

15,1
19,8
9,4

21,2
31,9
7,6

28,9
39,6
16,1

9,1
15,4
2,9

10,3
14,3
5,6

9,2
10,2
8,1

14,1
18,8
8,1

16,5
23,0
9,4

21,4
27,9
13,2

15,3
21,5
6,4

16,8
20,5
12,4

Menages epoux-epouse*
sans enfant
avec enfant(s)

44,9
70,4

40,7
67,5

49,9
81,3

49,1
76,3

37,1
64,4

34,5
65,3

44,0
68,8

43,2
65,9

55,6
80,0

55,4
74,4

53,5
72,2

39,1
65,1

Menages monoparentaux*
chef feminin

14,8

15,5

23,0

23,8

7,9

10,3

14,7

19,2

16,1

14,3

16,9

16,1

a

Source: Statistique Canada, bandes de microdonnees «Revenu des menages (1979, 1985) et equipement menager (1980, 1986)». Ca/cuts effectues par
/'IN RS-Urbanisation.
* Seule !es chefs de menages unifamiliaux (c.-a-d. /es menages d'une seule famille economique) sont pris en compte dans ce tableau.

Tire de Morin, Rose et Mongeau, 1988: 50.
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tres eleves du debut de ces annees, de
meme que la baisse du revenu total
moyen des jeunes menages de 1979 a
1985, ont probablement contribue a la
diminution de la proportion des jeunes
menages proprietaires. Cependant, cette
diminution affecte particulierement les
jeunes menages epoux-epouse avec ou
sans enfant(s), alors que le taux de propriete reste a peu pres au meme niveau
chez les jeunes menages monoparentaux a chef feminin et augmente sensiblement chez les jeunes vivant seuls,
qu'ils soient hommes ou femmes.
En ce qui a trait aux jeunes qui vivent
seuls, !'augmentation du taux de propriete est certes a mettre en relation avec
l'accroissement du taux d'occupation
d'une maison unifamiliale observe precedemment. Cette augmentation pourrait aussi etre reliee au vieillissement de
la cohorte des 15-34 ans, les plus ages
ayant probablement des revenus plus
eleves et pouvant ainsi s'offrir l'acces a
la propriete. Cette augmentation vient de
plus confirmer qu'au milieu des annees
1980, une proportion relativement elevee
{pres de 25 %) des maisons est vendue
non pas a des families traditionnelles,
mais a des celibataires ages de moins
de 40 ans (Binder, 1987). Comme nous
le mentionnions plus haut, vivre seul
n'etant souvent plus perc;;u comme une
phase transitoire a court terme, ii n'est
pas exclu qu'une personne seule s'installe dans sa propre maison afin de
mieux controler son espace residentiel.
II importe toutefois de souligner l'ecart
existant entre le taux de propriete des
jeunes hommes seuls et celui des jeunes
femmes seules, ecart qui est a mettre en
relation avec celui de !'occupation d'une
maison unifamiliale releve plus haut.
Quant au taux de propriete des jeunes
menages monoparentaux a chef feminin
qui s'est maintenu a peu pres au meme
niveau de 1980 a 1986, ii n'est probablement pas etranger au fait que la proportion de ce type de menages occupant
une maison unifamiliale est restee stable
au cours de cette periode. II importe
toutefois de noter l'ecart entre le taux
d'occupation d'une maison unifamiliale
et le taux de propriete residentielle chez
ce type de menages: 38,8% contre 15,5%
en 1986. Cet ecart est revelateur a la fois
d'un besoin d'espace et d'une faible
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capacite financiere. La baisse du taux
de propriete des jeunes menages epouxepouse sans enfant est sans doute
reliee a la proportion de ce type de menages habitant une maison unifamiliale
qui a diminue durant cette periode. Toutefois, on ne peut associer la diminution du
taux de propriete des jeunes menages
epoux-epouse avec enfant(s) a une
chute de la proportion de ce type de
menage occupant une maison unifamiliale puisque cette proportion est restee
a peu pres au meme niveau de 1980 a
1986. On pourrait faire l'hypothese qu'au
cours d'une periode ou le revenu total
moyen a diminue et ou le coot moyen de
l'acces a la propriete a augmente, rogner
sur ses autres depenses de consommation afin de devenir proprietaire est plus
difficile pour les jeunes menages epouxepouse avec enfant(s), et plus particulierement pour ceux d'entre eux qui ne
peuvent compter que sur un seul revenu
d'emploi, soit pres du tiers en 1986 (compilation sur la base des microdonnees
de l'enquete HIFE).II taut souligner cette
importance du double revenu comme
facteur determinant de !'accession a la
propriete pour un grand nombre de jeunes
families biparentales avec enfant(s).
Le taux de propriete residentielle chez
les jeunes menages varie bien s0r aussi
a l'interieur du Canada. II est plus eleve
dans la region de l'Atlantique, la ou ii ya
la plus forte proportion de jeunes menages occupant une maison unifamiliale.
C'est egalement dans la region de l'Atlantique que l'on retrouve, entre 1980 et
1986, la plus forte augmentation du taux
de propriete residentielle chez les jeunes
femmes vivant seules. C'est d'ailleurs
dans cette region que l'on observe, au
cours de cette periode, la plus forte
hausse de la proportion des jeunes
femmes seules habitant une maison unifamiliale. Et c'est en Alberta et en Colombie-Britannique que l'on constate, durant
cette periode, la baisse la plus importante
du taux de propriete residentielle chez
les jeunes menages, et plus particulierement chez les jeunes menages epouxepouse sans enfant qui affichent d'ailleurs la plus forte diminution du taux
d'occupation de maisons unifamiliales.
Entin, quant a la localisation residentielle des jeunes menages canadiens,
on sail qu'en 1981, 76% des jeunes me-

nages familiaux habitaient dans des regions urbaines, cette proportion s'elevant
a 90% pour les jeunes menages familiaux
monoparentaux a chef feminin (Statistique Canada, 1984a). On sait egalement
que 90% des personnes seules, parmi
lesquelles on retrouve une forte proportion de jeunes, vivaient dans des regions
urbaines (Statistique Canada, 1984b).
Au Quebec, une etude du Conseil des
affaires sociales confirme que les jeunes
adultes quittent les milieux ruraux, mais
elle souligne egalement qu'ils emigrent
des villes centrales vers les banlieues
(Leclerc, 1987). Nous comptons, dans le
cadre d'une recherche ulterieure, raffiner
ces observations par types de regions
urbaines et rurales pour chacune des
grandes regions canadiennes en tenant
compte du type de menage forme, du
genre de logement occupe et de !'insertion professionnelle.

Conclusion
Au cours des annees 1960 et 1970, on
assiste a une augmentation fort importante du nombre de jeunes menages au
Canada. Cette augmentation, superieure
a celle du nombre de menages dont le
chef a plus de 35 ans, est une consequence non seulement du baby-boom
mais aussi du contexte economicoresidentiel favorable qui a prevalu durant
ces annees. Cette conjoncture propice
a permis a un plus grand nombre de
jeunes de realiser leur desir d'avoir plus
d'autonomie personnelle, plus d'intimite
et plus d'espace pour leur vie privee et
done de former leur propre menage. Le
taux de chefs de menages chez les 1534 ans s'est ainsi accru pendant cette
periode et on a assiste a une multiplication des jeunes menages de petite taille:
personnes seules, families monoparentales a parent feminin et couples sans
enfant. De 1980 a 1986, le taux de chefs
de menages chez les jeunes flechit sensiblement. Ce phenomene est certes a
mettre en relation avec la crise economique qui a sevi au debut de ces annees
et la baisse du revenu reel moyen des
jeunes observee au cours de cette periode. Le nombre de jeunes menages
traditionnels de type epoux-epouse avec
enfant(s) accuse meme une baisse,
alors que le nombre de jeunes vivant
seuls et de jeunes menages monoparen-
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taux a chef feminin continue d'augmenter mais a un rythme moins eleve
qu'au cours des annees precedentes. II
s'agit la de l'effet conjugue de la baisse
du taux de chefs de menages et de la
diminution de la population des jeunes
qui commence a se faire sentir.
L'amelioration du contexte economique permettrait probablement une augmentation du taux de chefs de menages
chez les jeunes au cours des prochaines
annees, mais une nouvelle recession
aurait sans doute aussi l'effet inverse.
Une augmentation de ce taux devrait
avoir un impact sensible chez tous les
types de jeunes menages, a !'exception
des jeunes menages traditionnels, etant
donne la double tendance a retarder
l'age du mariage et l'age de la premiere
grossesse, a moins bien s0r que cette tendance ne soil renversee. Durant les annees 1990, on peut cependant prevoir
une diminution importante du nombre de
jeunes menages due a la baisse dramatique des effectifs de la population des
jeunes adultes. Au tournant du siecle, ii
n'y aura plus d'enfant du baby-boom
(c'est-a-dire ne entre 1945 et 1965)
faisant partie des 15-34 ans. C'est la
generation du «baby-bust» (comprenant
les personnes nees entre 1965 et 1980,
periode au cours de laquelle le taux de
fertilite a fortement diminue) qui constituera alors l'essentiel du groupe des
jeunes adultes. Quant aux enfants du
baby-boom, ils auront en l'an 2000, entre
35 et 55 ans et, si la tendance des annees 1980 pour ce groupe d'age se poursuit, un peu plus de 50% d'entre eux
formeront des menages epoux-epouse
avec enfant(s) et un peu plus de 40%,
des menages d'une seule personne,
des menages epoux-epouse sans enfant et des menages monoparentaux.
En 1986, les jeunes menages traditionnels ne representent qu'un peu plus
du tiers de !'ensemble des jeunes menages. C'est chez les menages dont le
chef a de 30 a 34 ans que leur proportion
est la plus importante. lls occupent en
grande majorite des maisons unifamiliales a titre de proprietaires. Quant aux
jeunes menages non traditionnels, c'est
chez les plus jeunes menages, ceux
dont le chef a de 15 a 24 ans, que leur
proportion est la plus elevee. lls habitent
pour la plupart des appartements a titre

de locataires. Or, comme nous l'avons
signale plus haul, s'il y a accroissement
du taux de chef de menages chez les
jeunes dans les prochaines annees, l'effet devrait surtout se faire sentir chez les
jeunes menages non traditionnels. La
demande de logements de jeunes menages sera done plutot tournee du cote
des batiments a logements multiples
du secteur locatif. Par contre, la diminution du nombre de jeunes menages que
conna1tra la prochaine decennie aura
un effet a la baisse sur cette demande.
De plus, cette diminution du nombre de
jeunes menages combinee au report de
l'age du mariage et de la premiere grossesse devrait entrainer une chute du
nombre de jeunes families traditionnelles
et par consequent une baisse de leur
demande pour des maisons unifamiliales
en accession a la propriete. Or, ii n'est
pas evident, comme le souligne Miron
(1983), que les menages plus vieux seront la source d'une demande substantielle de logements neufs. On peut done
prevoir, pour les annees 1990, un ralentissement dans la construction neuve
(Clayton Research Associates, 1987).
L'accroissement du nombre de jeunes
menages, le type de menages qu'ils
torment, le genre de logements dans
lesquels ils habitent et leur mode d'occupation presentent des variations a l'interieur du Canada. Le taux de chefs de
menages chez les jeunes est plus eleve
en Colombie-Britannique et en Alberta
que dans la region de l'Atlantique. La
proportion des jeunes menages formes
d'une seule personne suit une courbe
descendante d'ouest en est alors que
celle des jeunes menages epoux-epouse
avec enfant(s) montre une tendance inverse. C'est dans les provinces de l'Atlantique que le taux d'occupation de
maisons unifamiliales et le taux de propriete residentielle chez les jeunes menages sont les plus eleves et c'est au
Quebec qu'ils sont les plus bas. Ces
variations interprovinciales sont en grande
partie tributaires des differences relatives
au contexte economique et au pare residentiel que l'on observe a !ravers le
Canada. Les previsions concernant les
besoins futurs en nouveaux logements
doivent done bien s0r etre modulees en
fonction des provinces. Ainsi, projette-ton, pour la prochaine decennie, une
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baisse dans la construction neuve dans
les provinces de l'Atlantique, au Quebec
et en Ontario alors que les perspectives
pour les provinces de l'Ouest reposent
sur un scenario des migrations interregionales incertain (Clayton Research
Associates, 1987).
Nous avons aussi releve dans cet
article une tendance recente a !'augmentation de la proportion des jeunes
menages formes d'une seule personne
habitant une maison unifamiliale et occupant leur logement a titre de proprietaires.
Nous avons fail un lien entre propriete
residentielle et maison unifamiliale. Mais
ii faudrait aussi examiner le phenomene
plus recent de la copropriete par rapport
aux autres genres de logements chez
les jeunes menages, notamment chez
les jeunes menages non traditionnels.
Nous avons egalement fail reference au
fail que la baisse du taux de propriete
residentielle chez les jeunes menages
monoparentaux a chef feminin des provinces de l'Atlantique s'explique probablement par !'importance grandissante
du logement social pour cette clientele.
Mais qu'en est-ii de l'accessibilite au
logement social pour les autres jeunes
qui ont _aussi con nu une baisse de leur
revenu reel moyen au cours de la premiere moitie des annees 1980 et qui ne
verront probablement pas tous leur situation s'ameliorer au cours des prochaines
annees? Les politiques en matiere de
logement social ont un effet certain sur
la formation de menages chez les jeunes.
En Grande-Bretagne et en Australie, par
exemple, !'exclusion des jeunes vivant
seuls des lisles d'attente des logements
publics a eu un effet direct sur leur mode
de vie residentiel (Venn, 1985; Burke et
autres, 1985). Une plus grande accessibilite au logement social (quelle qu'en
soil la formule) aurait probablement permis a un plus grand nombre de jeunes
de realiser leur desir d'autonomie residentielle durant la premiere tranche des
annees 1980. Certes, ii en co0te moins
cher a l'Etat lorsque les jeunes qui connaissent des difficultes financieres se
debrouillent d'eux-memes pour acceder
a leur propre logement (maison de
chambre,cohabitation forcee, taux d'effort plus eleve, etc.) ou decident de rester
ou de revenir chez leurs parents. ·Les
politiques d'aide sociale sont certes aussi
PLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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en cause. On n'a qu'a se referer au debat
portant sur l'accessibilite des mains de
trente ans aux prestations completes
d'aide sociale au Quebec: un des arguments invoques par le gouvernement
quebecois pour justifier son refus etait
que les jeunes sans emploi ont toujours
le choix de retourner chez leurs parents.
Notre recherche n'ayant porte essentiellement que sur des menages deja
formes et en fonction principalement du
chef, nous n'avons pu analyser la situation de ces jeunes adultes qui demeurent
chez leurs parents, de ceux qui habitent
dans une maison de chambre ou qui
vivent avec d'autres parce qu'ils n'ont
pas le choix et des jeunes sans-abris
dont le nombre augmente. Ces jeunes
qui ont rarement une existence dans les
recensements et dans les grandes enquetes sur le logement ne doivent pas
etre oublies.

Notes
1. L'auteur tient a remercier Damaris Rose,

professeure-chercheure a l'INRS-Urbanisation, Jael Mongeau, agente de recherche a
ce centre, de meme que Richard Marcoux et
Celine Cloutier, assistants de recherche a
l'UQAM et a l'INRS-Urbanisation, pour leur
precieuse contribution la recherche qui a
permis la redaction de eel article.
2. Tousles calculs effectues a partir de ces
microdonnees et leur interpretation sont uniquement la responsabilite de l'auteur.
3. Le concept de «chef» correspond generalement a la personne qui est principalement
responsable des palements lies au logement.
Toutefois, dans les recensements, jusqu'a
celui de 1971 inclusivement, l'epoux etait
automatiquement designe comme chef dans
le cas des menages de type epoux-epouse.
Au recensement de 1981, un nouveau concept est introduit, soil celui de «soutien de
menage,» qui vise a eliminer le biais sexiste
du concept de "chef." Cependant, dans l'enquete HIFE, le concept de chef a ete maintenu jusqu'a ce jour.
4. Le concept de «menage epoux-epouse»
englobe les unions de fait.
5. Un menage multiple, suivant l'enquete
HIFE, est forme de deux personnes non apparentees ou plus, de deux families economiques ou plus ou de tout autre combinaison
de families et de personnes seules.
6. Nous n'avons pris en compte que 1980 et
1986 car les effectifs de l'enquete HIFE sont
trop faibles dans certains cas en 197 4.
7 Revenus calcules pour 1979 et 1985 a

a
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partir des microdonnees de l'enquete HIFE
actualisees sur la base de 1985.
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Usipg Souial Criteria to Guide
the Design of aNew Community:

The Case of Tumbler Ri
ALISON M. GILL/WES SHERA

ABSTRACT

RESUME

Problems of incorporating social concerns into planning are
examined in the context ofthe planning and implementation
of the new British Columbia coal mining town of Tumbler
Ridge. Social and behavioral concerns were central to planning decisions and an imp01tant issue was the translation of
social principles into appropriate design elements. Further
problems are associated with "slippage," especially during
transitional phases in the overall planning process. Issues of
control, continuity and monit01ing are raised and a m01·e
coinprehensive understanding of the social structure and
organization of specific settings is recommended

A partir de

Introduction
Recognition of the need to incorporate
an understanding of human needs and
aspirations into both physical and social
planning has grown significantly during
recent years. However, translation of
social and behavioral principles into design features has been slow. There are a
few recent Canadian examples of attempts to incorporate environmental design principles into planning and design
(Harvey and Vischer, 1984), and of
these, the False Creek development in
Vancouver is one of the better known
examples (Vischer, 1984; 1986). In social planning there has been a move
away from the traditional narrow approach, which was concerned only with
provision of social services, to a more
innovative approach which addresses a
broader range of human needs through
both social programming and physical
planning.
The intent of this paper is to discuss
the ways in which social criteria can be
significantly incorporated into the design
of human environments. The develop-

l'etcemple de la nouvelle ville charbonniere de
Tumble Ridge, en Colombie-Britannique, sont exa:minees les
dijficultes a integret les dimensions sociales en urbanisme.
Les aspects sociaux et coinpoitementaux etaient au coeur des
decisioiis des planificateurs, et la trmisposition, au plan spatial, des 11aleurs sociales etait un des enjeua: majeurs. Le
"deparage, " notamment dans les phases intermediaires du
processus de planification, est a la source d 'autres problemes.
Les enjeux lies au controle, a la continu-ite et au monit01·ing
sont discutes; on insiste aussi sur la necessite d'une comprehension globale de la structure sociale et organisationnelle
specifique aux milieu.re d'interventv:m.

ment of the new resource community of
Tumbler Ridge, British Columbia is used
to illustrate an attempt to maximize quality of life and minimize social costs
through application of a set of social
principles. A brief overview of social problems in resource eommunities is first presented to serve as a basis for evaluating
the relative effectiveness of the innovative "socially-responsive" planning approach used in the creation of Tumbler
Ridge.
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Social Problems in Resource
Communities
The social problems of resource communities have been reviewed by several
authors (Lucas, 1971; Riffel, 1975; Glick
and Glick, 1981; Shera, 1984; Gill, 1986).
An objective of much of the research
relates to understanding and finding solutions to high levels of labour turnover.
Findings suggest that causes of dissatisfaction leading to out-migration include
the high cost of living, housing problems,
limited services and the quality of health
services. As the majority of households
consist of young families, the most common dimensions of community satisfaction are associated with the needs of the
family (Roberts and Fisher, 1984; Gill
and Smith, 1985). Physical facilities and
social services are often better than
those found in other small towns, but
because of isolation from services in
larger centres the availability and quality
of services in the community assume
greater importance (Himelfarb, 1982).
The social environments of resource
communities are strongly influenced by
PLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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the resource companies. Social distinctions basically mirror the corporate structure of the workplace with a sharp distinction between management and other
employees. The influence of the workplace on the life of the community results,
according to Lucas (1971 :37), in "feelings
of dependency, powerlessness, resignation and fatalism." The boom and bust
cycles of the resource sector create
several problems (Bradbury and Sendbuehler, 1988). The uncertainty of continuing employment during potential
down-swings in the cycle weakens community commitment and creates personal stress (Canada, Employment and
Immigration Advisory Council, 1987).
Economic instability also deters private
sector investment and hinders development of the commercial sector. Shift work
is a characteristic of large scale resource
extraction and is a significant factor in
the social organization of resource communities (Lucas, 1971; Riffel, 1975; Himelfarb, 1982). Shift work affects participation in voluntary organizations, places
a strain on families, especially those with
young children (National Film Board,
1979), and has obvious implications in
terms of social planning.
The lack of employment opportunities
for women in resource communities has
also been recognized as an important
contribution to the social and psychological problems that they face (Evans and
Cooperstock, 1983). Other problems
which are associated especially with the
start-up phase of new towns include
problems of social cohesion. Due to residential relocation social networks are
weak and residents experience loneliness and alienation (Roberts and Paget,
1985). In response, family and small
friendship groups gain greater significance, which in turn can act to diminish
a strong "sense of community."

The Social Responsive
Planning of Tumbler Ridge
Planning Framework
A pivotal resource in the Planning of
Tumbler Ridge was work conducted by a
multi-disciplinary group of researchers
from the University of Calgary who prepared a report for the National Design
Council of Canada entitled f-/uman Aspi-
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rations and Design Excellence (Hawkes,

Evaluation Research Design

1975). Based on an understanding of
human aspirations, this study suggested
guidelines for the development of frontier
communities. Together with a consideration of the traditional problems encountered in resource towns it provided a
basis for developing a "socially responsive planning" approach (British Columbia, Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1979).
The new town of Tumbler Ridge was
built to serve the large Northeast Coal
Development project in the Peace River
district of British Columbia. Planning began in 1977, with building commencing
in 1981. The first permanent residents
began arriving in September 1982 and
by 1987 the population had grown and
stabilized at approximately 4,500. Initial
planning of the community was the responsibility of the provincial Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and a four part Conceptual Plan was produced consisting of
a Social Plan, a Physic-al Plan, a Financial
Plan and an Organizational Plan (British
Columbia, Ministry of Municipal Affairs,
1978).
The overall stated objective of planning was to develop "a socially cohesive
well-planned community conducive to
attracting and retaining a stable work
force" (British Columbia, Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1978:48). A set of social
principles was derived from a wide variety of social science research to guide
the planning process. The principles
were: choice; commitment; challenge;
self-reliance; participation; integration;
equity; environmental sensitivity; flexibility; and fiscal responsibility. These principles were translated into both physical
and social design elements with expected social and behavioural consequences
(Table 1).
Operationalizing these ideas involved
shifting from the initial planning model
which focused on research and was top
down, to a second model, referred to as
"planning by invitation," which was more
appropriate to the implementation phase.
Through the channels of the newly-created local government and with inter-agency co-operation, the planners assisted in
translating the social objectives into practice. This model evolved during the final
planning phase into a model of community development based on participation.

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the
socially responsive planning model used
in Tumbler Ridge was carried out by the
authors during 1986 and 1987. The research design was structured around
the process-oriented planning framework,
and key design elements were tracked
from the planning phase through the implementation phase to the final community development phase. A multi-method
approach combining qualitative and
quantitative data permitted triangulation
of results thus increasing validity. There
were three main stages of data collection: i) an inventory of existing information on Tumbler Ridge with specific
reference to the implementation and
socio-behavioural consequences of the
design elements; ii) a historical profile of
the community to document key events
and the development of community services and facilities: iii) collection of primary data from a range of community
residents and groups to examine their
attitudes, evaluations and activity in the
community. In addition to a survey of 270
households (25%), surveys were conducted with secondary and elementary
school children, and non-resident commuting workers. Focus group interviews
were conducted with various constituent
groups such as human service providers,
business groups, educators and government representatives.
From this large body of information,
several critical issues have emerged
which point to difficulties and dilemmas
in both planning and implementation.
The three phase planning model is used
as the framework to examine the effectiveness of the incorporation of the social
principles, and to identify when difficulties arose. Difficulties associated with
some issues may occur in more than
one of the three major phases of development, thus in some instances, a weakness in the initial conceptualization might
be exacerbated during a later phase.

Critical Issues in Planning and
Implementation
Design and Planning Phase
Problems associated with this phase
mainly relate to the appropriateness of
design features in the specific context of
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the community. As with all new towns,
Tumbler Ridge offered planners an opportunity to introduce innovative design
features. The challenge to planners was
how to translate social objectives into
appropriate design features. Three examples illustrate attempts to achieve this
goal: (i) the design of "Main Street"; (ii)
the application of Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design (CPTED)
and; (iii) neighbourhood design.
Main Street
In keeping with the guiding social principles the objectives in the town centre
design were to create:
a sense of place: to create a physical
environment which is distinctive in
character and clearly identifies Tumbler Ridge as a 'place for families to
live';
a sense of history: to establish a physical environment which is responsive
to the needs of newly arriving resident

and engenders a feeling of security,
permanence and stability; and
a sense of community: to convey the
message that people matter, somebody cares. Consideration must be
given to the unique needs of the individuals to demonstrate that Tumbler
Ridge is a 'place for people.' (British
Columbia, Ministry of Municipal Affairs,
1983:20)

These social objectives, together with
commercial objectives, resulted in the
design decision to build a town centre
based on the theme of "Main Street"
which would recreate the downtown of a
traditional community in Canada. In operationalizing this objective, the designer
was influenced by the ideas of Alexander's "Pattern Language" (Alexander et al.,
1977). Concepts such as anchors, gateways, winding streets, environmental
sensitivity and humanness of scale are
incorporated in the design (Figure 1). As
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an anchor and focal point at the end of
Main Street the Town Hall symbolizes
the importance of local government and
in turn the principle of self-reliance to the
community (Figure 2). Its post-modern
design, resembling a traditional town hall
complete with clock tower, is also intended to evoke a sense of history.
The designers have successfully created an attractive town centre which residents rate highly and as such have contributed to creation of "a sense of place."
However, in terms of overall community
satisfaction more practical issues such
as the level of services, access, and
parking play a significant role. In order to
maintain the Main Street concept certain
design guidelines must be adhered to,
these include the restriction of most commercial facilities to a town centre location and control of building style, all of
which can retard commercial development. Some residents indicated that
they would have preferred an enclosed

TABLE 1

Social Principle
Design Elements
1. Choice
a) Selective hiring
b) Housing options
c) Limited range of goods
and services

2. Commitment
a) Local government at early
stage
b) Home ownership

3. Challenge
a) Base-level service provision
b) Network of open spaces
4. Self reliance
a) Local government
b) Reduced overall dependence
on employer and government
social services
c) Base facility recreation
5. Participation
a) Social Development Officer
b) Local government
commitment
c) Inhabitants involved in
modifying and adapting
community
d) Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design
(CPTED)

Expected Social/Behavioral Consequences
Commitment to community will be increased if residents choose to move to Tumbler Ridge, for other
than economic reasons.
Residents will experience less stress and financial burden if housing options are within the limits of their
financial constraints.
Increased residential satisfaction, and commitment to remain in the community.

Increased commitment by community residents.
Increased residential stability.
Appeals to pioneer spirit and encourages involvement and mutual aid.
Will encourage exploration and interaction.
Encourages resident responsibility and involvement.
Contributes to social cohesion through participation and mutual aid in the community.
Community generated facilities will reduce financial and psychological dependence on government and
mining companies and encourage social cohesion.
Acceleration of social integration.
Increased resident involvement and
Increased satisfaction with the community, social cohesion; and commitment to remain.
Residents involvement in surveillance to prevent vandalism increases residents' commitment and
satisfaction.
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mall style town centre. While it was argued that this approach would be more
costly and detract from a "sense of
place," it would have enhanced the opportunity for social interaction.
Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design
The incorporation of principles of "Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design" (CPTED) were a design feature of
Tumbler Ridge which received widespread publicity during the planning
phase (Wachtel, 1982; Labonte, 1983).
The ideas, which originated in Oscar
Newman's concept of "defensible space"
(Newman, 1972), were developed by the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (Moffat,
1982). The objective is to reduce crime
and vandalism by designing the environment to enhance surveillance thus decreasing the opportunity for crime. In
Tumbler Ridge, features incorporated
into the design of the town centre include: (i) the provision of two main entrances to the town center ... for constant
surveillance of entrances; (ii) creation of
a human scale on Main Street, with narrow winding streets and buildings not
exceeding two storeys, to enhance
neighbourliness, territoriality and natural
surveillance; (iii) isolation of the major
"hot-spots" like the hotel which have a
high potential for problems of public order
and provision of special attention to access, lighting and entrances for the "hotspots;" and (iv) the provision of "diversions," for example a video game parlour,
to detract from likely crime targets like
the supermarket (British Columbia, Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 1983:45 ).
The success of CPTED involves not
only physical design but the active involvement of residents in surveillance
and crime prevention programmes. In
Tumbler Ridge, although the design features are in place, there appears to be
limited resident involvement in such programmes as Citizens on Patrol, Citizens
Observe and Report and Block Parents.
Further, at the time survey work was conducted, the CPTED concept was unfamiliar to police officers in the community.
Nevertheless, RCMP officers noted that
compared to neighbouring small towns
the incidence of crime and vandalism in
the community was very low. While this
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may suggest that the principles of CPTED
operate successfully without active involvement by residents, it perhaps more
likely reflects the inappropriateness of
the idea in this community. The sociodemographic profile of residents of Tumbler Ridge suggests a population with a
commonly low crime rate. Residents are
predominantly married with families, there
are few unemployed residents, and many
of the young single men tend to leave
town during their four days off shift.
Neighbourhood
The relevance of the concept of neighbourhood might also be questioned in
Tumbler Ridge. The idea of neighbourhood is now firmly embedded into urban
planning principles. In Tumbler Ridge
these ideas were further strengthened
by reference to Alexander's (1977) work,
which rationalizes neighbourhood design
on the basis of its social and behavioral
implications. While these ideas support
the social objectives guiding development in Tumbler Ridge such as commitment and social interaction, the social
characteristics of a mining town are distinct from those in which neighbourhood
theory developed. This difference was
not questioned.
Factors of particular relevance are the
small size of the community, the transience of the population and perhaps
. most importantly the shift work patterns
of many residents. An examination of
social interaction in Tumbler Ridge reveals that neighbours account for only
about 12% of friends, with work-related
friendships accounting for 37%, and
friends who were known before moving
to Tumbler Ridge 23%. The remainder of
friendships were developed through a
variety of community-related associations. Studies elsewhere suggest that
neighbours more commonly account for
around 20 to 25% of friendships (Fischer
et al., 1977). These results suggest that
planners of new resource communities
should consider in more depth the nature and structure of social networks to
better assess the appropriateness of the
traditional neighbourhood design.

Implementation phase
A universal planning problem relates to

the degree of control that planners have
to implement plans. The problem is especially critical in single-industry communities where, despite changes in recent
decades from company-owned towns
to autonomous communities with local
government, the resource companies
still exercise significant control over community development. In the case of Tumbler Ridge, four examples serve to illustrate this dilemma: (i) selective recruitment
of residents; (ii) appropriate provision of
housing; (iii) community service provision;
and (iv) services for women and children.
Selective Recruitment
Selective hiring was suggested by planners as a means of achieving higher
levels of satisfaction in a community. Research suggests that residential satisfaction is based not only on job satisfaction
but along more complex dimensions
that include environmental and social
concerns (Matthiasson, 1970; Gill and
Smith, 1985). Thus, the selection of residents who chose to locate in Tumbler
Ridge for other than purely economic
reasons was suggested as one way of
operationalizing several essential social
principles including choice, self reliance,
challenge and participation. "Successful"
candidates who would be more likely to
remain in the community were characterized as being active, people-oriented
individuals with a wide variety of interests
(Roberts and Paget, 1985).
While one cannot fault the planners
for identifying the relevant characteristics
of more stable resource town residents,
the willingness and ability of resource
company employers to implement these
recommendations is questionable. Initial
hiring for the Tumbler Ridge mines took
place during 1983, a time of widespread
recession in the mining industry when
there was a large pool of skilled labour
available. Criteria such as company affiliation, work experience and skill were
the primary considerations in selecting
employees although some preference
was given to residents of Northern British
Columbia. These factors may by default
have led to the selection of residents
familiar and better adapted to the lifestyle constraints of Northern resource
towns.
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JJ.. Figure l. Main Street,, Tumbler Ridge.

f-lousing
Residents' satisfaction with housing plays
a critical role in overall community satisfaction; therefore it is important that housing cost, quality, and choice adequately
meet their needs. In Tumbler Ridge, a
planning objective was the cre;:ition of an
"integrated" or normally functioning market which would allow relatively free trading of housing stock and permit access
by all sectors of the community to affordable housing (Paget and Walliser, 1984 ).

Figure 2. 1bwn Hall, Tumbler Ridge. Y

Planners felt that this approach was
most compatible with the local governance model of community development
which was designed to diminish control
of the company on the community and
strive for a more diversified economic
base, thus reducing risk. Guiding social
principles such as commitment, choice,
self-reliance and participation were the
bases of such reasoning.
The integrated housing plan was not
implemented, since the provision of hous-

ing was the responsibility of the two mining companies and the provincial government was unable to negotiate this approach. The mining companies' primary
concern was quickly and efficiently to
provide housing for their employees.
Each company purchased land and constructed housing, the majority of which
was single family units available for purchase. The most serious repercussion
was the exclusion of the service sector
from purchasing company housing stock.
Building lots were available for private
purchase, but few of these were developed, as individuals in the service sector
were often reluctant to risk the high capital investment before their businesses
were established. This retarded development of the service sector in turn had an
impact on residents' overall community
satisfaction.
The issues of choice and affordability
were also significant components of
housing dissatisfaction resulting in residents rating Tumbler Ridge as "below
average" as a place to find adequate
accommodation. Although planners had
recognized the need for diversity of housing stock suggesting, on the basis of
research in other resource communities,
such innovations as the provision of rural
lots, this did not occur. As the availability
of rental accommodation is limited and
there is no older, cheaper housing stock,
most newcomers have had to purchase
a new home (Figure 3). For those familiar
with resource town living elsewhere, the
cost of housing seemed especially high
because, due to recession and changing
housing policies, the mining companies
significantly reduced housing subsidies.
While it has been argued that company
subsidization of housing creates dependency on the company (Hawkes, 1975;
Pinfield and Etherington, 1985), the sense
of dependency is exacerbated if the
company retains control of the housing
stock but does not offer adequate subsidies to counteract risk-taking by the purchaser.
In the case of Tumbler Ridge where
there has been considerable speculation
and rumour about the uncertain future of
the mining operations, home-ownership
has been perceived by some as too high
a risk. This has led to a higher proportion
of employees than anticipated preferring
PLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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to commute from the neighbouring communities of Chetwynd and Dawson Creek,
about 100 kilometres away. This has
further repercussions in the community,
as these workers do not support the local
economy and the companies have been
left with surplus housing stock. In light of
this, the companies have reviewed their
housing policy and have now introduced
incentive programmes including increased
subsidies and buy-back clauses. Company housing stock has now also been
made available to non-mine employees.
A further change in housing supply which
has come about through local demand
is the designation of a rural lot subdivision. Thus at present the housing market
in Tumbler Ridge is moving towards the
recommended integrated housing market that was recommended by planners.
While one might argue that this in part
reflects the strength of community action
in effecting these changes, there is no
doubt that the negative repercussions
could have been avoided if planners had
been in a position better to control the
provision of housing.
Regional Integration and Community
Service Provision
One of the important considerations in
the decision to create a new town in
northeast British Columbia was its role in
regional development. However, integration into the regional community system
is a difficult task for municipal planners
as they cannot dictate action in other
communities or agencies and in many
cases external decisions impinge on the
planned community. An example of this
in Tumbler Ridge is the provision of health
and social services which, under the auspices of the provincial Ministry of Health
and the Ministry of Social Services and
Housing, are administered by units outside the community. An essential component of residential satisfaction is adequate health care, but despite the fact
that the community has a very high birth
rate, a high proportion of young children
and a high risk of industrial accidents,
provincial policy does not permit financing of a hospital until the population policy
does not permit financing of a hospital
until the population reaches 10,000. Despite special needs, regional resources
are allocated on a per capita basis in
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order to maintain regional equity.
Recreational networks were considered important for stimulating regional
integration. This argument was used to
justify the construction of a curling rink in
the Community Centre instead of a more
versatile Leisure Centre which would
have included a swimming pool. Regional
jealousy, it was argued, might ensue if a
lavish Leisure Centre was constructed,
whereas the inclusion of a curling rink
instead of a pool would encourage intraregional interaction in bonspiels. From
the perspective of most residents the
decision was a poor one. Most families
with children would prefer a swimming
pool which would offer much greater recreational opportunity. Currently residents are organizing fund raising events
to build one.
Meeting the Needs of Women and
Children
The needs of women and youth were
targeted by planners to receive special
attention (Roberts and Paget, 1985). The
problems of women in a resource town
stem in part from the lack of employment
opportunities and in part from the difficulties of social integration that homemakers
and mothers face in moving to a new
community. In Tumbler Ridge, some
women do work for the mining companies and others are employed in the service sector, but the number of women
wishing to work still exceeds the availability of employment. Child care facilities
are provided at the Community Centre,
but they do not cater to the needs of
shiftworkers as they operate only five
days a week during daytime working
hours.
Planners recommended the creation
of a Women's Centre, but although efforts
were made during the first two years by
the Social Development Officer to organize a women's group, its function was
primarily social and it was short-lived. It
was left to individuals to encourage more
informal social interaction among women.
A proposal to meet the needs of adolescents by creating a "Teen Lounge" was
also not initially implemented. A teen organization was finally developed by a
few concerned individuals, but a lengthy
campaign was necessary to acquire a
permanent meeting place for teenagers

in the Community Centre. Rationalizations by planners for the lack of formal
support for these centres has focused
on the philosophy underlying the third
phase of planning, that is the "community development" phase. This suggests
that residents want to assume the initiative in acquiring the facilities that they
want. This is a dilemma for planners who
must decide whether to provide facilities
in advance and risk wasting resources
on unnecessary features, as opposed to
permitting residents to organize themselves and identify their own preferences
for community facilities.
In Tumbler Ridge approximately 83%
of residents are married, and the majority
of these have children, thus it is the overall needs and satisfactions of the family
that must be considered. For example,
daycare needs must be conceived in the
context of how the family routinely functions. An essential component of parenting is security, which in its broadest
sense includes not only adequate health
care and child care facilities but also
such concerns as adequate educational
facilities. An initial start-up problem encountered in Tumbler Ridge was inaccuracy in projected family composition.
There were more children of elementary
school age than anticipated and less of
high school age. The Ministry of Education was slow to respond to this increased need and the inadequacy of
elementary school facilities necessitated
the instigation of a shift system until
another elementary school could be constructed. Such problems affecting the
well-being of children in the community
create stress and may reduce overall
residential satisfaction for some parents.

Community Development Phase
It was during the second transition phase
from the implementation or "planning by
invitation" phase that considerable slippage occurred leading to a number of
changes in the community. Indeed, there
appeared to be a general failure to "hand
on the vision" especially with respect to
some of the more subtle social objectives
that planners had been striving to achieve.
In part this may have been a conscious
attempt by the community to become
truly independent and self-governing,
free from constraints of government con-
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more conservative approach resembles
that in many small communities.

A F'i,gure 3. Typical single family housing in Tumbler Ridge.

trol. On the other hand, without some
continuing direction or guidelines from
the planners, it seems likely that concepts
and ideas that are unfamiliar in a mining
community context will become lost or
adapted. Indeed, the result has been a
"regression to the mean" whereby Tumbler Ridge has become increasingly similar to previously built resource communities and innovative ideas have been
eroded.
It appears overall that an awareness
of the original guiding social principles
has been lost. To some extent this occurs
when the principles are operationalized
into specific by-laws or social programmes, and decision-makers and residents loose sight of the broader underlying objectives. The problem of continuity
of the basic concepts is further compounded because of the relatively high
level of population turnover. This operates
at two levels both among the community
service personnel and the general population as a whole. Many professionals
within the community such as teachers,
social service personnel, or mine management personnel leave the community
after a few years, often for career advancement. Due to the lack of economic
diversity in the community there are few
opportunities for internal lateral job
changes. This leads to a lack of contin-

uity. New residents generally are likely to
be even less informed of unique features
in the community and may even resent
controls if they do not understand why
they have been implemented.Two examples serve to illustrate this: (i) the role of
the Social Development Officer; and (ii)
aspects of the community's physical
design.
Social Development Officer
An innovative feature of social planning
in the early phases was the employment
of a Social Development Officer who
was responsible for encouraging participation and accelerating social development in the new community. Through a
fairly aggressive approach, accelerated
social maturity did occur, but the position
was eliminated in 1984 when the first
municipal council was elected. At this
point various debates and controversy
over the role of this position and the
future direction of the community took
place. The ensuing position of Community Recreation Co-ordinator was less
comprehensive and adopted a reactive
rather than proactive approach to development. Organization of social events,
associations and recreation activities was
left largely to the initiative of communityminded individuals with the Recreation
Co-ordinator in the role of facilitator. This

Physical design
While the issues discussed above indicate that some of the innovative social
planning objectives have not been sustained over time, the same is true with
respect to the social objectives associated with physical design. The CPTED
concept which was discussed earlier is
an example of this. While the first RCMP
officers in the community were briefed
on this, the ideas were not passed on to
subsequent police officers.
There was also much emphasis on
the social and behavioral consequences
of the town centre design. During the first
few years the concept associated with
Main Street was upheld through consultation with the planners and by adherence
to various by-laws that were introduced
to ensure conformity of development to
this idea. However, over time these bylaws have taken precedence over the
concept. Residents are on the whole unaware of the overall objectives of the
town centre concept and some express
resentment over development controls
which they interpret as unnecessary restraints imposed by the original planners.
In 1987, despite objections from the planners, council approved construction of a
non-conforming building in the town centre. The symbolism associated with the
architectural focal point of the community, the Town Hall, has perhaps never
been clear to residents. Survey results
indicate that despite an appreciation of
its aesthetic value, very few residents
associate it with the intended symbolism.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Planners in Tumbler Ridge have succeeded in creating a community that in
1987, five years after the birth of the
community, was rated by 75% of residents as a "good" or "very good" place
to live. How far this can be attributed to
the innovative planning approach whereby "from its inception, [the town's] guiding principles were focussed on a commitment to social and individual human
needs" (Roberts and Paget, 1985:318) is
not clear. Problems in actually incorporating human needs and aspiraflons
into planning occurred at every stage of
PLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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the process and slippage occurred at
every transition from one phase of planning to the next. This is not to suggest
that all innovations were unsuccessful,
some ideas worked well; however, this
paper has focused on difficulties in introducing new concepts. Overall, the end
result is a community that, although in
some ways distinct from previously
constructed resource towns, is becoming over time increasingly similar. The
approach taken in this paper has been to
examine the relationship between the
vision of the planners and the resulting
community rather than a comparison
of Tumbler Ridge with other resource
towns. This issue will be addressed elsewhere. One further related issue which,
although not addressed in this paper
must be acknowledged when evaluating
the success of the planning process, is
the political dynamics involved in the
planning decision-making. This influences decisions at every stage and acts
as a significant control on the ability of
the planner to implement plans as he/ she
might wish. In concluding this discussion,
the main problems of incorporating social criteria in community design are discussed in the context of the stages of the
planning model, and some recommendations for improved efficiency are
suggested.
The derivation of social principles
from social and behavioral research
and the translation of these to design
elements were critical components of
the socially responsive planning model.
The principles which were identified
have been demonstrated in a variety of
research contexts to be basic components of human aspirations, but the integration of these components into a functional model of community behaviour
does not exist. While the planners did
recognize that some of the principles
were not complementary to one another,
a clearer model of social behaviour in
resource towns was not available to guide
them.
The problem of translation of social
principles into design elements presents
further difficulties. This is particularly evident in the design of physical elements.
While there have been considerable advances in environmental design research
which focuses on the social and beha-

vioral consequences of physical design, much of this has occurred in the
context of larger American cities, thus,
care must be taken in determining how
appropriate these design solutions are in
very different social and environmental
settings. Caution has previously been
advised in using Alexander's Pattern
Language (Vischer, 1984; 1986). Vischer
suggests that the "if ... then" logic of
Pattern Language is too simplistic and
successful environments are more complex. This conclusion is also reached in
the context of Tumbler Ridge and again
calls for a more sophisticated and comprehensive understanding of the social
functioning of resource communities on
which to base appropriate design features.
It is during the implementation stage
that many planning ideas become lost.
The issue here centres on the degree of
control that planners have to carry out
their plans. In the interests of comprehensive planning, one should not discourage planners from making recommendations to agencies and jurisdictions
over which they have no control, but they
should also endeavour to ensure that
they have the power to operationalize
critical components of the plan.
The final stage conceptualized in the
planning of Tumbler Ridge was the "community development" phase. It is in the
transition from the implementation or
"planning by invitation" phase that considerable erosion of the innovations
seems to have occurred. In part this may
be because this stage, which is really no
longer a planning stage, is not well developed. If innovative ideas are to be perpetuated then there must be innovation
in community management and organization. While striving to ensure that Tumbler Ridge is perceived as a "normal"
community rather than a company town
significant differences, such as the impact of shift work, have been neglected.
Further, despite efforts to stabilize population, isolated resource towns will inevitably have higher population turnover
than communities in the South with more
diverse economies. Consequently, there
must be an ongoing information programme which informs residents about
unique features in the community. This
could be aided by monitoring key indica-
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tors of social well-being in the community, a feature which was recommended
by planners, but never implemented. In
summary, the major dilemma in maintaining planning innovation is the degree
to which during the later locally controlled
phase the community understands and
supports such innovation.
The planning of Tumbler Ridge was an
innovative attempt at using social criteria
as the fundamental basis of planning
decisions. Although, the central focus of
this discussion has been on difficulties in
incorporating these ideas, the approach
used has many merits and with refinement should significantly contribute to
planning approaches in new communities.
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les planificateurs urbains aux realites
vecues par les femmes dans la ville et
les amener a prendre en compte leurs
besoins specifiques dans leur pratique.
En ce sens, ii est essentiel que les
professionnels en amenagement reconnaissent que les recents bouleversements socio-demographiques et la restructuration economique entrainent une
augmentation de la participation des

Pour une critique renouvelee
de l'anEn ement: Les
femmes et arrondissement
Centre de Montreal
Le collectif femmes et ville
Une ville oO ii fera bon vivre aussi au
feminin, telle est la preoccupation et le
titre du memoire presente par le Collectif
Femmes et Ville1 lors des audiences publiques sur l'amenagement de l'arrondissement Centre de Montreal. Nous y defendons le droit des femmes a des logements
a prix abordables au coeur de Montreal,
a un environnement securitaire, a des
services d'usage courant a proximite
des lieux de residence et de travail, le
droit des enfants a la ville, et ceci dans le
respect de la diversite des modes de vie.
Dans les pages qui suivent, nous
voulons situer notre intervention par rapport a d'autres inrtiatives tant montrealaises
que canadiennes et europeennes et
dresser un bilan sommaire de son impact.
Mais avant tout. nous presenterons les
grandes lignes de notre memoire.

"Citoyenne" n'est pas seulement
le feminin de "citoyen"
Le but premier de notre intervention sur
la scene municipale etait de sensibiliser

femmes au marche du travail et, de ce
fait. provoquent un accroissement de
celles qui assument un double role
(travail remunere/travail domestique), une
feminisation de la pauvrete et une multiplication du nombre de families monoparentales a chef feminin. Par ailleurs, la
peur des agressions et du harcelement
ressentie par les femmes persiste malgre
!'evolution de la condition feminine a
d'autres niveaux.
La feminisation de la pauvrete constitue
une tendance encore loin d'etre resorbee,
selon les dernieres analyses de Statistique Canada, particulierement chez les
femmes agees et les meres chefs de
famille. 2 Les femmes etant plus pauvres,
elles sont plus frequemment locataires
et ont done moins de controle sur leur
milieu de vie. De plus, leur loyer represente
souvent une part excessive de leurs
revenus ou convient mal a leurs besoins.
Elles sont. en outre, aux prises avec des
problemes de discrimination, de harcelement3 et d'isolement.

Les femmes qui occupent un emploi
sont de plus en plus nombreuses. Selon
des donnees de 1986, les femmes ayant
des enfants d'age pre-scolaire font partie
du groupe qui connait l'une des plus
forte croissance au niveau de l'emploi.4
Cependant. les ghettos d'emploi feminins
(tels les services et la vente) avec leurs
bas salaires ne sont pas disparus pour
autant.
La "double journee" est encore la
realite de !'immense majorite des femmes
qui travaillent car elles assument souvent
la responsabilite des taches domestiques
et des soins aux enfants. En trente ans,
la participation des hommes au travail
domestique est passee de 4,6% a 6,9%,
soil une mirobolante hausse de 2%!5 Le
manque de services de garde, la multiplication des deplacements, les horaires
impossibles, la dependance au transport
en commun ne font que rendre plus
difficile la conciliation de ces multiples
roles.
Et puis, quelle femme n'a pas eu peur,
ne s'est pas sentie "de trop" a un
moment donne, le soir et parfois le jour,
dans la rue, dans un pare, et meme chez
elle? Cette peur est fondee puisqu'au
Canada, toutes les sept minutes, une
femmes est violee; toutes les six minutes
une femmes subit une autre forme
d'agression sexuelle.6

Les femmes et l'amenagement
de l'arrondissement Centre de
Montreal
II est entendu qu'un plan d'urbanisme ne
peut a lui seul transformer radicalement
la societe mais la reconnaissance de
!'experience differente des femmes est
importante et ses repercussions dans le
quotidien sont multiples. En effet. si
d'une part, la structuration et la modification des rapports sociaux entre les
hommes et les femmes modelent et
transforment l'environnement, d'autre part,
l'espace urbain est l'une des forces qui
participent a determiner la place faite
aux femmes dans une societe donnee.
Certains se diront: mais concretement
quel est le rapport entre la condition des
femmes dans notre societe et l'amenagement? Ce rapport existe mais ii est encore peu reconnu. II n'est qu'a penser
aux effets de la gentrification et a son
corrolaire, le deplacement des populaPLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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a

lions statut precaire dont les personnes
agees et les families monoparentales
font partie. Dans le cas de l'arrondissement Centre de Montreal, ce sont souvent des femmes qui sont affectees par
ce mouvement. En effet, 30 000 femmes
y resident et ce, surtout dans les quartiers anciens qui ceinturent le centreville proprement dit. Pres de deux residentes sur cinq (6 900 femmes) sont
agees de plus de 65 ans et elles representent pres des deux tiers de la population des retraites habitant le Centre. En
1986, on denombre 4 865 families avec
enfants et de ce nombre, plus des deux
tiers sont des families monoparentales
chef feminin.
Par ailleurs, la "conciliation" des differents roles assumes par les femmes est
rendue generalement plus difficile si
!'organisation de l'espace urbain est
basee sur une segregation des fonctions.
La situation s'avere d'autant plus serieuse
que les femmes sont moins nombreuses
que les hommes posseder une auto.7
Soulignons qu'en 1981, outre les 30 000
femmes qui resident dans l'arrondissement Centre, 115 000 femmes y travail lent
et 50 000 y etudient.a Si des commerces
d'utilite courante etaient implantes dans
les zones de travail et d'etudes du
Centre, ils contribueraient
minimiser
les contraintes de temps et de deplacements et favoriseraient peut-etre, long
terme, un partage plus equitable des
taches domestiques entre les conjoints.
De plus, certaines etudes etablissent
clairement comment certaines pratiques
courantes en amenagement peuvent
augmenter les risques encourus par les
femmes de faire face la "violence publique" (en opposition violence familiale).9 En effet, la plupart des agressions
qui ont lieu l'exterieur sont commises
dans un "vide" de la trame urbaine: lots
vacants, stationnements, espaces entre
les maisons-appartements. Celles qui ont
lieu dans un espace ferme sont liees
!'utilisation du transport en commun et
sont commises
proximite d'un arret
d'autobus ou dans le metro. II y aurait
lieu de tracer une "carte de la peur" de
Montreal pour ensuite pouvoir elaborer
des interventions visant minimiser les
occasions de violence.
Entin, les femmes ayant encore tres
souvent la principale responsabilite des

a

a

a

a
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a

a
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enfants, elles sont les mieux placees
pour constater les deficiences en matie re
d'equipements et de services pour les
enfants et les difficultes de se deplacer
avec eux en ville. On entend souvent dire
que la ville n'est pas un milieu de vie
ideal pour des enfants. Pourtant, 6 030
jeunes de moins de 19 ans dont 1 520
de moins de cinq ans vivent en 1986
dans l'arrondissement Centre, 10 sans
compter tous ceux qui y sont de passage.
Les enfants, ce n'est pas "qu'une affaire
de femmes." La collectivite a des responsabilites envers eux et en ce sens, la
Ville de Montreal doit favoriser !'implantation de services qui leur sont destines
(par exemple, des garderies en milieu de
travail) et reamenager certains lieux afin
de faciliter leurs deplacements.
Le principe d'amenagement mis de
l'avant dans l'Enonce d'orientations sur
l'amenagement de l'arrondissement
Centre 11 "planifier avec une preoccupation humaine" devrait non seulement
viser rehausser la qualite "esthetique"
de l'environnement mais devrait egalement, selon nous, permettre de concretiser
les objectifs suivants:
1. Maintenir et develop per les possibilites
pour les femmes d'habiter dans l'arrondissement Centre.
2. Maintenir et favoriser la localisation
des biens et services d'utilisation
courante non seulement proximite
des lieux de residence mais egalement
proximite des lieux de travail et
d'etudes de l'arrondissement Centre.
3. Donner la priorite la securite des
personnes dans le design des amenagements interieurs et exterieurs et
dans le processus d'evaluation des
projets.
4. Assurer le "droit la ville" pour les
enfants.

a

a

a

a
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Une longue tradition ...
Notre demarche s'inscrit dans un courant
d'interventions qui, depuis le debut de la
decennie, vise
faire reconnaitre les
besoins des femmes en amenagement
urbain. En 1982, le groupe Women Plan
London est fonde. 12 En 1985, celui de
Women Plan Toronto est mis sur pied.13
En 1987, le groupe de travail Femmes et
Ville intervient Quebec et presente un
memoire lors des audiences publiques

a

a

concernant le plan d'urbanisme de la
Ville. 14 Entin, en 1988, notre collectif
Femmes et Ville se forme pour reagir
l'Enonce d'orientations sur l'amenagement de l'arrondissement Centre de
Montreal. Ces interventions sont intimement liees aux luttes des femmes qui,
depuis Ires longtemps, soulevent des
questions Ires pertinentes par rapport
l'urbanisme et l'amenagement. RappeIons les interventions des feministes materielles, actives aux Etats-Unis au tournant
du siecle ou, plus pres de nous, les luttes
depuis 1970 au Quebec pour un reseau
de garderies gratuit et universe!, les
manifestations des annees 1980 sur le
theme de "La rue, la nuit, femmes sans
peur," !'intervention de la Federation des
associations de families monoparentales
du Quebec (FAFMQ) aux audiences
publiques sur le Libre vert de l'habitation1s
et, enfin, la mise en lumiere par le groupe
lnformation-ressources Femmes et logement des problemes de discrimination et
de harcelement dont sont victimes les
femmes locataires.

a

a
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Un dossier a suivre ...
Nous sommes done les heritieres de
ces mouvements. Bien que beaucoup
d'attitudes et fac;;ons de faire !ardent
changer, les resultats des multiples interventions des femmes ne sont pas negligeables. Dans noire cas, par exemple,
la suite de la presentation de noire memoire aux audiences publiques, nous
avons ete invitees exposer nos recommandations une autre instance municipale, soil la Commission permanente du
Conseil sur l'amenagement, !'habitation et
les travaux publics. Cette Commission a
manifeste un vii interet en ce qui concerne
l'aspect "securite." En janvier 1989, elle
a depose un rapport au Conseil municipal dans lequel elle recommande que
cette dimension soil non seulement prise
en compte lors de !'elaboration des
plans d'urbanisme mais qu'elle constitute
egalement un critere de design pour tout
projet, petit ou grand. Une affaire suivre
puisque le Comite executif doit faire
connaitre sa reponse dans les soixante
jours suivant le depot du rapport. Si
l'accueil est positif, tout un travail devra
etre accompli afin de determiner dans
quelles situations la securite des femmes
est menacee et afin de definir de fac;;on

a
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operationnelle ce qu'est un amenagement "sOr."
De plus, !'importance que nous accordons a la mixite des fonctions (maintien de la fonction residentielle, multiplication des commerces d'usage courant
a proximite des lieux de travail, d'etudes
et de residence) a suscite l'inten':lt de la
Commission permanente du developpement economique de la Ville de Montreal.
A cet egard, ii nous apparait primordial
que la ville, avant toute chose, entreprenne
une reflexion sur la notion de mixite. Ce
terme est extremement galvaude et on
l'emploie constamment sans preciser
ce a quoi on fait reference (mixite sociale,
mixite ethnique, mixite des fonctions,
etc.) ni a quelle echelle on se propose
d'intervenir. La mixite n'est pas une fin en
soi mais doit relever d'une vision globale
de l'amenagement de Montreal ou, au

risque de reprendre le vocabulaire des
annees 1960, d'un "projet de societe."
II est certain que cet accueil chaleureux de la part de la Ville de Montreal
n'est pas etranger au changement d'administration survenu en 1986. En effet, le
programme du parti au pouvoir, le RCM
(Rassemblement des citoyens et des
citoyennes de Montreal), reflete des preoccupations pour la question des femmes.
Neanmoins, notre intervention a mis en
lumiere le fait que des interventions de
planification urbaine peuvent ameliorer
les conditions de vie des femmes.
Par ailleurs, des contacts ont ete
etablis avec des groupes de Toronto qui
avaient deja developpe une expertise,
notamment dans le dossier de la securite.
Women Plan Toronto, le METRAC (Metro
Action Committee on Public Violence
against Women and Children) et des
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membres du conseil municipal de Toronto se sont montres interesses par nos
reflexions.
Nous avons dresse ici un bilan plutot
positif de notre intervention aupres des
instances municipales. En effet, la Ville
s'est montree sensible a nos arguments
concernant la securite et la mixite des
fonctions. Toutefois, nous demeurons
conscientes qu'on juge du serieux d'une
intention la qualite des moyens mis de
!'avant. En vue d'elaborer ceux-ci, ii nous
apparait essentiel et urgent que la Ville
de Montreal procede des etudes approf ondies et puise a !'experience des
groupes qui connaissent les attentes
des travailleuses, residantes et etudiantes de son territoire.
A l'egard du maintien de la population
residante et du droit a la ville pour les
enfants, nos interventions ne semblent
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pas, ace jour, avoir eu d'echo. Toutefois,
lors des consultations prochaines relatives a la Politique d'habitation, nous
pourrons intervenir de nouveau pour
faire valoir le bien fonde de ces deux
objectifs.
Ce bilan nous rappelle que plusieurs
urbanistes son! encore sceptiques quant
a !'existence des liens qui existent entre
!'amelioration des conditions de vie des
femmes et l'amenagement ou quanta la
pertinence d'intervenir ace niveau. Pourtant, une telle reflexion est importante et
nous estimons qu'elle peut grandement
contribuer a ameliorer la qualite de vie
en milieu urbain.
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University of Calgmy

Introduction
Crowsnest Pass (population 6,900) is on
its way to establishing an "Adult Learning
Resource Centre" (ALReC). This community development initiative by a municipality located in southwest Alberta is of
interest for several reasons.
First, the ALReC is a "multi-purpose"
project (figure 1 ). Enfolded in it are: i) a
major business enterprise that taps into
the growing adult education market; ii) a
swimming pool and fitness facility for the
community; iii) vocational training facilities;
iv) an incubator for co-op and individual
enterprises; and v) the restoration of
municipally-owned buildings that had
been destined for demolition. In other
words, the Centre is programme-blended
- economic and human development,
social services, and the conservation
and renewal of architectural resources.
Second, the way in which the project
came into being illustrates how "strategy"
and "strategic thinking" can work in
community development. Third, the project contributes to the building of community institutions and, by implication, to

community empowerment and self-dependence. The Centre is to be community managed and operated; the community
takes possession of an asset no one had
a use for, and develops it for a variety of
benefits. Fourth, the ALReC concept illustrates the importance and significance
of "partnerships" - public, private and
third sector - for implementation of community development strategies.

Background and Lead-up
to the Initiative
Community Situation and CapacityBuilding for Development
Crowsnest Pass typifies the vulnerable
"resource town." Its several prosperitydepression cycles of coal mining since
the turn of the century have produced
periods of unemployment running as
high as 40%. In 1982, the last mine
closed; about 70% of the locally-employed now work for government (provincial, municipal, health services, schools).
Tourism and hospitality, the retail trade,
and a few, small manufacturers make up
the rest of the jobs. In effect, there is no
longer a significant export base to the
local economy. While the number of
retirees in the community is rising, youth
are leaving, and the generation of established business entrepreneurs is dwindling.1
On the positive side, the Pass is
located in a captivating, unique setting
formed by the conjunction of foothills
and Rocky Mountain landscapes. These
resources give the area tremendous

potential for recreational tourism. There
is also a rich and unique history to be
exploited for cultural tourism - the early
20th century architecture of mainstreets
and merchant homes in the five originating communities of the Pass;2 Native
Indian archaeological sites dating back
2000 years; the industrial archaeology;
mine disaster sites and the Frank slide;
the mines themselves; and a vibrant
social history that includes labour strife,
a cafe "shoot-out," a train robbery and
diverse ethnic events and folklore.3 Many
of the recreation resources are already
"developed," although the Pass has a
long way to go in raising its tourism profile in the major population centres.
The community's biggest asset may
well prove to be its social-industrial
history, out of which has grown a remarkable collective spirit and will for survival
and innovation. An Economic Development Board (EDB) has been operating
for 10 years. The community was one of
Alberta's first to produce a Tourism Action
Plan, and to introduce management and
service improvement training for the
local hospitality industry. They have hosted Commonwealth Winter Games and
many provincially-based or regionallybased cultural festivals and sporting
events. They have a strong and aggressive adult education and vocational training programme, organized through the
Chinook Educational Consortium (ChEC).4
After years of benign neglect by the province, they succeeded in having two
major Interpretive Sites designated and
facilities built or restored - Frank Slide
and the Leitch Collieries, opened in
1986-87.
Crowsnest Pass is also unusual and
interesting for the way they have built up
their capacities for generating ideas, and
for carrying out planning and project
work. The EDB is closely knit with people
involved in education and community
services. This in itself reveals the long
range perspective and collective commitment they bring to the process of community development. The EDB is also
closely knit with local politicians, women's
interest and successful businesspersons,
with recreationalists, the Historic Society,
community associations and service clubs.
It is further interesting to note how the
community has - at virtually no cost
PLAN CANADA, 30:1/JANUARY/JANVIER 1990
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- drawn into its development programmes various public institutions centred well beyond the town's borders.
The University of Calgary's Faculty of
Environmental Design provides the most
notable example of this astute and costeffective "in-reach" approach to capacitybuilding. For a few years now, the EDB
and the Municipal Corporation have regularly obtained expert assistance from the
Faculty: for community service in the
form of students' and faculty members'
labour on site and building restoration
projects; for strategic planning, economic
analysis and market research; for architectural and restoration technology studies; and for urban design projects and
design of tourism promotional materials.5

How the ALReC Idea Took Shape
The Blairmore hospital, erected in the
1940s, was abandoned a few years ago.
Attached to it is a Nursing home of more
recent construction which contains 30
residential units with a capacity to accommodate about 125 persons; it too
has been abandoned. Both buildings are
structurally sound, and the old hospital is
something of an historical landmark with
a certain architectural distinctiveness.
The combined floor space of the two
buildings is 58,000 square feet - an
enormous space for a small town already
well endowed with emptied commercial
buildings, over-capacity school spaces
and derelict land sites. Besides, there is
some question as to whether there is
"economic life" left in the boiler of the
Hospital building's heating system, a
question not readily resolved by casual
observation. While the Municipality owns
the properties debt free, maintaining the
empty buildings costs about $10,000
annually. In short, the building assets
seemingly have no value.
However, some community leaders
could see using the two buildings for
various types of educational programmes,
including an institution that could evolve
into a "mini Banff Centre" for residential,
summer arts programmes. This vaguelyformulated proposition has been kept
alive by the vision and energetic proselytizing of Kay Kerr, a highly successful businesswoman, member of the symphony
orchestra, Chairperson of the Economic
Development Board, and volunteer activ-
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ist in many quartE:rs. Kerr ascertained
that the Southern Alberta Institute of
Technology (SAIT) could use the facilities
for in-residence chef training/ specialty
cuisine courses, and that other institutions
might be interested in offering occasional
field courses out of the Hospital complex.
At the same time, the Chinook Educational Consortium thought it could use
about eight or nine thousand square feet
to house its office and classrooms. In
1987, ChEC made a tentative deal to
take over about a third of the space in the
Nursing Home, and the province provided
$150,000 for the renovations. The Municipality would lease to the consortium for a
dollar; the old hospital would be torn
down, and Council would try to attract a
commercial buyer for the land.
The Municipal Council was nonetheless torn. The deal with Ch EC meant that
residential units in the Nursing Home
would be removed and converted to
classrooms, and the kitchen facilities
and 28,000 square feet in the Hospital
building would be lost to demolition. Options to operate a more expansive, fullfledged residential educational facility in
the future would therefore be lost. The
lease deal would produce no revenue to
the Municipality, while the demolition
operation would cost the town $100,000.
Moreover, because of its location and a
soft land market in the Crowsnest Pass,
the old hospital site would not likely realize
a benefit to the Municipality in the foreseeable future.6
No one - but Kay Kerr - could see a
practical use or realistic demand for the
total space of the two buildings in the
foreseeable future. Moreover, to entertain
the idea of an expansive educational
operation raised a suspicion that Crowsnest Pass would eventually be competing
for both students and funding with the
established institutions in Lethbridge.
With the deal about to be closed and
the fate of the Hospital building sealed,
Kay Kerr appealed to the author for assistance. Could a case not be made for a
residential educational facility? And the
feasibility of keeping the twin-building
complex intact? A Faculty colleague,
architect Robert Kirby, was enlisted. We
began work in July, 1988; our planning
study and architectural concept plans
were presented a few months later.

Community Development
Planning: A Strategic Posture
The Municipality's dilemma is rather typical in community development planning:
short range management versus strategic thinking. With no ready demand for
the building space and well-equipped
residential facilities, prudent management would suggest that the Municipality
"cut their losses," rid themselves of a
political embarrassment, and try to sell off
the land. On the other hand, there was an
idea in circulation; if it could be made to
work, an "education centre" would yield
important benefits to the community,
namely jobs, and spending in the community by visitors to the centre. In venturing further with the idea, however, there
were uncertainties and risks - it might
prove expensive to put the Hospital building back into use, and besides, was the
present and future market in residential
adult education strong enough to make
the idea an economical proposition?
Strategic thinking would suggest that:
the idea
the vision - be fleshed
out in greater detail;
the market potential and conditions
for an educational facility be researched;
the architectural qualities of the buildings be tested and matched in practical, working terms with the operational
needs and conditions of a residential
educational facility; and
an organizational model be outlined
so that the community can see how
the idea can be implemented and
what their role can be.
Harold Geneen describes this strategic
approach to planning in his book, Managing:

•
•

•

•

You read a book from the beginning
to the end. You run a business the
opposite way. You start with the end,
and then you do everything you must
to reach it.
Thinking strategically also means seeing
an opportunity and knowing when to pursue it ("timing"). It can also mean "concentration for best effect," and finding
more than one path to reach your overall
goal ("multiple objectives" and "multiple
means").?
As indicated in our earlier comments
about "capacity-building," the Crowsnest
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Pass community is already thinking strategically. Moreover, with respect to development options, the Economic Development Board recently adopted a well-conceived strategic posture aimed at weaning
the community from its dependence on
coal mining, while taking steps to create
business development opportunities for
the community's "outward-bound" youth.
This posture was taken as the EDB and
other community representatives worked
through a "Strategic Development Options" exercise with the author and his
students in 1987 -88 (see Perks, 1988). It

is framed around five interlocking "projects":
a community-wide Ecomuseum development (initiated in 1986)8
a Mainstreet programme (initiated in
1987);
a Business Development Centre (Community Futures programme, 1988);
education and training (through Ch EC
and other agencies); and
a Tourism Marketing Campaign.
As we saw it, the real opportunity afforded by the old Hospital-Nursing Home
complex was to compose not only the

•
•
•
•
•
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Create a Multi Purpose Community Development Centre for Learning,
Training, Health and Human Development

• Drawing visitors to the Pass
• Serving the Community's Needs

1. Create a place, facilities and services that become a "Resource Centre" for any
organization that wants to provide learning activities in a residential setting ... at modest
prices.

2. Generate employment and visitor spending in the community.
3. Create a "Community Initiatives Incubator."
4. Preserve and develop to economic advantage our municipal assets.

FIGURE 2
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list ofMarkets and Acth,ities to .be fx;plgred
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Chinook Educational Library &
Documentation Centre

various courses

Residential Adult Education & "Elder
Hostel"

residential classes, seminars, discussion groups,
workshops, conferences, counselling

Continuing education, Religious
institutions, Volunteer associations, etc.

job & business re-entry, personal development,
vocational training, health & fitness, outdoor
recreation & exploration

Business & Management -

courses, seminars, retreats, think tank sessions

General

The Pass Business Development Centre

courses for new entrepreneurs

The Pass Specialty Foods Production
and Marketing Co-op

a production & marketing facility for cottage
industry-based specialty foods production

Vocational & Trades

courses (diploma programmes) workshops, field
trips, on-site training

Cultural & Arts Programmes

summer courses & annual programmes for
children, youth, adults

Summer Institutes & Field Stations for
Alberta Universities & Colleges

ongoing research programmes with Pass & SW
Alberta focus international conferences university
courses, workshops, student apprenticeship &
work programmes

Recreation Vehicle (RV) Associations &
Clubs

staging area on site

Wind Research Institute

power generation for the Learning Centre

Distance Learning

tutoring, learning modules, etc. at various
education levels

residential education idea into a fullscale operation with job creation and
visitor expenditure benefits, but to make
of it a diversified programme and facility
that would enrich and mutually reinforce
factors for success in the other components of the community's five-part development strategy.

The Crowsnest Pass Adult
Learning Resource Centre
Concept {ALReC)
Potential Markets - Users and
Providers
Our first task was to identify the scope of
adult education and what the future
seems to hold for growth and delivery
needs in this sector. We discovered that
adult learning is a large and steadilygrowing sector. The market divides in
one way between "profit-based" clients
and providers, and "not-for-profit" institutional clients and providers. The providers
are numerous, and the types and numbers
of programmes have been expanding
since the early 1980s. Similarly, the
clients - or users - are numerous and
multiplying (many are themselves providers): schools, colleges, universities,
small and big business employers, religious institutions, voluntary associations,
professional and trade associations, independent consultants, government departments, hospitals, shopping mall owners, museums, performing arts centres,
social service agencies, rural community organizations, etc. Added to these is
a non-adult market comprised of children's summer camp, educational-recreational-arts programmes. At the present
time, camps represent more of an opportunity to be cultivated than a ready-tobe-tapped market.
The providers for "up-scale" business
programmes like to have specialized
classroom designs and audio-visual equipment that are not always available at the
customary conference or hotel centres
in Alberta. At the same time, major
centres like Banff, Jasper, Kananaskis
and the like are now too highly priced for
certain market segments - business as
well as not-for-profit organizations while modestly-priced residential facilities for seminars, courses, retreats, etc.
are in short supply in Alberta. Good
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opportunities to serve small and mediumsized businesses and other organizations
therefore exist for a competitively-priced
operation that can offer first class technical facilities and an agreeable environmental setting.
Our research further revealed that a
strong potential market exists in the
Elder Hostel movement. The Canadian
Elder Hostel Association and its regional
affiliates organize a wide variety and
large number of courses, many of which
are best carried on in a residential
setting; that is, away from the participant's
home base. Another potential seems to
exist in performing and visual arts programmes, partly because the Banff Cen-

Ire now accepts only the cream of the
student crop, turning away applicants,
and because the market is growing and
diversifying. And, in a more speculative
vein, we concluded that a "sleeper"
market exists for packaged tourist excursions that incorporate short-stay, in-residence learning courses or discussion
groups.
With its cultural tourism potentials now
being developed through provincial interpretive centres in the area, with the Ecomusuem project now underway, and
given the unique setting of the Pass for
all-seasons recreation and tourism, Crowsnest Pass is well positioned to go after
several learning markets. In Figure 2 we

indicate the types of activities and markets we identified in our "scan" of possibilities and potentials.

Building and Facilities Development
The building development concept is
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
We established that the spatial subdivisions in the two buildings were of the
order of 16.5 and 18.5 feet. While university and school classrooms normally require larger space modules, these subdivisions are appropriate to the typical,
small class sizes operated by the Educational Consortium and, generally, by
adult learning providers. Possibilities exist,
at the same time, to convert certain parts

FIGURE 3

Old Hospital and Nursing Home Existing Floor Plan
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FIGURE 4
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of the buildings into larger classrooms or
arts studios as detailed needs studies
may sugguest. Thus, the buildings are in
some respects ideal for the intended purposes. Superficial examinations by a
number of technical people established
that the Hospital boiler was likely in good
shape (although thorough tests will have
to be made). The kitchen would require
some equipment upgrading but is otherwise a sound asset. Some of the residential units would need conversion to singles and doubles, and bathing/shower
facilities would have to be supplemented.
Ideally, a residential education Centre
should offer a fitness room, preferably
with a swimming pool annex. Since the
Municipality is currently contemplating a
community indoor pool, we proposed
that it be built as an adjunct to the Learning Centre as a "shared" facility, thus
enhancing the overall marketability of
the ALReC project, while, at the same
time, providing a community service
(especially for youth). Investment in a
pool could, therefore, be partially recovered from visitors to the ALReC. In
addition, space and facilities could be
provided for an Enterprise Incubator,
particularly for a specialty-foods processing and marketing co-op, one of the diversification objectives stipulated in the
Community's Strategic Plan. Lastly, the
buildings themselves would become a
"laboratory": as renovations, restorations
and new additions take place, training
courses for the community's youth in
building construction trades would be offered at the Centre, using these projects
as "hands on" learning vehicles.

Partnerships
From Figure 2 it can be seen that universities and colleges can conceivably
be joined to the ALReC project as partners, either as initial investors in the building developments or as lessees on long
term agreements. Their needs could be
permanent space for field stations, summer institutes, studios and the like, and
classroom spaces that can be guaranteed to be available in specified seasons. Similar partnership arrangements
ought to appeal to a number of government departments who are regular providers or users of training and seminar
courses, etc. The province's emergent
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Wind Power Research establishment
might conceivably become an investor
with the installation of an experimental
electric power unit.
But partnerships need not only be
financial and managerial. Agreements
can conceivably be struck with various
organizations, private, as well as public,
on quid pro quo bases: facility use and
enjoyment in exchange for services
given to the community, for example, as
now occurs with the Faculty of Environmental Design; first refusal space-scheduling to selected providers in return for a
guaranteed volume of business with the
ALReC; co-operating arrangements with
the Banff Centre for spin-off business;
etc.

The Organizational Model and Next
Steps
The outline of organization for the ALReC
is predicated on three (3) key conditions:
1) the Centre should not aspire to become
a teaching institution in its own right; it
should be a resource facility that can be
accessed by the full range of education
providers and institutions offering job
training for the area-wide community's
youth and unemployed; 2) planning, implementation and ongoing management
must be placed in the hands of a committed and energetic "community management board" which would include
the Municipal Corporation as a primary
partner; and 3) the business plan of the
Centre should contemplate a significant
recovery of capital costs and full recovery
of operating costs.
Conditions 2) and 3) have their basis
in community control and self-reliance.
The first condition responds to factors of
competition and markets. That is, the
primary opportunity to be seized is adult
education; a competitive position can be
established if the ALReC maintains only
a slim administrative and marketing staff
without venturing into development of its
own teaching capacities.
Now that the ALReC concept - programme, organization, and architecture
and building restoration development has been adopted by the Municipal Corporation, the Economic Development
Board and the Educational Consortium,
the project moves to the stage of indepth market research and building teas-

ibility study, and estimates of the employment, visitor expenditure benefits and
community services that the Centre can
generate for the community. While it is
likely that the Centre will never prove
"economical" in the sense of full-cost
recovery, senior government employment, business creation and community
development programmes offer, in the
aggregate, very significant potentials for
subsidization on capital and other costs.
In addition, a key factor in the accounting
yet to come will be the debt-free assets
of building space and equipment that the
Municipality can bring to the project.

Conclusion
The enterprise component of the Learning Centre establishes another "exporttype" business in the community, generating employment and visitor expenditures. The Centre can serve as an
incubator for co-op or individual business ventures by community residents.
Various government programmes and
post-secondary educational institutions
can deliver job training and self-employment skills training for the community's
youth. Universities and colleges can use
the Centre as well for satellite research
programmes, summer institutes and conferences and field courses. And investments in capital improvements to the
building that house the Centre can be
channelled to training programmes for
local youth in building-construction and
restoration technologies. The Centre thus
becomes a community place and a laboratory for community development as
much as a learning resource facility.
The author's work with the EDB was
by no means exhaustive - nor was it
intended to be. Our reconnaissance of
markets and the preliminary architectural study could only serve to bring the
ALReC idea from a state of visioning to a
state of visible, plausible opportunity.
That opportunity has now been expressed
as: an outline programme, a first order
test of feasibility for the use of the abandoned buildings, and a probe into (promising) market possibilities. These studies
were sufficiently convincing to inspire a
change of direction; the Municipal Council and the Chinook Educational Consortium lent their support to going the next
step.

THEME ARTICLE/DOSSIER

The translation of visioning into a programme possibility; the outlining of opportunities; the enrichment of a single
objective in the first instance by blending
it with other community objectives; the
gradual shifting of decision-making focus
away from a present "problem" to a
"future scenario"; the change in political
will from erasing an embarrassing, seemingly valueless asset towards exploring
an opportunity; obtaining a clearer picture of how the concept could be "built"
and how it could be "implemented" and
"managed" - all of these actions and
behaviors in community process illustrate
how strategic thinking in development
works. Perhaps they best illustrate that
strategy is as much crafted as it is
planned.

Notes
1. A more detailed account of the community's strengths and weaknesses, and its potential for economic development, is provided in
Perks, 1988.
2. Blairmore, Coleman, Bellevue, Hillcrest
and Frank amalgamated in 1979 to form the
Municipality of the Crowsnest Pass. These
five towns form the present community,
stretched out over 43 kilometres along Highway #3.
3. For a fuller account of the local historical
assets and the "Ecomuseum" plan that sets
out the development of these assets, see

Jamieson, MacDonald and Perks (1988).
4. The Chinook Educational Consortium is a
public institution that provides vocational and
adult education courses in three distantly
separated communities in the southwest
region of Alberta. One of these communities
is the Crowsnest Pass. The Consortium
assesses needs and programmes and delivers courses through the services of its
member institutions - University of Lethbridge, Lethbridge College, Southern Alberta
Institute of Technology, Athabaska University
(distant learning) and Alberta Vocational Institute. The Consortium director's 1986 "Development Plan" outlines an ambitious programme for cultural and adult education
courses, but the member institutions are not
all agreed on it.
5. Currently, a design studio course is dedicating a team of 7 students to designing an
interpretive programme and restorations at
the Greenhill Mine; in 1986-87, Dr. Walter
Jamieson and the students prepared an "ecomuseum" plan embracing the whole of the
community's cultural history and industrial
artifacts; the Faculty's one-week Design
Camp is held annually in the Pass
some
20 development projects and site plans have
been taken through their initial stages; the
author's work in Strategic Planning with the
EDB is another example, as is the Adult
Learning Resource Centre discussed in this
paper.
6. The hospital site is located quite distantly
from the commercial centre of Blairmore; it is
close to but not fronting Highway #3; a neighbouring site has been designated for a coal

mine tipple in the future, thus eliminating the
possibility to use the old hospital site for a first
class hotel or resort.
7. For a discussion of Strategic Planning in
the context of small-town community development, see Perks and Ind Kawun, 1986. Experiences with carrying out Strategic Planning in
Crowsnest Pass are reported in Perks, 1988;
and in Jamieson et al, 1988.
8. See note 3.
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Book Reviews/ Comptes rendus de livres

qui constitue non seulement un mode de developpement
extremement coOteux mais egalement dysfonctionnel dans
la mesure ou ii vide progressivement le centre de ses forces
vives au profit de sa peripherie toujours plus eloignee. Si cette
tendance devait se maintenir, elle serait prejudiciable a !'ensemble de la region metropolitaine, voire au Quebec tout
entier en ne permettant pas a Montreal de jouer son role
international en concurrence avec les autres metropoles du
continent. A ce titre, ce livre devrait interesser les professionnels de l'urbanisme au Quebec et - mais ne revons pas trap
- les politiciens qui nous gouvernent!
LEON PLOEGAERTS, Ph.D.

Octobre 1989

Pierre lamonde et autres,
Developpement urbain et strategie de transport pour
Montreal 2001.
INRS-Urbanisation, Montreal, 1989, RR12, XIV p. + 178
p. + carte.
On doit au Professeur Lamonde et a son equipe de l'INRSUrbanisation cet ouvrage tres dense consignant les resultats
d'un projet de recherche commande en 1988 par le Comite
technique sur le transport de la Ville de Montreal mais qui
s'inscrit dans une reflexion beaucoup plus large entreprise
des 1983, laquelle aborde toute la problematique du developpement urbain de la region metropolitaine de Montreal.
Comme la plupart des livres a forte teneur economique,
celui-ci est d'une presentation austere sans pour autant etre
aride et est accompagne de nombreux tableaux et graphiques
explicitant un texte d'une grande clarte meme pour le lecteur
non averti.II s'agit d'un ouvrage remarquable par sa concision
qui, au travers d'une etude classique de !'evolution previsible
de la population et de l'emploi d'ici la fin du siecle, montre par
le biais de divers scenarios l'impact nefaste de l'etalement
urbain decoulant largement du manque de vision du pouvoir
politique relativement a une strategie globale du developpement de la region urbaine de Montreal qui, rappelons-le, est la
seule grande ville du Quebec.
L'ouvrage aborde l'etude de la population et de l'emploi de
la region metropolitaine d'ici l'an 2001 et mesure l'impact de
!'evolution demographique sur la demande de transport. Ensuite les auteurs examinent successivement l'impact de !'evolution demographique sur la demande de transport, !'evolution
previsible de l'emploi et des transports sur la meme periode
en comparant les diverses strategies de developpement du
transport vis-a-vis de l'etalement urbain, y compris celle - fort
critiquee - du ministere des Transports du Quebec qui se
limite a accompagner cet etalement. L'etude se termine par
!'analyse comparative des diverses propositions du developpement du transport en commun avancees par la Communaute urbaine de Montreal (CUM) et par le MTQ dans l'Est et
dans l'Ouest de la CUM.
Sans !'exposer tres explicitement - et l'on peut comprendre la reserve des auteurs qui n'avaient pas rec;;u un mandat
d'urbanisme - cette etude montre bien les effets particulierement pervers a long terme de l'etalement urbain non contr6Ie
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•
•
•

Accori:imodating new populations in cities in developing
countries
Political and administrative organization of metropolitan
areas
Major hazards in metropolitan areas
To these the Melbourne organizers have added the following topics, which, while not formally Metropolis Association
study commissions, will use the same process in preparation
for the Melbourne Congress:
D An economic perspective of the Asia-Pacific area
Australian metropolitan development

•

Planning Notes/ Notes
Metropolis '90
Metropolis '90 is the 3rd International Congress of the World
Association of the Major Metropolises and will take place at
the new World Congress Centre in Melbourne, between 15
and 1~ October 1990. The Congress is being hosted by the
Victorian State Government through the Ministry of Planning
and Environment.
The Metropolis Association was formed in 1985 as the
outcome of a 1984 Paris conference of world ministers
mayors, city administrators and other ser.ior decision-maker~
whose responsibilities included a role in the planning and life of
the world's major cities. It was perceived that there was a need
for an international forum which would allow the decisionmakers responsible for our major cities to exchange experiences and ideas. The Association is also a forum for discussion of ways of capitalizing on the advantages which big cities
can offer through their size.
In its short history, 37 of the world's biggest cities, including
Melbourne, have joined the Metropolis Association as full
members. To preserve the nature of the Association as a "big
city" organization, full membership is limited to capital cities
and other cities having populations of at least one million.
There is however a second, non-voting, associate category of
membership open to smaller conurbations, specialized agencies and individuals.
. The Metropolis Association endeavours to encourage practical outcomes to the problems of big cities. To maintain
momentum between its triennial Congresses, the Association
has established study commissions of about 10 cities as
members who collaborate in the evaluation of the problems
as seen as most pressing for cities worldwide. The findings of
the three-year study of these issues between Congresses
thus become the skeleton of the programme for the subsequent Congress.
The core of the programme for Metropolis '90 is made up of
the following topics which are currently under examination:

•
•
•

The contribution of tertiary industries to the future economic
welfare of cities
Optimization of transport costs in inner city areas
Waste management

Major speakers invited to address delegates in plenary
sessions include:
Professor George Sternlieb, Rutgers University - "Patterns
of Growth" - Mr. Enrique Iglesias, President of the InterAmerican Development Bank - "The Economy" - Mr.
Michel Hamelin, President of the Executive Committee of the
Urban Community of Montreal - "Optimization of Inner City
Transport Costs" - Dr. Aprodicio Laquain, United Nations
Fund Representative in Beijing and Mr. Manuel Camacho
Solis, Secretary for Urban Development and Ecology, Government of Mexico - "Housing and Population" - Dr. Klaus
von Dohnanyi, former Major of Hamburg and German Cabinet Minister - "Political and Administrative Organization of
Metropolises" - Professor A. Andersson, Chairman of
Sweden's Commission for the Future - "Urban Infrastructure"
- Professor Mal Logan, Vice Chancellor, Monash University, Melbourne - "Australian Metropolitan Development" Mr. Alain Carignon, former Minister for Environment in the
French Government and now Mayor of Grenoble - "Urban
Environment and Health."
The Metropolis '90 Congress in Melbourne is expected to
attract 1500 delegates.
. While the Congress is a meeting of the Metropolis Association, It Is open to anyone interested in the issues affecting the
world's major cities. All delegates will be encouraged to take
an active part In the debates and with this in mind, the Congress programme is being heavily structured in favour of small
groups of delegates working closely together in round
table/seminar format. In addition to the highlight topics described there will be a full programme of other subject matter
which will interest town planners.
An interesting twist of the proceedings is the role to be
played by a team of rapporteurs. Each major session of the
Congress will be monitored by the team who will distill the
mood of delegates into a single statement of issues and
needs. In the immediate wake of the Congress, the resulting
statement will be debated In a closed session by the official
representatives of member cities of the Association - the
decision makers - with a view to the adoption of a "DeclaratI?n of Melbourne." This final statement will encompass the
views of the world community on the problems and solutions
to the issues facing our major metropolises.
Metropolis '90 will also be a cultural event for Melbourne.
The existing membership of the Metropolis Association includes strong representation from Spanish and French speak-
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ing cities from Europe, South America and Africa. Proceedings
will be in English, French and Spanish, interpreted simultaneously to ensure full participation by delegates.
Further information can be obtained from:
Congress Secretariat
Metropolis '90
545 Royal Parade
Parkville 3052
Australia
Telephone (613) 387 -9955
Fax (613) 387-3120
L.J. HAYES
Executive Officer, Metropolis '90

Report on the Visit of Steve likaveke
During the first two weeks of June, I was privileged to act as the
Canadian host for Steve Likaveke, Acting Chief Physical
Planner for the Solomon Islands. As part of a CIDA funded CIP
initiative, Steve attended the Heritage Trust Conference in
Toronto and then spent two weeks in Edmonton. During that
time he lived with my family and came to work daily at the
Planning Branch, Alberta Municipal Affairs. Steve was a fine
guest and my colleagues and family learned much about the
Solomon Islands during his visit. The welcome mat is now
down for many Edmontonians in the Western Pacific.
The Solomon Islands are an independent Commonwealth
country some 2400 km. northeast of Brisbane, Australia. It is
made up of six major islands and numerous smaller ones, with
a rapidly growing population of some 300,000. The capital,
Honiara (30,000 population), is on Guadalcanal Island which
you may remember as the site of World War 11 battles.
Steve took his planning training in Brisbane. He has a staff
of both Solomon Islanders and expatriates such as Peace
Corps and Australian Volunteers. A number of Solomon lslanders are now planning students in Brisbane and in New
Zealand as part of a government program.
Steve's activities in Edmonton can be divided into three
areas: a general orientation at Municipal Affairs, special planning events, and activities which took place outside of the
local planning environment.
Within Municipal Affairs, Steve met with the Deputy Minister
and the Alberta Planning Board. I gave Steve an explanation of
the Provincial planning framework. He had the opportunity to
discuss a variety of topics with other staff including the land
tenure system in Alberta (current issues and programs) and
aspects of planning office management and project scheduling. He attended a weekly subdivision committee meeting. As
a finale, Steve gave an enjoyable presentation on Planning in
the Solomon Islands, including a comparison of our respective
planning organizations, to our staff.
Apart from the in-office activities Steve travelled outside
Edmonton with a number of our planners. He attended a
public hearing on a proposed pulp mill in the Athabasca/Lac
La Biche region. He went to two Municipal Planning Com-
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mission meetings in Bonnyville and was taken on a farm tour
by a commission member. The Alberta Planning Board took
Steve to the Peace River Country for several subdivision
appeal hearings. I would like to thank the Department for its
co-operation and support in this endeavour.
It was fortuitous that the AACIP conference was taking
place while Steve was in Edmonton. This presented the opportunity for him to attend a number of the sessions, social
functions and field trips and meet many Alberta planners. As
well, Steve had a half day orientation with the City of Edmonton
Planning Department and had a discussion on planning education with Dr. P.J. Smith of the University of Alberta.
In and around Edmonton, Steve visited some of our most
famous attractions: the Space Science Centre, the Provincial
Museum, West Edmonton Mall, the University of Alberta, Elk
Island National Park and Old Strathcona. He made a presentation to and held a discussion with my youngest son's sixth
grade class at McKernan School. The highlight, however, was
a trip to Jasper, including a sky tram ride up Whistler Mountain
where Steve walked in snow for the first time, and reached the
highest spot above sea level that he had ever climbed.
Steve's visit was a golden opportunity for me, family, friends
and colleagues, especially those who shared the hosting. We
all enjoyed his company. We are all appreciative of another
part of the world. We hope that Steve learned something from
us as we did from him, we hope that he shares our warm
feelings. A project like this has many benefits. A thank you to
all of my friends and fellow workers who helped out.
WAYNE JACKSON

Awards/Prix
1989 Award for Planning Excellence
The 1989 Award for Planning Excellence went to the Regional
Planning Division, Department of Renewable Resources, Government of the Northwest Territories. Judged the best of
twenty-one entries from across Canada, the award is significant for several reasons. It was the first time an entry from
Northern Canada has won an award. Second, the award
winner was not a university educated planner with the traditional academic qualifications. He is also a Native Northerner.
Third, the focus of the entry was cross-cultural communication. Using a video format, the regional planners developed a
simple, flexible tool to explain the basic principles of regional
land use planning. The video is readily transportable and
duplicates can be made for community use at little cost. The
video is being produced in all six official languages of the
Northwest Territories.
The Native Northerner responsible for this project was Tim
Beaulieu. He is a 41 year old Chipewyan Dene from Yellowknife NWT. During his diversified career he has worked as an
air defense technician, executive director of the Indian

Brotherhood and Metis Associations of the NWT, Manpower
Job Creation Officer and Manager of Public Relations/ Communications for Native Press. In 1988, he completed the
Renewable Resources Technology Program at Arctic College
before joining the department as a Planning Officer trainee.
Tim conceived the idea for the video and translated the
vision into reality under the guidance of Ms. Brenda Hans.
Translation services were provided by the Government of the
Northwest Territories Language Bureau. Pido Productions Ltd.
of Yellowknife converted the initial slide show to videotape and
handled production.
We are especially proud of Tim's accomplishment because
it demonstrates that persistence pays off. It is not easy for
anyone to change careers in mid-life, return to school and
support a family. Tim managed this as well as bridging two
cultures. Regional planning by Northerners for Northerners is
in its infancy. Tim comes from a non-traditional academic
background with minimal formal training in land use planning.
Despite these limitations, he is demonstrating that Native Northerners can compete with the best of us if given the chance.
As Tim Beaulieu's boss at the time, I sponsored the submission, but I was not responsible for the work. This award
belongs to Tim Beaulieu and all of us who worked with him are
proud to acknowledge the accomplishment of our colleague.

Pointed Corner/ Opinions
If you have recently had your professional imagination
piqued, but do not have enough material to publish, you
may be interested in sending a tidbit to THE POINTED
CORNER. This space will be provided in each issue for any
profound thoughts not obscure enough to find their way
into the refereed section and not bland enough for the
practitioner section but which are 'profound' nonetheless.
Alternately, responses to the material found in this corner
will also be welcome.
Please send suitable material to:
Plan Canada Newsletter
c/o The Institute of Urban Studies
515 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 2E9

IAN D. ROBERTSON, MCIP

Whitehorse, Yukon

Biography - TIM BEAULIEU
Tim Beaulieu, a Chipewyan
Dene was born in Yellowknife
N.W.T. in 1948. He was brought
up and schooled for the most
part in various communities
in the N.W.T. which included
Fort Smith, Hay River, Fort
Resolution, Fort Providence
and Yellowknife. Other places
of residence included Mayo
Landing, Yukon as well as
Edmonton, Alberta.
After having attended one
boarding school after another, Mr. Beaulieu joined the
Royal Canadian Airforce in 1966 and completed a program
of training with them as an Air Defence Technician stationed in Quebec. After serving with the Airforce he went
on to complete his formal education and subsequently
enrolled as a student with the University of Alberta where
he completed a first year course in Psychology. He then
undertook a 3 year training program with the Department
of Education, Government of the N.W.T. and completed his

training with them as an Education Officer with the Continuing and Special Education Branch.
· Thereafter he then went on to work in a variety of fields
that included: Executive Director with the Indian Brotherhood of the N.W.T.; Project Officer with the Job Creation
Branch Manpower and Immigration; Executive Director
Metis Association of the N.W.T. Yellowknife Local; Manager
Public Relations/ Advertising with the Native Press, Native
Communications Society of the Western N.W.T.; Native
Outreach Counsellor with the Tree of Peace Friendship
Centre Yellowknife and Rehabilitation Counsellor with Arctic House Halfway House for ex-offenders.
As of May 1988, he completed a three year course of
studies with Arctic College that included one year of academic upgrading and two years of a Renewable Resources
Technology Program. Currently he has completed a two
year inservicetraining program with the Land Use Planning
Division, Department of Renewable Resources, Government of the Northwest Territories as a Land Use Planning
Officer and is currently working with the division in that
capacity. As well Mr. Beaulieu is at present registered as a
full time correspondence student with The University of
Waterloo in his second year of a three year degree program
with the faculty of Environmental Studies.
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CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS
INSTITUT CANADIEN DES URBANISTES
30 46 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, CANADA, K1 P 6K6, (613) 233-2105

1990 Awards for Planning Excellence
Call for Entries

Prix d'excellence en urbanisme 1990
Appel de soumissions

In May the Canadian Institute of Planners will present its
annual Awards for Planning Excellence at the 1990 national
conference in Banff Alberta. The winning entry or entries
will be displayed at the Conference and reported on in Plan
Canada. Submissions can include: 1) Plans or Policies, 2)
Physical Design Concepts, 3) Applied Research, 4) Communications, and 5) Other.

L'lnstitut canadien des urbanistes remettra ses prix annuels
d'excellence au Congres national qui aura lieu a Banff,
Alberta, en mai 1990. Le ou les travaux gagnants seront
exposes dans le cadre du Congres et seront presentes
dans Plan Canada. Les travaux sou mis penvent etre: 1) des
plans ou politiques, 2) des projets d'amenagement, 3) des
recherches appliquees, 4) des travaux de communication
et 5) d'autres genres de travaux.

Criteria
The criteria for judging the submissions will include: a)
excellence, b) effectiveness, c) implementation potential,
d) comprehensiveness, e) presentation, and f) applicability
to other situations.

Criteres d'evaluation
Les criteres d'evaluation sont: a) !'excellence des travaux
sou mis, b) leur contribution, c) leur potentiel de realisation,
d) leur capacite d'integration, e) la presentation et f) les
possibilites d'application dans d'autres circonstances.

Eligibility
1. The entry must have been prepared by or under the
direction of a Member of the Canadian Institute of
Planners.
2. The entry must have been, during the period 1988-89
inclusive
a) adopted by bylaw or resolution or by other legislation;
or
b) implemented through physical construction; or
c) published by a recognized publisher or public agency.

Applications
Applications shall be submitted by a Member of GIP and
shall consist of:
1. A covering letter(maximum two pages8½" x 11") certifying that the project conforms to the eligibility requirements above;
2. A summary explanation and rationale (maximum six
pages 8½" x 11 ") demonstrating how the project meets
the criteria above;
3. The project documentation, which may include or be
supported by plans or other illustrative material. All
submitted materials shall become the property of the
Canadian Institute of Planners.
4. One set of (at most) 10 illustrative slides, to be used in
the Awards ceremony.
5. Six copies of all submitted material are required, except
slides.

Submissions/Enquiries
Send completed applications or enquiries for information
to: David H. Sherwood, MCIP at the GIP office, Suite 404,
126 York Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1 N 5T5, Tel: (613) 233-2105
Fax: (613) 233-1984.
DEADLINE: 4 p.m. Friday March 30th, 1990
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Criteres d'admissibilite
1. Un membre de l'lnstitut canadien des urbanistes doit
avoir realise ou dirige les travaux soumis.
2. Les travaux soumis doivent avoir ete, durant la periode
1988-1989:
a) soit adoptes par reglement, resolution ou autre mesure legislative;
b) soit materialises sous la forme de constructions;
c) soit publies par un editeur reconnu ou par un organisme public.

Demandes d'inscription
La demande d'inscription doit etre soumise par un membre
de l'ICU et doit comprendre:
1. une lettre (d'au plus deux pages de 21 ½ x 28 cm) attestant
que les travaux soumis sont conformes aux criteres
d'admissibilite decrits ci-haut;
2. un resume des travaux ( d'au plus six pages de 21 ½ x 28
cm) demontrant comment ceux-ci repondent aux criteres d'evaluation presentes ci-haut;
3. une description des travaux, incluant si necessaire des
plans ou autres illustrations; tousles documents inclus
dans la soumission deviennent la propriete de l'lnstitut
canadien des urbanistes;
4. des diapositives (un maximum de dix) qui seront utilisees
lors de la ceremonie ou seront presentes les prix d'excellence.
5. A !'exception des diapositives, tousles documents doivent etre soumis en six exemplaires.

Soumissions/demandes de renseignements
Les soumissions et les demandes de renseignements doivent etre envoyees a David Sherwood, MICU, au bureau de
l'ICU: 126 rue York, bureau 404, Ottawa K1 N 5T5, Tel:
(613) 233-2105; telecopieur: (613) 233-1984.
DATE LIMITE: Le vendredi 30 mars 1990 a 16 heures.

Notices/Avis
Canadian Association of Planning Students
1990 Conference - Halifax
February 21-23, 1990
"Planners' Odyssey: Our Vision Of The Future"
"In the construction of a country it is not the practical
workers but the idealists and planners that are difficult to
find."

SUN VAT SEN (1866-1925)
The 1990 C.A.P.S. conference is being held in Halifax, N.S.,
February 21st to 23rd and will be co-hosted by the Nova
Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD) and the Technical
University of Nova Scotia (TUNS). The theme is "A Planners'
Odyssey: Our Vision For The Future." The conference will
focus on workshops in which participants will map out
methods to reach ideal future goals in various areas of interest. A synopsis of the workshop results will be circulated to
planning organizations and institutions across Canada in the
late spring.

Contact:Jeanne Bourque, c/o Environmental Planning Division, Nova Scotia College of Art & Design, 5163 Duke St.,
Halifax, N.S., B3J 3J6, Tel. (902) 425-8872.

Association canadienne des etudiant( e)sen
amenagement et en urbanisme
Colloque 1990 - Halifax
21-23 fevrier
"L'Urbanisme et l'amenagement: les 30 ans

a venir"

"Lorsqu'il s'agit de batir un pays, ce ne sont pas /es ouvriers
qui manquent mais bien /es idea/istes et /es createurs."
SUN VAT SEN (1866-1925)
Le congres annuel de !'Association canadienne des etudiants
en amenagement et en urbanisme aura lieu du 21 au 23
fevrier 1990 Halifax en Nouvelle-Ecosse, sous les auspices
du Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD) et de la
Technical University of Nova Scotia (TUNS). Le congresaura
pour theme L'Urbanisme et l'amenagement: les 30 ans a
venir." Une serie d'ateliers portera sur !'elaboration de methodes permettant aux participants d'atteindre leurs objectifs
long terme dans differents champs d'interet. Un resume des
propositions des ateliers sera par la suite envoye aux associations et organisme concernes.

a

a

Source: Jeanne Bourque, c/o Environmental Planning Division, Nova Scotia College of Art & Design, 5163 Duke St.,
Halifax, N.S., B3J 3J6, Tel. (902) 425-8872.

Announcing An International Symposium
Handling Hazardous Materials/Wastes:
Social Aspects Of Facility Planning
And Management
September 30 - October 3, 1990
Harbour Castle Westin
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
A call for papers is going out now under the major areas of
Current Problems and Issues, Alternative Approaches,
Methods and Techniques and Institutional Arrangements.
For further information, please contact the Social Aspects
Symposium Headquarters, Humber College, Conference
and Seminar Services, 205 Humber College Blvd., Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada M9W 5L7, Tel. (416) 675-5077, FAX
(416) 675-0135. Ask for Ingrid Norrish or Teresa Cavaliere.

ANNOUNCEMENT
CMHC Housing Awards 1990
CMHC's second biennial Housing Awards competition is
now open. This year's theme is Housing for Young Families.
All professionals involved in housing - no matter what
their speciality- are eligible to enter. The Housing Awards
competition recognizes excellence in five categories that
cover the entire spectrum of activities leading to the production and provision of housing in Canada - from financing
and technology to planning and design to regulation and
management.
Given this wide range, not only individuals, but also
interest groups, non-profits, co-operatives, manufacturers,
provincial and municipal governments and agencies are all
eligible. The key requirement is that they have improved
access to good, affordable housing.
Don't miss the opportunity to be nationally recognized
for your contribution, and to pass on to others new ideas
for improving Canadian housing. Deadline for entries is 15
March 1990.
Write or call now for an application and a free copy of the
Awards '88 book:
The Manager, CMHC Housing Awards, Canada Mortgage
& Housing Corporation, Research Division, 682 Montreal
Road, Ottawa, Ontario K1AOP7, Tel. (613) 748-2321
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Conferences/Collgres
February 21-23, 1990
"Planners' Odyssey: Our Vision for the Future"/
"L'Urbanisme et l'amenagement: les 30 ans a venir"
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design/Technical
University of Nova Scotia
Contact/pour information: Jeanne Bourque, _c/o
Environmental Planning Division, Nova Scotia College
of Art and Design, 5263 Duke St., Halifax, NS B3J 3J6,
Tel. (902) 425-8872.

March 5-7, 1990
ASEAN Convention, "Regional Growth Centres Areas for Investments," Manila, Philippines
Contact/pour information: AAPH Permanent
Secretariat, Ground Floor, Strata 100 Building, Emerald
Avenue, 1600 Pasig, Metro Manila, Philippines,
Tel. 693-0939.

March 5-8, 1990
"GIS for the '90s," Second National Conference,
Geographic Information Systems, Ottawa Congress
Centre, Ottawa, Ontario
Contact/pour information: Canadian Institute of
Surveying Mapping, P.O. Box 5378, Station F, Ottawa,
Ontario K2C 3J1, Fax (613) 224-9577.

March 12-14, 1990
1990 Flood Plain Management Conference
Toronto, Ontario
Contact/pour information: The Association of
Conservation Authorities of Ontario, Suite 200A,
Time Square, 380 Armour Road, Peterborough, Ontario
K9H 7L7; for further information, call David Douglas at
(416) 965-6275.

May 3-5, 1990
"Community Involvement - Community Change: . .
Building the Healthy Community," Canadian AssocIatIon
for Community Action National Conference
Sheraton Hotel, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Contact/pour information: Dr. Bill Burgess, Offic~
of Extension, Brandon University, Brandon, Manitoba
R7A 6A9, Tel. (204) 727-7333.

Contact/pour information: Dr. Walter Jamieson,
Program Chair, c/o Faculty of Environmental Design,
The University of Calgary, 2500 University Drive N.W.,
Calgary, AB T2N 1N4, Tel. (403) 220-6604; Fax
(403) 284-4399.

May 27 - June 1, 1990/27 mai -1 juin 1990
XVlle Congres mondial de !'Union internationale des
architectes/lnternational Union of Architects XVII
Congress, "Cultures et technologies"
Contact/pour information: Secretariat du Congres, ~IA
XVII, a/s Societe la cle, rue 640 Saint-Paul ouest, Suite
102, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3C 1L9.

July 3-6, 1990/3-6 juillet 1990
"Les enjeux urbains de l'habitat"/"Housing Debates Urban Challenges"
Conference internationale de recherche sur le logement
(CILOG)/lnternational Housing Research Conference
(IHRC)
Cite des sciences et de l'industrie, Paris
Contact/pour information: CILOG - Plan urbain, 64,
rue de la Federation, 75015, Paris, France, Telecopie/
Fax 33-1-46 47 32 78.

September 8-12, 1990
36th Annual International Downtown Association
Conference
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Contact/pour information: International Downtown
Association, 215-15th Street, N.W. Suite 900, Washington,
DC 20005-2375, U.S.A., Tel. (202) 783-4963, or
Edmonton Downtown Development Corporation, Suite
1803, Canada Trust Tower, 10104-103 Avenue,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5J 4A4, Tel.
(403) 424-9001.

September 30 - October 3, 1990
International Symposium: "Handling Hazardous
Materials/Wastes: Social Aspects of Facility Planning
and Management"
Harbour Castle Westin, Toronto, Ontario
Contact/pour information: Social Aspects Symposium
Headquarters, Humber College, Conference and
Seminar Services, 205 Humber College Blvd.,
Etobicoke, Ontario M9W 5L7, Tel. (416) 675-5077,
Fax (416) 675-0135.

May 13-16, 1990/13-16 mai 1990

October 15-19, 1990

"Planning for Special Places"/L'Amenagement
d'endroits speciaux"
The Annual Conference of the Canadian Institute of
Planners/Congres annuel de l'lnstitut canadien des
urbanistes du 13 au 16 mai 1990
Banff Springs Hotel, Banff, Alberta

Third World Congress of the Major Metropolises
World Congress Centre
Melbourne, Australia
Contact/pour information: Congress Secretary,
Metropolis '90, 545 Royal Parade, Parkville, Victoria,
3052, Australia, Tel. (613) 387-9955, Fax (613) 387-312.
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Plan Canada Themes & Deadlines/calendrier de Plan Canada

Issue#/
numero

Publication Date/
date de publication

Theme/
theme

Adv~rtising Order
Closing/arret des
commandes publlcltaires

Deadline for Articles/
date limile pour la
remise des articles,

30:2

March/mars 90

Planning and Ethics/urbanisme et ethique

Dec./dec./89

Dec.Idec. 1/89

30:3

May/mai 90

Consulting Planning/
les urbanistes en pratique privee

Feb./fev. 21/90

Feb./fev. 1/90

30:4

July/juillet 90

Planning for the Elderly/
planifier pour les aTnes

April/avril 23/90

April/avril 2/90

30:5

Sept./sept. 90

C.I.P. Conference/congres de l'I.C.U.

June/juin 22/90

June/juin 1/90

30:6

Nov./nov. 90

Architecture Planning Interface/
!'interface architecture urbanisme

Aug./aout 23/90

Aug./aout 2/90

31:1

Jan./janvier 91

General lnterest/numero sans theme

Nov./nov. 20/90

Oct./oct. 2/90

31:2

March/mars 91

Creating Livable Environments/
amenager des milieux habitables

Jan./janvier 22/91

Dec.Idec. 3/90

31:3

May/mai 91

Sustainable Development/
le developpement durable

March/mars 21/91

Feb./fev. 1/91

31:4

July/juillet 91

Developing Planning Education/
ameliorer la formation en urbanisme

May/mai 23/91

Apr./avril 1/91

31:5

Sept./sept. 91

Planning: Emerging Futures/
les voies d'avenir en urbanisme

July/juillet 22/91

June/juin 3/91

31:6

Nov./nov. 91

CIP Conference/
congres de l'I.C.U.

Sept./sept. 20/91

Aug./aout 2/91

Advertising and Subscriptions/publicite et abonnement
Plan Canada has a circulation of 3,900. Advertising rates shown below are for camera ready art and for each publication. Additional costs will
be charged for any extra work necessary to achieve an advertiser's requirements. All monies and supplies must accompany each order and be
delivered to Triacom Inc. prior to the deadlines shown in the chart above. An artwork preparation service is available at $25.00 per ad (black &
white only)./Plan Canada a un tirage de 3 900 copies. Les tarifs indiques ci-contre concernent la publicite dans chaque numero. lls
s'appliquent aux annonces pretes pour !'impression. Les annonceurs devront payer des frais additionnels pour tout travail supplementaire
requis pous rencontrer leurs besoins. L'annonce et le paiement doivent etre envoyes avec la commande aTriacom Inc., avant la date indiquee
dans le calendrier de Plan Canada (voir tableau ci-dessus, colonne "arret des commandes publicitaires"). Un service de travail graphique est
disponible a raison de 25,00 $ par annonce (en noir et blanc seulement).
Size/
dimensions
1 page

Width x Height/
largeur x hauteur

Three Times/
3 parutions

Six Times/
6 parutions

10")

$400.00

$380.00

$360.00

5")

$250.00

$237.50

$225.00

(3 3/8" x 10")

$250.00

$237.50

$225.00

(2 3/8"

10")

$200.00

$190.00

$180.00

(7 3/16"

X

1/2 page horizontal/e

(7 3/16"

1/2 page vertical/e
1/3 page vertical/e
1/4 page

One Time/
1 parution

X

X

5")

$160.00

$152.00

$144.00

1/6 page vertical/e

(2 3/8"

X

2 1/2")

$125.00

$117.50

$110.00

1/8 page

(3 3/8"

X

2 1/2")

$100.00

$ 95.00

$ 90.00

Prof. Directory/cartes d'affaire

(2 3/8"

X

1 1/4")

$ 65.00

$ 60.00

$ 55.00

(3 3/8"

X

Annual Subscription (one volume of six issues)/abonnement
annuel (volume de six numeros):
C.I.P. Members/membres de l'I.C.U.
Gratis
lndividuals/individus
$40.00
Institutions/institutions
$45.00
Outside Canada/a l'etranger.
Ind ivid uals/i nd ivid us
$45.00
Institutions/institutions
$50.00
Canadian Institute of Planners/
lnstitut canadien des urbanistes
404-126, rue York Street
Ottawa, Canada K1 N 5T5
Tel. (613) 233-2105 Fax (613) 233-1984

Single copies, including back issues/un seul numero, y compris
ceux deja parus:
$7.00 plus postage/
C.1.P. Members/membres de l'I.C.U.
plus frais de port
$8.00 plus postage/
lndividuals/individus
plus frais de port
$8.00 plus postage/
Institutions/institutions
plus frais de port
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